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Abs tract

The purpose of this research was to design and test a.model
for èvaiuating the effectiveness of the public participation
process and piactices used ín tinber management planning in
ontar io .

The study vras guided by the following objectives: to create
a model Lo evaluate the effectiveness of the public
participatíon process and practices used in tinber
management planning; to test the evaluation nodel on two
receñt timbèr management planning exercises from the Kenora
District, Ontario Ministry of Natura.I Resources (OMNR); to
make modifications to the nodel as required, as a result of
testing; to provide recorunendations for improving the
effectlveness of public participation in timber management
planning; and, to provide recommendations for further use
of the nodel .

To conduct this research, severa.I sources of Iiterature were
reviewed on topics including: environmental assessnent;
public particiþation; designing evaluation models and
questioñnaires; and, the current public participation
process and practices used by the OMNR. once the evaluation
modef and acòompanying questionnaires were designed, they
were tested based on input from: government and forest
company staff members famil-iar with the timber management
planniñg process; and, rnembers of the public who had
þarticiþated in timber management planning exercises.

The evaluation resu.Lts of both case studies revealed several
strengths and weaknesses of the public participation
proceÃses recently used in timber management planning. The
-key areas for improvement incfude: a statenent of purpose
foi involving the publ-ic in timber management planning;
increased staff training with regard to nanaging and
conducting public participation processes; better
presentatlon of infor¡nation to the public; increased public
ãducation regarding timber management planning actívities;
more effective public involve¡nent in the planning process/
especially by locaf peop.le; and, evaluation of the
paiticipalion process while it is being conducted.

The results and recommendations of the case study
evaluations were conpared to the "Decision and Reasons for
Decisíon" document, written by the ontario Environnental
Assessment Board and refeased by the Minister of the
Environment in Aprif, 1994. The document reinforces several
of the findings of the case study evaluations, hol'¡ever
additional recommendations for inprovement to the process
remain.
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CHAPTER I - INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

This research is about the developnent and testing of a

model for evaluating the public participation process and

practises used in timber management planning in Ontario'

Currently, the particípation process is conducted according

to the terms and conditions recently established by the

ontario Environnental Assessnent Board (EA Board¡ 1994)

The following is a brief exptanation of the background of

environmental assessment in canada and an account of the

events which 1ed to the current policy on public

participation for timber management planning in ontario'

Environmental assessment, as a regulatory process, is

relatively new in Canada. The practise ernerged due to a

growing awareness of the irnportance of environmental issues

and the increasing size and complexity of modern projects

(Robertson/ l-989, P. 1).

Legal structures requiring envíronmental assessnent have

existed in canada since the l-970s and its requirements have

evolved. over the years (Robertson, 1989, p. 2). rn Ontario,

the Environmental Assessment Act/ R.S'o. l-990' Chap E lS;

am. 1993, c. 2'1, Sch. \,ras enacted in 1975' The purpose of

the Act is:

the betterment of the people of Lhe whole or any

t-



part of ontario by providing for the protection,
conservation and r¿ise management in ontario of the
environment (EA Act/ 1990, s. 2).

The Act applíes to: "enterprises or activities or proposafs,

plans or programs in respect of enterprises or activities by

or on behal-f of Her Majesty in right of ontario" (EA Act/

1980, s.3). Às an agent of Her Majesty and the steward of

cro\^¿n land in ontario, the Ontario Ministry of Natural

Resources (OMNR) ís responsible for the undertaking of

timber management on Crown lands in the Provínce. This

undertaking is defined by OMNR as the interrefated

activities of access, harvest, renewal and maintenance of

the timber resource. In order to fuffif its obligations

under the EA Act/ OMNR chose to prepare a Cfass

environmental assessment. Among other things, the Cfass EA

document describes a planning process which is intended to

be used for timber management in the future.

!

ì

i rn December 1985, the OMNR submitted to the Minister of the
I

I ¡nttironment the "Draft Class Environmental Assessment for
i Timber Management on Crown Lands in Ontario". The Draft
i Cl.ss EA document contained a comprehensive ptanning process
:

: for the production of all timber management plans on crown
Ij land within the boundaries as shown in Figure 1. Between
j

I oecember 1985 and June 1987, the draft document was reviewed

, 
O" various government departments and a revised cfass

! Environmental Assessment document lreferred to hereafter as



Figure 1: Area of the undeltaking

Source: OMNR, The Cl-ass EA document ' ]-987 ' p. 3.



the ctass EA document) !¡as subnitted to the Minister in June

!987. on the request of the Miníster of Natural Resources,

the Minister of the Environment referred the application for

approval of the undertaking to the Environnental- Assessment

Board.

Hearings by the EA Board conunenced in May/ i-988 and

concluded in November I L992, a period of. 4 L/2 years ' The

hearings were held in several- Iocations throughout ontario

and the Board heard fron over 500 people (EA Board, 1994, p

21 . In April, 1994, the Board released its nReasons for

Decision and Decisíon", which indicated its acceptance of

the class environmental assessment and its approval of the

undertaking, subject to terms and conditíons of approval

(Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Aprit, 1994). Many of

those terms and conditions deal r¡ith the appropriate

planning process to be used in association with timber

management in ontario.

whil-e public hearings into the timber management undertaking

were ongoing, OMNR began to implement some of the elemenls

of the proposed timber management planning process which

were described in the Class EA document. In addition,

during the hearings¡ new ideas about timber management

plannj-ng (including the public participation process and

practises) were proposed to the Board by OMNR and several



other interested parties. Some intervenors also subnitted

\.,/ritten proposals. The OMNR incorporated some of these

ideas into íts public consultation activities prior to the

decísion of the Board.

The EA Board and other interested parties made their own

evaluation of the public participation process outl j-ned in

the class EA document, hor¿ever no formaf evaluation of the

publíc participation process or practises was conducted

during the review period. As such, an eval-uation of the

effectiveness of the process and associated practisesr was

valuable and timelY.

L.2 Problem Statement

The EA Board has approved the undertaking of timber

management as described in the Class EA document, with terms

and conditions, j-ncluding detailed requirements for public

consuftation in the tinber management planning process

(Ontario Ministry of the Environment, Apri1, 1994). To

monitor the effectiveness of public particípation in

planning, OMNR requires a means by which to evaluate its

evofvinq publíc participation process and practises.

1 'Process' refers to the functions associated with publ-ic
participation and 'practises' refers to the actions associated \'7ith
the various functions (see sect. 3.6).



1.3 Purpose

The purpose of this research is to design and test a model

for evaluating the effectiveness of the public participation

process and practises used ín timber nanagement planning in

ontario.

1.4 Obj ectives

The objectíves of the research were:

1) to examine the context/setting within which the

evaluation of pubLic partj-cipation in tímber

management planning is based;

2) to design a model which can be used to evafuate the

effectiveness of the public participation process and

practises used in timber management planning;

3) to test the evaluation model on the publ-ic

participation processès associated with two recent

timber nanagement planning exercises (one was a

Cro\,Jn Management Unit and the other was a Company

Forest Management Agreement (FI4A)) in the OMNR's Kenora

District;

4l to nodify the model (as nay be required), as a result

of testing;

5) to provide information and recommendations regarding

the strengths and weaknesses of the public

partj-cipation process and practíses used in the two

case studies; and,



6 ) to cofiunent on the usefulness of the revísed model '

1.5 Limitations

The evaluation modef \'ras tested on two public participation

processes used in recent timber managenent planning

exercises in the OMNR's Kenora District ' The first

evafuation was administered to a participation process which

v¡as conducted in association v¡ith a Crown Management Unit/

the Kenora Crown Timber Managenent PIan (TMP) for the years

L9gL-20LL. The second evaluati-on was administered to a

singte participation process which was conducted for two

timber management plans, the Patricia and Pakwash Forest FMA

TMPS for the years ]-994--20LL2.

L,6 organization

The research is organized into I chapters. chapter 2

contains a review of .the fiterature regarding environmental

assessment, the history of public participation and, public

j-nvolvement in environmental decis ion -making

chapter 3 consists of a review of the literature used to

develop the evaluation model . It includes discussions of:

the need to evafuate public participation in timber

managemenl planning; defining evafuation; defining

2 * Although the TMPS forecast timber management strategies
over a 2O-year period, public involvement specifically focuses
around the initial 5-Year Period.



effectiveness for the purposes of evaluation; defining

effective connunication; and, additional influences on

model des ign .

chapter 4 is the nethods chapter and discusses: the

development of t\,¡o questionnaires used to supplement the

evaluation modef; the methods used to admínister the model

and questionnaíre; determination of sample population; the

timing of the evafuation; \,¿ho should conduct the

evaluation; and, anafysis of the evaluation results.

chapter 5 consists of the model and questionnaire results of

the first case study. Modífications to the rnodel and

questionnaire in preparation for the second case study are

a.Lso discussed.

Chapter 6 contains the results of administration of the

revised nodel and questionnaj-res used in the second case

study. Changes to the modef and questionnaire in

preparation for future use conclude the chapter.

chapter 7 consists of a comparison of the terns and

conditions for pubÌíc participation as outlined in the

Environmental Assessment Boards "'Decis ion Documentn,

against the findings of the two case studies. Final

conclusions and recommendations are found in Chapter 8.



CHAPTER II - BACKGROI'ND

2.I Intro¿luction

A review of the literature regarding issues which pertain to

the research topic was conducted to set the context within

which the evaluation model v¡as developed. The subject

matter reviewed íncl-udes: EÀ in Canada; class EAs; the

history of public participation in canada; defining pubLic

particípation; participation in environnental decisíon-

making; and, the history of public participation in timber

management planning in Ontario

2,2 Environmental Assessment in canaala

EA first appeared in Canada in response to public pressure

arising from concerns about the negative effects of

undertakings that had been ímplemented with limited regard

for their potential bio-physicaf and socio-economic impacts

(Dunster & Gibson, 1989, p.2+). An EA process for Canada

v¿as initialJ-y created at the federal level r¿ith the issuance

of a series of cabinet directives ín 3-972 and 1973 (Rees,

1981). The directives were amended twice in the late 7970's

and promulgated in 1984 by order-in-council as the

Environmentaf Assessment Review Process Guidefines order,

SoR/84-467. The Canadian Environmental Assessnent Act

(CEAA), [S.c. 1,992, Chap.37, to come into force by order of

the covernor in counci.I , amended 1993 | c. 28, s 78; to

come into force Aprit I, L999 or earlier by order of the



Governor ín Councill which was created to replace the

Guidelines order, has been passed by both Houses of

Parliament; hov¡ever, no regulatíons to accompany the Act

exist at the time of writing.

Prior to the estabfishment of EA processes in Canada,

environmental protection was enforced through the use of

regulations.

In terms of both methodology and purpose, E I A

(environmental impact assessment) marked a radical
àeparture from ex.isting regulatory models in
enlironmental policy, changing the focus fron
regu.Iation and control to planning and prevention
(Jef f ery/ l-991, P. l-070 ) .

EA is anticipatory in nature and requires proponents to

evaluate afternatives to and alternative methods of carrying

out undertakings. Thus EA is preventative rather than

reactive (Jeffery, 199L, P. 1071).

The underlying philosophy of EA in Canada is similar to that

of the National Environmental PoIicy Act (NEPA), enacted in

1969 in the United States. NEPA states that all federal

government agencies must:

. . . utilize a systematic interdisc ipl inary approach
which wiII ensuïe the integrated use of the
natural and social sciences and the environmental
design arts in planning and ín decision making
which may have an impact on nan's environment
(NEPA, 1970, sect. 102).

ontario \,ras the first province in canada to enact
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conprehensive EA legislation, with the passÍng of The EA

Act. The philosophy of the Ontario EA Act is similar to

that of NEPA, hov¡ever, the provísions within the Act are

much more detail-ed that those found in NEPA/ and, in fact,

set an inteïnational standard for the process of

environmental- assessment (Dunster and Gibson, 1989, p' 26)'

2,3 class Environmental Assessments

A class assessment option vras designed for Ontario's EA Act

to provide an approach to the assessment of undertakings of

modest - to -moderate environmental significance (Gibson and

Savan, 1986, p. 74¡. The EA Act, section 41, provides for

the use of a class environmental assessment for common sets

of activities. The Ministry of the Environment, in its

"cenera] Guidelines for the Preparation of Environmental

Assessments", describes class EAs as a way of dealing ' '

.. .v¡ith projects which have important
characteristics in connon. Such projects are
relatively minor in scale, recur frequently, and
have a generally predictable range of effects
which, though significant enough to require
environmental assessment, are likely to cause
relatively ¡nínor effects ín most cases (Ministry
of the Environment, l-981, P. 17).

OMNR subnitted a class environmental assessment for timber

nanagement because it fett that the class assessnent

approach was appropriate for defining a common and

consistent planning process and for ensuring that the

purpose of the Environmental Assessment Act \'vas attained
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(OMNR, 1987, p. 2r. In the Class EA document, oMNR further

states that timber management invol-ves a conmon set of

activities which occur in every nanagenent unit and

generally have a predictable range of environmental effects

(oMNR, 1987, p. 3-4).

Gibson and Savan (l-986) conducted a review of ontario's EA

Act and argued that the class assessment option is not

designed to handle 'sectoraf undertakings' such as the

OMNRS/ forest nanagement activities. They state that these

activities ínvolve a linited range of simifar and frequently

recurring individual projects, but overall the timber

management process fails to meet the class assessment

criteria of small scale and moderate significance (Gibson &

Savan, 1986, p. 75).

Notwithstanding the above, the EA Board has consented to the

use of the class EA approach for timber rnanagement as is

evidenced by its review and approval of the class EA

document ($¡ith conditions) (EA Board, I994).

2.4 Defining'Pulc]-ic Participation'

'Public participation' has been interpreted differently by

various authors and institutíons. The difference in these

interpretations tends to be based on the degree to which the

public is empowered to make decisions. In some cases, the
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power of the citizens is virtually non-existent as is

exernplified by the Canadian Nuclear Associations' submissíon

to the Royal commission on Electric Pov/er Planning in

ontario (1980, p. 66) which states: ". .the prinary purpose

of the process Ipublic participation] should be to

denonstrate to the public that the right decisions are beíng

made for/ on balance, the right reasons".

TyIer defines publi-c participation from a nore participatory

perspective:

(PubIic participation is¡ a process in which
specific segments of the popufation, a 'public',
ídentified by a decision-making body, actively
share in the decision-making process... (it is) a
process through which an agency makes it possible
ior those most likely Lo be affected by its
decision, to be fully aware of/ influential, and
actively involved in the decision-making process
(ryler/ 1979, p. 17).

By using the phrase "actively share in the decision-making

process", Tyler implies that members of the public should be

part of the decÍsion-making body. However, this implícation

is not absolutely clear.

Parenteau (1988) examined several definitions of public

participation and concfuded with a definitíon sinilar to

that proposed by Tyler.

on the whole, for the writers surveyed,
participation is a voluntary action by which a
iesponsible authority formall-y involves affected
citizens in the decision-making process v¡hen a

decision is pending on an already formulated
policy, program/ or project. For there to be
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fornal participation/ the procedure must be nade
pubfic, specified in advance, and foffowed. The
issues must be cfear or clarified at the outset.
Partícipation must take account of both the
immediate interests of the citizens dj-rectly
affected and community development considerations
(Parenteau, 1988,. p. 7).

In the above definition, the phrase "a responsible authority

formally involves affected citízens in the decision-making

process" indicates that members of the public 1or perhaps a

public representative¡ wiJ-1 be part of the decision-naking

body, however/ as is the case in Tyler's definj-tion, the

degree of citizen empo\,/erment with regard to actual

decision-making is not clearly stated.

Bush (1990) clearly distinguishes betv¡een the public and

decision-nakers in her definition of pubfic participation,

which states: "public participation is defined as requiring

communication and effective diafoque betveen the public and

decision makers" (Bush, 1990, p. 3). She adds that public

participation must result in the concerns of the pubÌic

being considered in the decision-making process/ regardless

of who ultimateJ-y makes the decisions (Bush, 1990, p. 3).

The above definilion of public participation j-s simifar to

that provided by Grima and Mason lvho state:

Pubfic participation does not aim to shift the
Iocus where decisions are made or plans are
finalized. The elected rePresentatives land
public servants they employ) are stíIf ul-timately
responsible for making decisions; the active
particípants' aim is to affect the content of the



plan or regulatíon (Grima and Mason/ 1983, p. 25).

' In the case of tinber nanagement pJ-anning, the OMNR is

responsibte for decision-making (OMNR, 1987).

I ernstein defines citizen participation as "the
:. redistribution of power that enables the have-not citizens

..to be deliberately included in the f uture...v¡hich enables

them to share in the benefits of the affluent society"

(Arnstein, 7969, p. 2L6) She further argues that
:

, "participation of the governed in their government is, in
.

: theory, the cornerstone of democracy" (Arnstej-n, 1969, p'

: 2t6).

:

, Arnstein 11969) created a typology which demonstrates the
:

i relationship between public participation and actual power

! in decision-making lsee Tabte 1). The bottom rungs of the

j ta¿¿er, therapy and manipulation, describe levels of non-
:

j Ouraicipation. The real objective in this type of
I

'l ' participation' is to enab.l-e powerholders to ' educate' or
i: ' cure' the participants. Rungs 3, 4, and 5 represent levels

; of tokenisn, where citizens may hear and be heard but there
ì

: is no foll-ow through, hence no assurance of changing the
j

j status quo. Levels 6, 7 and I represent increasing
ìj Aecision-making clout by citizens (Arnstein, L969, p. 2L7) '

i! rtre level- of citizen por'rer whích is appropríate for a
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I Citizen controf
7 Delegated Power
6 PartnershiP

5 Placation
4 Consultation
3 Informing

2 TheraPY
1 Manipu.lation

Degrees of citizen power

Degrees of tokenísm

Non-participation

Table t! Eiqht Rungs on a Ladiler of Cj.tj-zen
larticipation (Arnsteín, 1969 )

part.icipation process depends to sone extent on the

circumstances surrounding the process. I'lhile it nay be

inappropriate in anv participation process to suppress

public involvement to levels L ot 2 of Arnsteins' ]-adder,

one must be mindful that in various circumstances (such as

when sorne of the factors affecting the decision may be

deliberately withheld from the public) it may not be in the

interests of the proponents nor the public 1-o design a

participation process v¡here citj-zens are members of the

decision-making body. However/ under most circumstances,

v/here fuII information j-s provided to an act ively - invofved

public, one would. expect citizen empowerment in decision-

making to exíst at levels 6 or 7 of Arnstein's ladde¡.

Regardless of the fevel of public involvenent which is

chosen by the nanager/creator of a public participation

process¿ it should be clearly stated ín writing so that both

the process manager and the public have a conplete
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understanding of the role (including the linitations

thereof) which the public is expected to take in the

planning process.

The definítion of public participation provided by Grima and

Mason (1983) is most appropriate for the purposes of this

research, since oMNR is ultimately responsibfe for naking

decisions, Hoe¡ever, in evaluating the effectiveness of the

public participation Process, the level of public

involvement, as discussed by Arnstein (1969), must also be

cons idered .

2.5 Eistory of Public Participation in Canada

Public participation is largely a product of the activism of

the l-960's. It came about as a result of publlc

disiÌlusionment with the effects and processes of planning'

and a heightened awareness of environ¡nental- and ecological

values (Cutl-ingworth, 1984, P. 1).

The demand for public participation in environnentaf

decisions was initially rooted in protest Proposals for

resource developrnent were chaflenged by groups of citizens

because significant environmentaf and social irnpacts were

either ignored completely or discounted as intangibles in

cost,/benefit calculations (Sadler, L979, p 3)' This

citizen action called into question the way environmental
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decísions were made and thus created a need for a more open

and comprehensive decision-making process (sadfer/ I979 ' p

3).

The rnain actors in the traditíonal process of public

participation were elected politicians and leaders of

established interest groups The políticians established

policy, and appointed officials and technícal experts to

advise on, interpret, and administer policy. "only vague

and indirect channels of influence, with elected

representatives as the main point of entry, l-inked the

general public to the decision-making system" (Sadler, 1979,

p. 3).

The legitimacy of the public's right to partícipate in

decision-making concerning government Legislation in a

democratic country has long been a subject of debate. The

debate is based on two theoríes of democracy: direct

democracy (or participatory democracy, as it is referred to

by Naisbitt in Nicholson, 1980, p. 5), and elected or

representative democracy. The former holds that those nost

affected by a decision should particípate directly in the

decision-naking process. The fatter is based on the

delegatíon of po\,/er, and hofds that efected representatives

are entitled to nake a1l decisions themse.lves, since they

\,¡ere elected for that purpose (Parenteau, 1988, p. l-).



Parenteau (1"988) argues that the debate over direct

democracy has been fuelled by the excesses and veaknesses of

representatíve democracy. He states that elected

representatives do not have specific mandates for each area

of social and economic life, they have a mandate only for

general stewardship (Parenteau, 1988, p. 1¡. Thus public

involvenent has become necessary elenent of decision-naking '

The inextricabte Iink between humans and the environment

makes it appropriate that the public should take an interest

in environnental decision-making (Nicholson, 1980, p. 6)

rhis belief is echoed by Naisbitt (in Nichofson, 1980, p 5)

v/ho stales : " The nature of land, air and \'¿ater systens

. . . and the character of our econonic and community

systems. .are practically inseparable". Thus significant

aspects of environmental decision-making require a shift

toward participatory democracy Bre\¿er submits similar

sentiments:

...because in the long run, the environmenl
supports all humankind, its nanagement is
evèrybody's business... (thus) consensus on the
social objectives for environmental- management
must emerge from debate by an informed pubÌic
(Brewer, 1969 , P. 20).

EA evolved as a fundamental vehicle of public participation

in environnental decision-making. The government reafized

that projects which caused biophysicat impacts afso often

affected the soc io - econo¡n j-c well--being of individuals and
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communities. Members of the pubfíc began to insist on

participating in the decisions made about the environ¡nental

issues affecting then (Gibson and Savan, 1986, P' 9).

Experience indicated that when the public !¡as not provided

with the opportuníty to participate, confrontations would

sometimes arise which led to considerable disruption and

expense (MOE, 1973, P.37)' Thus,

. . . the logical step ín the consideration of
environmental issues was toward a forward-looking
planning process/ one rqhich took into account
potential effects on various aspects of the human
community/ and did so with the assistance of
public involvernent (Gibson and savan, l-986, p.
10).

The Onlario EA Act takes this step by stating that the

purpÕse of the Act is to "provide for the betterment of the

people of ontario by providing for .. . the wise management

of the environment" (Ontario EA Act/ 1990, sect 1). The

'environment' ís defined by the Act as not only including

natural features, but atso the "social, economic and

cultural conditíons" of humans (Ontario EA Act, 1990 sect.

1(c)). MoE guidelines which accompany the Act provide for

public involvement.

The connection between the environment and human activity is

cIearJ-y represented j-n ontario, where productive forest land

occupies nearly 40 miflion hectares. Eighty-four percent of

this is crown l-and and is administered by the OMNR ( ol'INR,



l-986). In l-987, the forests of Ontario supported 41 tinber

dependent comnunities, 20 major sawmills and 34 pulp and

paper mills (Smyth and Carnpbell., 1987) ' The forests also

directly and indirectly support a host of additional

activitíes including: commercial tourist operations;

economic and cultural traditions of native people; hunting;

trapping; ç¡ilderness recreationi and, aesthetic and

spiritual enjoyment (Dunster and Gibson, 1989, p. 1)'

In nanaging the forests, the government of ontario must deal

with a diversity of interests which often resufts in

conflict. However/ this need not be considered a barrier to

effective public involvement in resource management'

Bennington and Skelton emphasize the importance of competing

views in a d.emocratíc society: "Uncertainty requires

competition, social and political conflicts, and

institutions that provide suitable conditions for this

conflict" (Bennington and skelton, I973, p. 424).

Caldv¿ell et aI . (1976) sirnilarly express the irnportance of

ensuring that different opiníons are heard in public

participation processes.

Clearly there are very serious dangers in not
recognizing the value of conflict - the avoidance
or reduction of conflict should not stand as
unqualífied objectives of public participation
programs. A society e¿ithout conflict nay be in
the best interest of the managing efite, but it
does not necessarily promote the various interests
of the rest of society (Caldwell et al-., 1-976)
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2.6 Eistory of Public Participation RequiTements in Timber
Management P]-anníng Ín ontarío

Prior to the use of the planning process desclibed in the

Class EA document, timber nanagement planners r+ere required

to involve the public in decision-making due to a Cabinet

order (the "Exemption order" ) made in 1-976. Processes for

public consultation \,¡ere first described in a nanual written

for forest companies (l-976) and subsequently under the

Timber Managenent Planning Manual which applied to a1l Cro!¡n

lands (1985). However/ these documents were guidelines and

not legafly enforceable. The only legislation that directed

the management of tirnber was the Crown Timber Act/ !¡hich

does not contain any requirements for public participation

(p. c. Murphy , 7994'1.

"In 1975, the Environnental Assessnent Act was passed and

required compliance for afl activities of the Ministry of

Natural Resources/ including timber management" (oMNR, 1987,

p. 6). Since thaL tine, timber management on crown lands

has proceeded under an interim exemption from the Act.

Extensions to the Exemption order over the past several

years have been accompanied by binding conditions, one of

which is the requj-rement for public consultation in the

preparation and review of timber management plans (OMNR

l-987, p. 6).

The proponent of any activity which fal-ls under the
aa



jurisdiction of the EA Act is not bound by the Act to

consuft with affected parties with regard to an undertaking'

However, the poticy associated with the EA Act/ entitled .

nEnvironmental- Assessment Planníng and Approvals", specifies

that the EA Act is about good planning and one of the

features r.¿hich is key to successful planning under the Act

is consultation v¡ith affected parties. 'Àffected parties'

are defined as: "any members of the public or publíc

interest groups with an interest in the undertaking as well

as governnent reviewers" (MoE, l-989, p. 03-04-01) More

specificalÌy, the policy states that the planning process

for any EA shoufd be a cooperative venture with affected

parties: "Early consultation with affected parties is

eésentia.L" (MoE l-989, p. 03-04-03).

The process of timber management planning has traditionally

been dominated by professional foresters, in isolation from

the publì-c (Higgelke and Duinker, )-993, p' 1). Foresters

are being exposed to an ever-increasing number of issues

which often receive national media attention. Thus public

involvement is increasingly becorning a key part of the

planning process (Higgelke and Duinker, 1993, p. 1).

2 ,7 Sumnary

The creation of Ontarío's EA Àct has provided for

enlíghtened environnental decision-making in Canada. This
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enlightenment is, in part, attributable to the requirenent

for public involvement in project planning' Given the

importance of public involvement in environmental planning

and the benefits r¡hich can be derived, a method of

evafuating the effectiveness of the process and practises

which have been implemented is necessary. Thus the

following chapter discusses the development of a model to

eval-uate the effectiveness of the public participation

process and practises used in tv¿o recent timber managenent

planning exercises in ontario.
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Chapter III - DEVEIOPING A MODEL FOR EVALUATING
PUBITC PARTTCIPATION IN TIMBER
MANAGEMENT PLANNTNG

3 .1 Introcluction

To design a model for evaluating the effectíveness of the

public participation process used in timber management

planning in Ontario, several topics within the f iel-d of

evaluation and effectiveness v¡ere reviev¡ed Initía11y, the

need to evaluate the participation process rr¡as exanined'

Once the need was established, a definítion of evaluation

appropriate to this research v¡as presented and discussed '

Upon conpl-etion of these t\'/o tasks, an evaluation modef was

created. based on a review and discussion of: the

definitions of effectiveness i the definition of effective

communication; and, severaf sources of fiterature on the

subjects of evaluating and planning public participation

processes.

3.2 The Need to Evaluate Public larticipation

Aside from the Environmental Assessment Board's review of

the Class EA docunent, there has been no formal evaluation

of the public participation process and practises assocíated

with timber managenent in ontario. The literature indicates

that evaluations of public participation processes rarely

occur (Homenuck et al. 1978, p. 103; Hoofe, 1979, p' 239;

and others). Various authors stress the inportance of

conducting evaluations, especially considering the amount of



time and money expended on participation processes and the

benefits r,¡hich can be achieved (Sewe1l, 1979; Praxis,

1988). For example, Hornenuck et al-. (1979) state that:

(Despite the recent j-ncrease in public involvement
programs for developnent projects), there has been
Iittle effort devoted to the important task of
evaluating pubfic participation prograns. This is
unfortunate because¡ without a systematic
approach to eva.luation, the worth of a public
participation prograln ís deterrnined by the
individual impressions of the peopl-e who initiated
or participated in it...Some form of objective
evaluation is imperative. only in this way can we
determine the legitimacy of participation
programs/ provide adequate answers to questions
concerníng their accountability, and provide a
learning framework where v¡e can ímprove the
process and learn to avoid mistakes (Homenuck et
al. 1979, P' 103)'

crina and Mason (1983) afso support the need for evaluation

of public participation processes. Their interest in

evaluation stems from a concern that public participation

often does f ittl-e nore than fulfil fimited bureaucratic

objectives of legitimizing projects by garnering public

support for them, or at feast demonstrating that an

unpopular decision was not made behind cfosed doors (Grima

and Mason, 1983, p. 30). This view is similar to that

expressed an environmental ist group/ the 'Wifdfands League'

\üho stat-e: "The.. .government believes that...if they

consuft people, produce reports that are then ignored, and

pass legis.Iation that includes the word "sustainable'r, that

people wiLl be fool-ed into apathyrr (Gray/ 1994).
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Grima and Mason (1983) endorse the need for a fornal

eval-uation of the participation processes used in resource

nanagement planning by stating: I'It is not enough that the

pubtic(s) have ¡nore opportunitíes to be heard; it is

perhaps more irnportant that the quality of the participatory

process be enhanced" (Grima & Mason/ 1983, p. 27). This

viel+ impfies that evaluation is critical to the enhancement

of participation processes.

Evaluation of public participation processes is particularly

important sínce the effectiveness of the process depends on

its credibility in the eyes of potentially affected publics.

The credibitity of any planning effort rests on
the perception that the relevant issues were
identified and addressed, appropriate information
i+as obtained and correctly interpreted, and the
significance of projected impacts was assessed in
the context of l-ocal values (creighton et al- ,

1980, p.3s0).

The credibility of the process will be enhanced in the eyes

of the public if: it perceives that it contributed to

decision-making; and, public concerns are well documented.

Effective public invofvement often provides a kind
of credibilíty within the planning agency as welf.
If the agency is confident that it is fully
acquainted with public concerns and that an
effort has been made to incorporate public values
into the planning process/ it can undertake the
implenentation of the plan with increased
conf j-dence and security (creighton et a]-. , 1980,
p. 3s0-3s1-).



An evaluation of public participation assocíated v¿ith tinber

management pfanning is a tool- by which the OMNR, forest

companies, and the public can judge the effectiveness of the

process. The results of the evafuation should identify

deficiencies in the process and include suggestions for

improving the process.

The necessity of evaluating the effectiveness of the public

participation process in timber management planning is

reinforced by a critique on the process by Dunster and

Gibson (1989). They question whether the participation

process provided in the Class EA document provides a

sufficient basis for effective pubfic involvement. In

particular, they note that the public involvement process

did not appear to be structured as an interactíve process

and there is some vagueness regarding how the OMNR expected

to make use of the public comments it receives. They also

express concern over the capacity of the process to respond

to public comment, provide adequate access to information

and deaf rvith native rights (Dunster and Gibson, 1989, p

144-145). This critique provides insight into some of the

!¡eaknesses that may be identified in the two case study

evaluations.

3.3 Defining Evaluation

A review of severaf sources of literature revealed a number



of definitions for the word 'evaluation'. Much of the

literature on evaluation is díscussed within the context of

social and educational programs which are frequently

evaluated. Thus the definitions of evaluation associated

v¡ith these sources were somewhat inappropriate for this

research. However, a definition by Patton (1988) provides a

good explanation of the comprehens iveness of the term:

The practíse of eval-uatíon involves the systematic
collectlon of, information about the activities,
characteristics , and outcomes of programs,
personnel, and products for use by specific people
to reduc.e uncertaintíes/ improve effectiveness,
and ¡nake decisions with regard to what those
prograns, personnel or products are doing and
ãffecting. This definition of evaluation
emphasizes (1) a systematic collection of
iniormation about (2) a broad range of topics (3)
for use by specific people (4) for a variety of
purposes (Patton/ 1988, P. 301).

Patton's (1988) definition of evaluation is useful for

providing a generaL understanding of the aims of the

evaluation conducted in this research and was applied as

follows: (1) a systematic collection of information

regardíng the preparation and implementation of the

participation process in the cfass EA document was carried

ouL; (2) in collecting the information, a broad range of

topics were eval-uated; (3) the results of the eval-uation

were prepared for use by OMNR and the public; and, (4) the

eval-uation provides information to managers of the

participation process and to members of the public about the

effectiveness of selected aspects of the participation
)o
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4 Defining Effectiveness for the Purposes of Evaluation

is difficult to provj-de a single measure of effectíveness

r any program.

Neither in practise nor in the Iiterature is there
overall agreernent on what the term effectiveness
means. How effectiveness is understood seems to
depend largefy on who is looking for it (canadian
Comprehensive Auditing Foundation, 1987, p. 20).

caneron suggests that the search for índicators of

effectiveness begins anew in each evaluation. This occurs

because no standard. set of criteria with which to evafuate

effectiveness exists since no 'standard' organization exists

(Cameron/ 19 81, P. 2).

"Effectiveness is an elusive concept that can be approached

through several models, none of which is appropriate in afl

circurnstances" (Baughel, LgB]-, p. 1). Evaluators tend to

design models .based on the purpose for whj-ch the evaluation

is conducted. Many of the modefs contain similar efements,

however each modef is taitored for use in evaluating a

specific program. This is the approach that was taken in

the present research. Basic elements of model design were

'borro\üed' from the literature and an attempt was made to

'f l-esh out' the modeÌ v/ith additional questions to ensure

that the aims of the research were fulfilled.
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The most widel-y used approach to evaluating effectiveness

Iinks effectiveness to the accomplishment of organizational

goal-s (Price, L972). Using this approach, evaluators assume

that an organization has identifiable goal-s and that

progress tor¿ard goal attainment can be measured. Thus the

evaluation is focused on the outputs of an organization

(Cameron, 1981, p. 4; Love, 1991, p. 96).

There are shortcomings assocíated wíth using the attainment

of goals as the only measure of effectiveness. In sone

instances such a neasure would not credit organizations with

effectiveness in areas that do not coincide with their

goa1s. fn other cases, an organization can actuaÌly be

ineffective even tvhen it acconplishes its goals if the goals

are too low or misplaced (Cameron, 1981, p. 6-7).

The definition of effectiveness provided by Tripodi et al

is somewhat broader than that provided above: "Effectiveness

refers to the extent to which the goals of a particufar

stage have been achieved" (Tripodi et af ., L978, p 42)

This definition indicates that various stages exist within

processes (such as public participation processes) and that

each stage should be eva.Iuated for effectiveness. Thus the

model used in this research is categorized according to the

different stages which exist wíthin the entire publíc

participatíon process as outlined in the class EA document
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(sect. 2.1.3).

3,5 Effective ConmunicaËion

tn addition to a review of the literature on evaluation and

effectiveness, the framework of the eva.Iuation model was

based on a consideration of the functions of effectíve

communication. ?hese functions were initiaffv derived by

deterrnining the type of comrnunication that was being sought

at each stage of the participation process outlined in the

class EA document (1987).

As Table 2 indicates, the functions of effective

communication, in refation to the participation process

outfined in the cfass EA document, l,¡ere determined to be:

communication; consíderation; decision-making; and,

Planning stage Communication Sought
(as per the Cl-ass EA document)

Background Information
cathering Not i f i cat io n/Edù'caLíon/

Receipt of feedback

Prelimínary Pl-an : COMMUNICATION

CONSIDERATION of input
occurs and leads to

DECISION-MAKTNG

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT (Of
concerns/input )

Table 2! ParÈicipation ?rocess ancl communication Links

Draft Plan

Final PIan
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acknowl-edqenent. The communications functíon is further

divided to include: notification¡ education and discussion

Given the above, it was concluded that all but one of the

necessary functions of effective communícation existed

within the process outlined in the Class EA document. In

order for comrnunication to be effective, the participatj-on

process must be well planned prior to its inp.Iementation .

Consideration of factors such as the amount of staff, time

and money which wifl be aflocated to the process nust be

established. Thus the first function of effective

conmunication, and the first stage of the evafuation model

are ' participation planning' .

Based on the above discussion, and the fiterature reviewed

in Chapter 2, the following five phases of evaluation and

their respective objectives were establ-ished for the

framework of the evafuation ¡nodel used in this research:

Phase I - Project,/Participation Pl-anning

Evaluation objective: to ensure that, from a

management/organizational perspective, adequate

consideration has been given to the devefopment of a public

participation process.

Phase IT - Inf ornation Dj-ssemination/Data Gathering

Evaluation objectives are to ensure that: the public has
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been notified and informed of the opportunity to become

involved in timber nanagenent pJ-anning; data/concerns have

been collected frorn the publíc; public input has been

ackno!¡ledged, and; responses regarding input have been

provided to the publ ic

Phase III - Pretiminary Plan Pleparation and Review

Evaluation objective: to ensure that participants have been

provided with the opportunity to review, comment on, and

discuss (with menbers of the planning team) alternatives and

prelirninary proposals developed by the planners.

Phase IV - Draft ?1an PTeparation anil Review

Evaluation objective: to ensure that public comments and

submissions have been considered and incorporated into the

plan. An opportunity for further comment on the plan by the

public should also be provided.

Phase V - Plan Approval/verification

Evaluation objectíves are to ensure lhat: the pfan has been

made available for public inspection/approval- ; the public

is satisfied that their concerns have been acknowledged by

the planning team; and, the opportunity to request an

"individual- designation" or "burnp-up" is nade known to the

publ ic .
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3.6 atlditional Influences on Model Design

To 'f l-esh out' the model , several sources of l-iterature on

the subject of /evaluation models for public participation'

were reviewed.. This revier'¡ revealed a variety of approaches

to evaluation of participation programs
.

The strongest influence on the development of the more

detailed questions used in this evaluation model stens fron

the work of Homenuck, Durlak and Morgenstern (l-978) In

developing a model for the purpose of evaluating a public

participatíon process, their aim was:

. . . to díscover to what extent the pubfíc
participation program achieved the objectives
èxpecteã of itl and to identify ways in which the
prãcess might be improved (Honenuck et al , 7978,
P. 104).

The aims of the evaluation in this research are símifar to

the above, however they are sonewhat more extensive and

include: determining whether the objectives of the 
l

participation process as outlined in the Class EA document j

had been net; determining r¿hether effective comnunication 
l

had occurred; and, determining \'/hether effective

participation had taken place. Thus the evaluation was not

based solely on the success of 'agency' objectives, but a 
.

well-rounded selection of efements which constitute an 
:

effective public participation process 
1

Homenuck et al . (1978) designed an evaluation model to 
:
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determine the effectiveness of public partícipation

programs. Homenuck et al . began their evaluatíon by askíng

what purpose the participation process \'¿as to play in the

overall planning effort. The model used in this research

(see Figure 2 and Appendix A) also begins by inquiring about

the purpose of the public participation process.

The evaluation model proposed by Homenuck et a1 . (1978)

introduce the terms /function' and 'process' into their

evaluative framework. Function refers to several individual

purposes or 'objectives' that are to be achieved \,rithin the

entire partj-cipation process. Process is the action which

occurs in order to ensure that each 'function' is achieved.

Homenuck et al . (1978) expfain the distinction bet!¡een

function and process more clearly when they state that

'function is what the participation process hopes to achieve

and 'process' is how we intend to achieve the many

objectives of the participatíon process.

An evaluation of the process (action) rvhich was undertaken

assists the evaluator ín determíning why the functions were

or were not successfully carried out. For example, one of

the functions of the participation process is to dissemínate

information. The associated process might have been to put

an ad in the paper. lf the evaluation results show that ferv

people received the disseninated infornation, then the
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questíon regarding the process by which the information was

disseminated will contribute to determiníng the underlying

cause for the ineffectiveness '

'Function/ and 'Process' v¿ere i-ncorporated into the

evaluation model developed and used in this research' The

tÌ{o terns have been used as headers for the tr'¡o cofumns of

questions '¡¡ithin the nodel (see Appendix A) ' Those

questíons regarding 'function' are located on the Ieft hand

side of the model and questions regarding the associated

actions or 'processes' required to accomplish each functiÕn

are located on the right.

several of the dinensions of function which ivere used in the

evaluation designed by Homenuck et aI (1978) were

incorporated into the nodel prepared for this research

including: information dissemination; information

collection; agency response and consideration of inpu!;

nutual education; participant lecruitment; decision-

makíng; planner/part ic ipant interaction; and' the

estabfishrnent of boundaries/ e g terms of reference' The

appropriate questions regarding process follow each element

of function as is demonstrated in the model contained in

Appendix A.

The choice of questions that were included in the evaluation
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nodel \,¡as also inf luenced by Patton (1987 ), \,/ho provides

several- useful suggestíons regarding the contents of an

effective publ-ic partícipation process. He suggests that a

typical evaluation report should, among other things,

include an analysis of the program strengths and weaknesses

from the perspective of participants and staff (Patton,

1-987 | p. 7). This suggestion is rather broad and íts use

can be apptied to severa.I questions within the nodel .

Patton's (1987) suggestion was taken literally in the

creation of the questionnaires for the public (discussed

further in chapter 4 ) , v¡hich include questj-ons regarding

their opinions on the strengths and r¿eaknesses of the

participation process .

The type of data collection that was expected to occur also

influenced the type and design of the questions that lrere

asked in the evafuation model-. Both quantitative and

qualitative data were collected for this research.

Quantitative data consist of precise, measurabl-e variables,

while qualitative data are based on explanations and

judgements of partícipants and staff (House, 1994, p. 17).

A question concerning participanl satisfaction with the

participation process v¡as included in the evaluation model

and the questionnaires based on the advice of Praxis

Consul-tants (1988). Praxis states that it is difficult to
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deternine the criteria by which the effectiveness of a

public involvement process should be measured. Therefore,

Praxis suggests that evaluative criteria should relate to

the stated objectives of the process but these criteria

should be distinguishable between questions relating to the

fate of the project and those of participant satisfaction

with the participation process (Praxis ConsuÌting, 1988, p

57') .

In designing a nodef to evaluate the effectiveness of public

participation, reference was also made to sources on the

topic of effective public participation. An artj-cle by

Tyler (1979¡, "Planníng PubIic Partícipation", which was

presented at the Canadian Conference on Public Participation

Ln L977, was particularly useful in creating the evaluation

model .

Tyfer (1979¡ provides an outfine of the functions which he

believes should be considered when planning a participation

process. Several of these functions were used in the

eval-uation model including: pre-process preparation 1by

resource managers ); establishment of a frame of reference

within which participation will proceed (identifying the

legal framework within r,rhich public participation proceeds

and identifying \,¡ho has the ultimate responsibility for

decision-naking); establishrnent of a terms of reference
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(provision of guidelines for public participation v¡ithin the

established frame of reference¡; establishnent of

objectives to be achieved through public involvement;

ídentífication of the population that ís to become involved

in the participation exercise; identification of the types

of personal interactions that will occur throughout the

planning process; and planning for human and financiaf

resources to conduct the participation process (Tyler, 1979,

p. l-7-19).

Tyter (1979¡ also emphasizes the importance of providing the

public wiLh an opportunity to activel-y share in the

decision-making process. Thus the model in Appendix A

includes questions about how decisions were made/ who was

involved in decision-making, and satisfaction with the

decision-making process.

:

i rire above reflects the sources which directly contributed to
i

I t¡te desígn of the evaluation model in this research
:

I (sumrnarized in Figure 2 and contained in its entirety in

Appendix A). Several additional authors expressed thoughts

i and opinions on evaluation similar to those previously
i

mentioned and also contributed indirectly to the devefopment
i

' of the model . These additional authors include: vindasius

(I975) ¡ Hampton (1977 ); sev¡ell (I979); Le\'ris (1-979) ¡

Hoote (7979)¡ Morgenstern et aI . (1980); Bush (1990);
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Figure 2:

EVAIUATION MODE]-,

Phase f - Project/Palticj-pation Planning
Deternining Purpose

Estabtishing Boundaries
Managenent/Staff Preparation

Phasê II fnfor¡nation Dis s emínati o\/Da1¡-a Gathering
Inf ornation Dissenínation

rnf ormation collection
Public Response

?hase III - Preliminary Plan Preparation ancl Review

*". r r rlåii"Ìuååån*"'r"'
Public and Planner Response

Phase IV - Draft Plan Preparation and RevieI'7

*". r r rlåiT"T'åi3n*.,,r.*
PubIic and Planner Response

Phase V - rinal Plan approval,/Verification

*".r r r3åtîol'ååån*.'ru'
Pub.l ic and Planner Response

Pubfic Satis faction

Additional Evaluation ouestions
Pfanner/Part ic ipant Interaction

Demands on Participants
Decision -Making
Mutual Education

Satisfaction with Process
Process Responsiveness to Change

Opportunity for BumP- uP

Summary of the evaluation model usecl to evaluate
the efiectiveness of the public particípation
process and practices in used in the Kenora crown
TMP, 1991-20r1



Grima and Mason (1983); McNiven (l-980); FarreII (L980);

Canadian comprehensive Auditíng Foundation, l-987; and,

Weiss ( l-972 ) .

3,7 surunary

Several sources of Iiterature on the subjects of evaluating

public partícipation and elements of effective public

participation processes were examined to develop a nodel for

evaluating the effectiveness of public participation in

timber management planning. The evaluation ¡nodef created

for use in this research is sumrnarized in Figure 2 and

appendix A.

A discussion of the methods used to administer the

evafuation model fol-lows. These methods include the use of

questionnaires, the developnent of which are also díscussed

ín Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER IV - METHODS USED TO TEST THE EVALUATION
MODEf,

4.L Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the methods that

were used to test the evaluation nodef. The specific topics

addressed in this chapter include: a discussion of the

methods used to adniníster the eval-uation modef; a

description of hor¿ the sample population was chosen; a

discussion of contributions from the fiterature which led to

the development of the questionnairesi the timing of the

evaluation; who should conduct an evafuation; and, hov¡ the

data were anafyzed.

4,2 Case Stucly aPProach

The nodel was tested on two recent timber management

planning exercises: the Kenora Crown Timber Management

PIan, 1991-2011; and, the Patrícia and Pakwash Forest

Management Pfans, L994-2074 lthe publíc participation

process for lhese two pfans was jointly conducted) . These

cases were chosen for two main reasons: first, because the

information required to conduct the evaluation was

accessible to the author; and, secondly, because the author

wanted. to deterrnine whether there were any major differences

between the way the government and the conpany handled

public invol-vement in the timber managenent planning

proces s .



4.3 Administration of Evaluation MoclêI

To conduct an eval-uation of the public participation process

and practises used in timber managenent planning, (as per

the nodel contained in Appendix A), ínformation was required

fro¡n: the public participation documentation associated

with the Kenora crown TMP; members of the OMNR staff

invo.l-ved in conducting the participation process; and,

members of the public who partícipated in the planning

proces s .

The methods used to obtain answers to the questions

contained within the evaluation model included: a review of

ptanning documentation; and, tefephone and personal

interview methods. These approaches were chosen for t\'¡o

main reasons: they were cost effective; and, in the case

of the intervie\,¡ methods, they provided an interactive forun

for discussion between the evaluator and the interviewee

Telephone intervlews were chosen to elicit responses from

the participants for several reasons: the data could be

collected more quickly than through the use of maifout

questionnaires; respondents who were not qualified to

respond (i.e. did not remember participating in the process )

could be identified and replaced more quickly; if the

respondent had difficufty understanding the nature of the

questions/ the evaluator was availabl-e to provide an
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explanation; and/ "surveys by maíl typically elicit

extrernely low response rates/ even with short

questionnaires. . even compfeted questionnaires l-eave much to

be desired" (Dillman, l-978, P. 1).

The types of questíons which are asked in an intervie¡'¡ are

ínfluenced by the type of interview which is being

conducted. Various interview structures exist, ranging from

informaf conversational interviev¡s, to interviews where a

range of responses are pre-determined. The interview nethod

chosen for this research is described by Patton as a

'standardized open-ended intervier¡'. In these types of

interviev¡s, the exact wordíng and sequence of questions are

determined in advance and atI interviewees are asked the

same questions in the same order (Patton, 1987, p. 117).

There are several advantages associated with using a

slandardized open-ended intervier+ including: respondents

answer the same questions, thus increasing the comparabiÌity

of responses; data are complete for each person on the

topics addressed in the interviev¿; interviewer effects and

bias are reduced; decision-makers are able to see and

review the instrumentation used i.n the eval-uation; and, Lhe

organízation and analysis of data is facilitated (Patton/

1987 , p. 777 ) .



4.4 Determining Sample Population

Thirty percent of the total- nunber of participants fron each

case study \,¡ere randomly selected and contacted to anss¿er

the questionnaires. Responses from thirty percent of any

group is considered to provide adequate representatíon of

the entire group (p.c. Henderson, l-993).

The entire sampfe population consisted of people with

several different types of interests in the timber

management planning area, including: private cottage

owners; corunercial- tourist canp operators; mining

(expforation) cornpanies; First Nations; environmental

interest groups; government review agencíes; and, foggers.

4.5 Questionnaire Development

Members of the public who participated in the tinber

managenent planning process were intervie\,Jed through the use

of t\,¿o questionnaires. The questíonnaires (Appendix B) were

designed to supplement the evaluation model . Questionnaire

#1 contains questions regarding presentation of information

and satisfaction \,¡ith the process for çach phase of the

public participation process. Questionnaire #2 contains

sinilar questions, but the questions were asked only once,

not for each phase of the process. Ouestj-onnaire #2 was

designed with the expectatÍon that many of the partícipants

may not have participated in, or may not have cÌearly
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remembered, all of the dífferent stages in which they were

involved in the participation process.

The general purpose of both questionnaires was to determine

how satisfied participants were with the participatíon

process. specific questions regarding varíous activities

within the process were also asked of the public to

determine what the strengths and weaknesses of the process

were from the participants' perspective

The questionnaires which acconpany the eva.luation nodel were

developed v¿ith reference to: the questions within the model-

contained in Appendix A; and, the advice provided in the

l-iterature on questionnaire devefopment and adninistration.

Severaf questions within the evaluation model in Appendix A

are diïected toward members of the public who participated

in the planning process. For exampl-e, question 14 (b) of

the evaluation model asks v¡hether the public understood the

information provided at the open house. ouestionnaire #1,

question I and Questionnaire #2, question 7 (a) ask the

respondents the same question.

In some cases, the questions contained within the evafuation

model (and directed to the public) were very broad, for

exampfe, question 34 of the model asks whether the public

felt that its concerns had been deaft with satisfactorily by
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the planners. This question was not asked directly of the

public. Rather/ the responses to several questions

contained within the questionnaire v¿ere tal-lied to provide

an answer. In this case, the responses r'¡ere tallied from:

Ouestionnaire #l-, questions 9, L7' 23 and 28: and,

Ouestionnaite #2, questions 9 and 11.

A mixture of dichotonous ("yesu, unou) questions and open-

ended questions were asked throughout the questionnaire. In

a few of the questions, pre-determined options \,¿ere written

on the questionnaire in order to assist in categorizing the

responses upon completion of the intervie\^¡s. The pre-

determined responses \Âtere used only for questions concerning

technical or factua.I delails of the participation process.

fn most cases/ the pre-determined ans\{ers lqere not read to

the respondent unless the respondent had difficulty

remenbering the particj-pation process and required a prompt.

The questions within the questionnaires were organized in a

fíxed sequence to facilitate the interview. Patton and

Berdie suggest that the interview begin with questions about

noncontrovers ia] activities (Patton, 1987, p. I20 ¡ Berdie,

I974, p. 35). Thus/ the questionnaires begin by asking the

respondents about their interests in the TMP area. This

questj-on was asked at the beginning of the interviev¿, not

only because it is non - controvers ial but because it helped
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the respondents to remember their involvement in the

planning process.

Patton suggests that fol-Ior'¡ing the non - controvers ial

questions, it is appropriate to ask respondents about their

opinions concerning the activities that took place ( Patton/

1987, p. 720). Thus, following questions regarding the

format rvhj-ch had been used to notify participants of the

opportunity to become involved in the timber management

planning process, respondents were asked a guestion

regarding the claríty of the notices received. The

questionnaire continues by asking the respondents several

'generaL' evafuatíon questions regarding their thoughts and

opinions on various aspects of the participation process

including: information provided at the open house; the

amount of time required to participate effectively; and,

what they did or did not like about the participation

process.

After the introductory questions, the questionnaires

continue in an orderly manner, according to the sequence of

events that occurred in the ptanning process. The questions

were presented in this order to assist the respondents r¡ith

remembering the sequence of activities that took p1ace.

Throughout both questionnaires, care was taken to ensure
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that the \,¿ords used in each question v¡ere cfear and easy to

understand. Patton suggests that 'r.. . good questions should,

at a minimum, be open-ended, neutral, sensitive/ and clear"

(Patton/ 1,987, p. I23). Every effort \,¿as made to present

the questions in an objective, unbiased forrnat. None of the

questions within the questionnaire \^¿ere based on

preconceived ideas or (hypotheticaf) suggestions upon which

the respondents v¿ere required to nake a judgement (Berdie,

1974, p. 40). The purpose of the questionnaire was to find

out what the respondents thought of the process based on

their individual experiences.

4.6 Timing of Evaluation

Evaluation is often regarded as the fínal step in a public

participation program. As such, it identifies deficiencies

only after the hundreds or thousands of dollars have been

spent on implementing a public participation program (Sewell

and Phillips, I979, p. 356). Thus, where possible,

evaluations should be conducted during the implementation of

a public partlcipation program (Sewell, 1979, p. 2L5;

Sewel-I and Phillips, 1979, p. 356). Evaluation rnodels of

this type are referred to as 'built-in' models. A 'built-
in' process of ongoing eva.Iuatíon allows for process

deficiencies to be corrected during the participation

program (Sewell, I979, p. 2I5; Sewell and PhiJ-lips, L979,

p. 3s6).



The nodel- designed for this research can be used during or

after the implementatíon of a public particípation process.

If it is used during the implementation of the participatj-on

process, the questions within the model should be considered

as the process progresses/ thus providing a guidel-ine for

the process nanager. Due to the tíming of the evaluation

conducted in the first case study, it was necessary to

eval-uate the pubÌic participation process after it was

complete. The second case study was evaluated during the

participation process.

4,7 Who conilucts the evaluation?

There are opposing views as to r¿hether evafuations should be

conducted by people working ¡¿ithin the organizations that

are managing the process being evaluated ('insiders'), ot

whether they should be conducted by someone who is

independent of the organization (/outsiders/ ) (Rossi, 1985,

p. 367). Both Rossi (1985) and Patton (1988) suggest that

the recommendations resulting from an evaluation are most

likely to be implemented if the evaluation has been

conducted by an 'insider'. Rossi (1985) quotes van de Vall

and Bolas (1981), stating that internal eval-uations may have

a higher rate of impact on organizationaf decision because

inside researchers and policy makers communj-cate rnore easily

and frequently.



Patton (l-988) suggests that the 'personal factor' is the

most important explanatory varíable in evaluation
:

, utifization.
The 'personal factor' has to do with the interests
and commitnents of the key people involved in the
evaluation. Where the key people are interested

. in, committed to, and involved in the evaluation
, for the purpose of making sure that ít is useful,
, then the evaluation is likely to be used. Where
' those interests, corunitments and invo.lvenent are

not present, eva.Luation is considerably less
likely to succeed (Patton, 1988, p. 312).

The preference for 'insider' evaluations, expressed by Rossi

I (1985) and Patton (1988) are meritorious, and perhaps

, evaluations of nany types of programs or processes shoufd be
iI conducted by 'insiders'. Ho\úever, this research involves
.

: the evaluation of a pubLic participation process/ thus it is

: likel-y that the public would be more critical of the
ì

i evatuation resu.Lts if it rvas conducted by an 'insider'
:

¡ rather than an 'outsider'. This conclusion is supported by

¡ sewelf and Phillips, who state that:
:

i where evaluatíon has occurred, particularly in
; Canada, it has usual-Iy been conducted by the
I agency which sponsored the programme. Thus,
i rnevitably there have been biases j-n evaluation
i which resulted from narro\,/Iy defined objectives or
; from an enphasis on e.Iements v¡hich demonstrate
, success (Sewell and Phillips, 1979, p. 346).
i
:

: ldeally, the evaluation should be conducted by an

: independent person who is not dírectly involved or
I

I ."=ociated with the developnent of the timber management

: plan. For best resufts, it is a.Iso suqigested that this

, person be thoroughly famifíar with a variety of pubfic
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participation processes and practises based on knowledge of

refated .líterature and/or evaluative experience (Sewell and

ehillíps ' 1,979, p. 356 ) .

4.8 Analysis of Data

simple statistical techniques such as frequency response

were used to analyze the results of the eval-uation model and

participant questíonnaires. The analysis of results was

related to the quantitative and qualitative nature of the

guestions within the model and questionnaire. For example,

the questionnaire asks respondents if they submitted

comments at the information gathering stage. The choice of

answers is either "yes" or "no" and the responses for each

were added up by the evaluator, thus providing a

quantitative response to the number of people who provided

input at the information gathering stage. The questionnaire

l-ater asks respondents v¡hat they liked about the

participation process. There were no pre-determined

responses presented to the respondents for this question.

Thus this question elicited qualitative responses.

4.9 Sumnary

The above methods were appfied to the evafuation nodel which

was tested on t\,¡o case study tinber management planning

exercises. The resufts of the appfication of the ¡nodel and

questionnaires for the first case study are presented in
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Chapter 5 and the results of the second case study are

presented in chapter 6.



Chapter V - MODEI TESTTNG AND RESULIS TMP FOR CASE
STUDY #1 - KENORA CROWN TIMBER
MANAGEMENT PIAN, L99L-20L1

5.1 Introaluction

An evaluation model (Appendix A) and two accompanying

questionnaires (Appendix B) v/ere designed and tested on the

planning exercise for the Kenora Crown Timber Management

Plan for the years 7991--20LL. (See Figure 3 for the location

of the Kenora Crown Management Unit. ) Public involvement in

the timber managenent planning exercise began in January,

l-990 and was conpleted in March, L991. The eva.l-uation of

the public participation process associated with the Kenora

crown TMP began in December 1993 and was conpleted in May

L994.

This chapter consists of an account of the results of using

the eval-uation model and the two questionnaires. Foll-owing

is a discussion of: the results of testing the modef and

questionnaires; the results of the evaluation of the Kenora

Crown TMP; and, the changes required for the model and

questionnaires in preparation for testing. in the second case

Þ L U!¡y

5.2 AilmiEistration of the Eva]-uation Moilel

The evaluation of the public participation process and

practises used in association with the Kenora Crown TMP

began with an interview with the plan author in December
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Figure 3: Kenora Crown Management Unit
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l-993. All of the questions within the nodel were asked of

the plan author (8. Altnann), with the exception of those

designed for public response. To obtain answers to some of

the questions within the eval-uation, the plan author

referred the evaluator to documentatíon associated with the

TMP and to the communications planner (G. wong) of the case

study planning exercise. Reference to these sources

provided the eval-uator !¡ith sufficient information to

cornplete the relevant questions within the eva.luation.

5.3 Administration of PalticiPant ouestionnaires

Two questionnaires (Appendix B) were designed to supplement

the evafuation model . The questionnaires were administered

by tetephone during December, 1993 and .lanuary, 1994. The

purpose of administering the ques.tionnaires was to determine

satisfaction with the process and the strengths and

e¡eaknesses of the process from the perspective of the

participants.

Questionnaire #1 was adninistered to members of the pubfic

ruho had participated beyond the preliminary planning stage

and remenbered with some clarity the different stages in the

participation process. ouestionnaire #2 v¡as administered to

those respondents who did not clearly recal-1 afl of the

stages in the process, or who did not participate beyond the

prelininary planning stage.
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The administration of Questionnaire #1 was somewhat

encumbered due to the repetitiveness of certain questions

which v/ere asked at each phase of the evafuation. The

questionnaire was also excessivety long due to the íncl-usion

of questions regarding the formats which were used to

communicate with the public (e.9. "Did you receive the

notice in: Ietter, newspaper, radío, etc. fornat?" ). The

administration of Ouestionnaire #2 was smoother; however,

sone of the questions required rewording and a greater

selection of responses had to be added (discussed further in

section 5.8 ) .

The interviev¿ time required for each questionnaire

(regafdless of whether it !¡as Questionnaire #1 or +F2) varied

considerably/ ranginq from 5 to 45 minutes. Questionnaire

ä1, on average/ did not take fonger to administer than

Questionnaire #2 because often the answers to the questions

asked for each phase in the evafuation were the same for

each succeeding phase. overa.Il, it took an average of 10 to

15 minutes to adninister each questionnaire. In cases \ùhere

the respondent volunteered to discuss the details of issues

surrounding their concerns, adminislration of the

questionnaire took considerably longer.

The public's response to the questíonnaire was excel.l-ent.

only one respondent refused to participate. Al-most all of
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the participants agreed to answer

first call and indicated that theY

consulted and would be interested

research.

the questionnaire on the

were pleased to be

in the results of this

5.4 Determining Sanple Population

one hundred and fifty-one people,/organ i zations responded to

the opportunities to participate in the Kenora Crown TMP.

To oìrtain the desired sample popufation of 302,45 of the

151 respondents v/ere initially randomly selected. However/

a problen regarding the selection of respondents arose as

attempts Ì{ere made to administer the questionnaire.

rnitiatfy, the participants chosen to answer the public

questionnaires were chosen randomly from among q!! members

of the public and/or agencies that had participated in the

Kenora Cro\^in timber management planning exercise. However/

it r,¡as found that this method was inefficient because

although some members of the public and/or .agencies had

provided some type of input, not alf of them had actuafly

foflowed through to become 'active participants' in the

planning process.

For example/ some participants had subrnitted fetters stating

that they h'anted to be added to the mailing list and no

further input followed. when such a person was contacted. to
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answer the questionnaire, they often could not remember the

plan, nor could they answer much of the questionnaire

because they had not reviewed the pfan nor provided input

for consideration in the p1an. Thus, in these situations,

and in cases where the selected respondent couÌd not be

reached, replacenent names were randomly chosen.

Forty-five members of the public were interviewed.

Seventeen of these chose to respond to Questionnaire #1 (the

longer version¡ and twenty-eíght chose to respond to

Questionnaire #2.

5,5 Results of the Evaluation of the Public Participatíon
Process anil Practices Usecl in the Kenora Crown Timber
Management Plan' 19 91- 2 011

5.5.1 htroiluction

The answers to questions from the evaluation model and

questionnaires have been synthesized to produce readable

results. The actua.l responses to the questionnaires,

represented by percentages/ are contained in appendix B.

The results were recorded in the same order as the

evaluation model , e.g. accordj-ng to the evaluation phases,

and are presented in the following pages.

5.5.2 synthesis of Results

5.5.2.1 Phase f - Ptoj ectlParËicipation Planning

The purpose at this phase in the evaluation is to ensure

that manaqement and staff are prepared and organized to
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conduct a publÍc participation process. Most of the

evaluation criteria \,Jere satisfactorily met in this phase,

i-ncluding: establishment of the terms of reference for

timber management planning; designation of a staff nember

to conduct the process; establishment of a terns of

reference for a planning team/ and; estabfishment of a

budget to conduct the Process.

Two areas in this phase were identified for improvement:

estabfishment of a purpose for invol-ving the public in

timber management planning; and, staff training. To

determine the purpose of public participation in Limber

management planning, the plan author v¡as asked for his

opinion on the purpose and an examination of the planning

fiterature was conducted. The plan author, B. Altnann

stated that the purpose was "to get feedback fron the public

for the data base and to find new areas of concern. " The

examination of fiterature on the subject of purpose is found

in appendix C.

The examination of the literature regarding purpose did not

reveal a clear/ overalf statement of purpose for publi-c

participation in timber management pJ-anning. To ensure that

the staff and public fully understand the role lincluding
the linitations) of public involvement, it is recom¡nended

that a purpose be established.
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Timber management planning team nembers encounter a

diversity of issues fro¡n a large public body. Specialized

techniques are used to acquire public opinion, evaluate ít,

and resolve conf.licts. Intefviews v¡ith the plan author

(Bernie Attmann) and communicatíons planner (Gai1 wong) of

thÍs TMP reveafed that fittle formal training had been

completed in subject areas such as: public participatíon

techniques; evafuation of publíc input, and; conflict

resolution. Effective public participation consists of

specialized knowledge and experience. Just as foresters are

specifically trained in silviculturaf operations, so should

the administrators of public participation processes

complete comprehensive training on how to conduct effective

public participation process.

Given the opportunitíes for improvement found vrithin this

evaluation report, it is recommended that training workshops

and literature on the aforenentioned subject areas be

avai.Ied by staff involved in des ign inglimplementing pubLic

participation processes.

5,5,2.2 Phases II - V- Notification/Inforrnation
Dis s emination

ResuÌts of the evaluation reveal-ed that in each of Phases If

to V, notices advising the public of the opportunity to
participate \{ere sent out. To ensure that sufficient

ínformation was sent to the right people, the pfanners $'ere
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required to: anticipate concerns; determine who to send

the information to; deternine the means by which the publì-c

should be notified; and, determine the content of the

notices.

The results of the evaluation índicate that most of the

tasks associated with notification and information

dissemination \{ere completed satisfactorily. However, some

opportunities for j-mprovement were revea.led wíth regard to:

to v¡hom the information \^¿as sent; the means by which the

public v¡ere notified; and, the content of notices. These

weaknesses in the process are discussed in more detail

belov,.

5.5,2.2.L who to Send rnfornation to

At the background/infoïmat ion gatherj-ng stage, notices were

sent to severaf government agencies, interest groups and

rnembers of the public that were involved in the ]-ast five-

year timber management planning exercise. Notices were not

sent to indivj-dua1s who may have had an interest in the area

(e.g. ne\,/ property owners) v/ho did not fall into any of

these aforementioned categories.

In the five years that elapsed between the 1989 and 1994

TMPS, property may have changed hands, or ne\f properties may

have been estabfished. AII property owners within a timber
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nanagement planning area Iikefy have an interest in

maintaining the quality of life they obtain frorn the.ir

investment. These property owners are often familiar with

the detailed resource features within the vicinity of their

property. Therefore, it is recommended that al-1 property

o\dners be contacted, including new property owners in the

area, when seeking background information and potential

issues of concern.

The preferred method of notifying individual property owners

is by fetter, however this format may be restricted due to

budget and time constraints. !.lhere thís is the case, it is

recommend.ed that the oMNR consider using property owner

association ne\,¡sletters to advertise the notice.

5.5.2.2.2 Means bv Which the Public is Notified

Newspaper ads were used to notify the public of the

opportunity to participate for each stage in the

participation process. The ads ran Monday and Thursdays. A

spokesperson from the Kenora DaiIy Miner and Nelds stated

that the greatest circulation of newspapers for Kenora and

the surroundj-ng area is Wednesdays. Maxinum local

circulatíon (within Kenora) is wednesday, Thursday and

Friday (Sanderson/ 1994). Thus it is recommended that

ne\,Jspaper ads run (at a minimum) on Wednesdays and, if

possibfe, one of Thursday or Friday.
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Radio ads were used to notify the public during the

Preliminary Plan review stage. The ad ran a total of four

times, once a day for four days prior to the open house.

Effective radío advertising requíres that ads be run a

minimum of eight times per day, four days per week (p.c.

Wii-Iiams, May, 1994). It is recommended that if radio

advertising is used as a nethod of notifying the public of

the opportunity to participate, an effective ad campaign

should be desígned to ensure that the message is received by

the public.

A report by the Ministry of Education (L992) reveals that

38u of the population of Northwestern ontario has difficulty

reading. (see also section 5.5.2.2.4. ) Thus it is

reconmended that a variety of advertising mediuns such as

radio, television and displays (perhaps at local shopping

mall-s) be used by OMNR ín an effort to notify the public of

the opportunities to become involved in the timber

nanagement planning process.

5.5.2.2,3 Content of Notices

The evafuation results indicate that the information which

was presented in the notices r,¡as inconsistent among the

different notificat.ion mediums (e.9. letters/ ne\,/spaper ads,

radio ads). For example/ at the Preliminary PIan review

stage, the radio ads contained very little information
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conpared to the newspaper and l-etter notices. The maps

contained in the newspaper notice at the rnformation

Dis semination,/Data Gathering stage was very srnall, - 2 3/4'

x 3 L/4", while the letters included much J-arger naps, - 7

7/4" x I 3/4". Various other inconsistencies regarding the

amount of infornation provided ¡,¿ithin each type of notice

were noted at each stage ín the planning process. To ensure

that the necessary information is provided to the public,

regardless of the nedium by which the public is inforned, it

is recomnended that the following list of items (at a

mínimun) be incl-uded in all* notices:

- invitation to particípate (request for input)

- dates and tines of opportunities to review the pLan

- description of what wifl be addressed ín lhe pfan and

examples of the different types of concerns/j-s s ues that ma)'

interest the publ ic
- reference to the present stage of the public participation
process and nention of further opportunities to get invofved

( including the purposes for each of these stages and the

dates at which they will occur¡

- final date upon which comments for the present stage wi-ll

be accepted

- reference to an individuaf (or indívidualls) ) from the

planning team with whom comments can be discussed (not the

District Manager/ but the person(s) \,¡ith whom it is most

likely that discussions wilf initiate)



- a cl-ear/ concise/ easy-to-read map of the TMP and

surrounding area

- notification that ínformation can be obtained by other

nethods ( in the event that it is inconvenient for

individuals to attend the open house or visit the oMNR

district office) (e.9.: specific information packages,

including maps, could be prepared and sent to individuals)

fn addition to the above, it is recommended that the notices

be written in cfear, sirnple language and presented in a

format which is graphically appealing and attracts the

reader's attentíon.
* rn the case of radío and television advertising/ some

items fron the above list may have to be elimínated, but

every effort should be made to include as many items from

the above list as possible.

Improvements to the content and graphics of notices would

tikel-y provide the public with a better understanding of

what is invol-ved ín timber management planning which may

generate increased public interest and response to the

planning process. Reference to lhe recommendation provided

in the follov¡ing section "Comprehension of Notices by the

Public" should also be noted.

5,5,2.2.4 conprehension of Notices bv the Public

The questionnaire results índicate that at the preliminary
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planníng stage/ 742 of the respondents clearly understood

the notices and 262 did not. Ninety-one percent of these

peopte had received notice in l-etter format. Given that 383

of the population of Northwestern ontario has difficulty

readíng (ontario Ministry of Education, L992 ) , it ís

recommended that the OMNR consider: clarifying the notices

that are provided to the public; and, naking efficient use

of different notification mediums such as radio and

televis ion .

5 .5 .2 .3 Inf ormation collection

At each stage in the public participation process, the

infornation from the public is to be coffected, recorded and

considered in the preparation of the pfan. According to the

results of the evaluation, the infornation collected from

the public at each stage in the process was well- recorded.

The informatíon and accompanying response fron OMNR v¡as

summarized in an orderly manner and is contained in the TMP

public documentation binders.

5,5.2.3 .1 consideration of Public Tnput,/Concerns in PIan

The Class EA document states that public input is to be

considered by the planners. The plan author stated that

information collected by the public was used to adjust the

plan as necessary and pubfic advisory cornmittees were formed

to deaÌ with issues. The planning tean attempted to
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al-fevíate concerns by: implementing seasonal timber harvest

and daytime haufing restrictions; and, applying the area of

concern (AOC) guídelines as necessary (p.c. B. Aftmann,

l-993). G. Wong (p.c. 1993) stated that resolutions to

controversial- concerns \¡/ere negotiated between both parties

and attenpts were made to reach compromises.

Through the questionnaires, the respondents were asked

v/hether they thought their concerns had been considered in

the plan. The resu.Its of these questions are found in Table

3.

Prelím Plan Draft Plan

Info. vras considered 792 672

Marginally consídered I7Z

rnfo. wasn't considered 133

Couldn't tel-L

Table 3: Percentage of responcleDts who
concerns had been consid.ereil
Crown TM?, l- 9 91- - 2 011

Finaf Pfan

50?

16.38

16.3å

16.3?

felt that their
in Ëhe Kenora

It is difficu.It to interpret data regardíng the

consideration of concerns since often both the public and

OMNR staff have a bias with regard to this questíon. From

the perspective of the particípants, there may be a tendency

to state that their concerns were noL considered if the plan

was not changed accordingly. The results of the above tab.le
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indicate that the consideration of concerns by OMNR staff

was .reasonable. This statenent nay appear inconsistent with

the results of the draft and final plan values given above;

however, it should be noted that the number of respondents

intervier,¿ed about these t\,ro stages in the process was lors:

l- i- and 6 respectively. Further evidence supporting the

reasonableness of consideratíon of concerns by oMNR staff is

the fact that there was only one request for an individuaf

environmental assessment after approval of the TMP (p.c. B.

Altmann). That request was denied by the Minister of the

Environnent.

Notwithstanding the above considerations, it is recommended

thal OMNR strive to ensure that a1I participants are assured

that their j-nput is inportant. oMNR should also continue to

provide rationafes for decisions made to aff partícipants on

an individual basis. Every effort shoufd be made Lo

personalize responses and assure the public thêt oMNR is

Iístening.

5,5,2.3.2 Response Rates

Calcul-ation of the response rates to the opportunities to

participate in the Kenora Crown Timber Management Plan was

conducted by exanining the results of the questionnaires and

the public response documentatÍon assocíated tqith the TMP.

The calculation of the results shown in Tab.Ie 4 are
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contained in Appendix D

Planning Stage: Percentage Response Receive¿l

Background/Info Gathering: 8?

Prelì-rninary Pl-an Preparation and Review:
- open house attendance: Kenora 68 people,

s ioux Narro\,rs 4 9 people
- Maif 1-42

Draft Plan Revíew: 22

Final Plan Review: 3å

Table 4 ! Relationship between the percentage of responses
received. by oMNR based on the number of notices
sent out at each stage of the participation
proces s .

The response rates given in Tabl-e 4 appear to be low,

considering the number of people who were notified of the

opportunity to participate. Ho!¡ever, Russef Geisbrecht of

'connextions Direct Marketing Resource centre'/ a company

involved in setting up marketing relations, l¡as asked what

he thought a typical response rate to a public invitation Lo

participate in the planning of a project would be, using a

combination of various forms of notifícation, incJ-uding

.Ietters, newspapers, radio or television advertising.

Geisbrecht stated that generatty, it is impossible to

determine a 'typical' response rate to a public invitation

to participate in the planníng of a project. He stated that

"It is dangerous to predict such response rates, hov¡ever, if

one had to come up with some sort of range, it would be
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approximately L-38 - that would be the average range of

expected responsesn (p.c. Geisbrecht¡ 1-994).

civen the above statement, the responses to the timber

management planning process were qui-te good; ho\,/ever, this

conclusion is very subjective, especially since the

percentage response rates given in Table 4 are based only on

the number of individual notices that v¡ere sent out.

A 'typicaf' response rate of 1-33 should also be applied

with caution to the above results, given the fact that the

peopte,/agencies that received notices had a direct interest

in the p.lanníng area.

Notwithstanding the results in Tabl-e 4 and the comments of

R. ceisbrecht, it is recommended that the content of public

notices include exanples of the types of iss ues/informat ion

that oMNR is seeking from the public. Adherence to the

recommendations provided in this report regarding the

content of notices (section 5.5.2.2.3 ) , the conprehension of

notices by the public lsection 5.5.2.2.4), and the mediums

by which the notices are sent (section 5.5.2.2.2), may serve

to increase the understanding and response by the public to

timber management pÌanning.



5.5.2.4 Plan Revielr

The TMP \{as available for public review at the preliminary,

draft and final stages of the planning process. The publíc

r¿as invited to review the plan at the Kenora District OMNR

office at all of these stages and an open house was

conducted at the prelirninary and draft plan review stages.

open houses at the preliminary and draft plan review stages

were held in Kenora and Sioux Narrows. The review took

place during the afternoon and evening so that a variety of

interested members of the pubfic could attend, even if they

were employed in shift work.

5.5.2.4,L comprehension of fnformation Presented at open
House

The results of the questionnaires indicate lhat at the

prelininary planning stage, 80? of the participants

understood the inforrnation presented at the open house, 17%

understood it somewhat and 33 did not understand it. Some

of the comments made at this stage incfuded: "Excellent

maps."; "WefI presented"; "Excellent job - good review of

what was happening"; "They didn't' show big picture"; "r
didn't understand the nature of the ptanning process"; "Too

much information was presented", and; uI don't' know enough

about timber management planning to understand everythíng".

To increase pubfic comprehension of the information
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presented at open houses, it is reconnended that the oMNR

provide comment sheets at the open house which incl-ude

specific questíons regarding the presentation of

infornation. Every effort should be made by oMNR staff to

ensure that each individual who attends the open house is
greeted and provided with the opportunity to discuss the

information presented. OMNR staff at the open house should

be made aware of the fact that 38å of the population of

Northern ontario have difficulty reading (ontario Ministry

of Education, 1992 ) and should also keep in nind that some

people who are colour blind may have difficulty interpreting

the maps, but nay be loo se.If -conscious to re.late this

disability to staff members. Verbal- comments received by

oMNR staff regarding presentation should be recorded and

col.lected so that suggestions can be incorporated into
future open houses.

According to the TMP guidefines, the proposed road and

cutting alfocations and alternatives are to be shown to the

public at the preliminary plan review stage. The

questionnaire resu]-ts indicate that only 58? of those who

attended the open house remember being shown these

aL.l-ocations,/alternatives . It should be noted that it is
possible that due to the amount of time that elapsed betrveen

the open house and the administration of the questionnaire/

people may not have clearly remembered what was dispfayed at
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the open house.

Regardless of the reasons for the above result, it is

evident that almost half of those r¡ho attended the open

house did not remember being s ho\4tn these alternatives. Thus

it is recommended that maps showing alternative road and

cutting all-ocations (particularly those areas v¡ithin the

locale of the open house) be displayed at the open house.

Further, it should be made clear to the pubÌíc that these

are 'prelinínary' pl-ans, and the afternatíves are open to

discussíon.

5.5.2.4.2 Time Available to Review PIan

The public was asked through the questionnaire whether there

was enough time to review/respond to the plan. The

responses to this question are found in Table 5.

Prelininary Plan

DrafÈ PIan

Final Pl-an

Suf ficíent

622

55.53

l,targína11y
Suf ficient

8?

fnsuff

272

30?

On average, 304 of the respondents did not feel that there

Table 5 : Participant satisfaction with the amount of
tine given to provide input on the TMP
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was sufficient tine to revie!,//respond to the review of the

TMP. The reasons for the inconvenience associated with

reviewing the plan were inconsistent. The only common

response was that a few people r+ould prefer to revie\,¡ the

preliminary and/ot draft plans during the summer months -

July and August. Given the above statistics/ OMNR made a

reasonable effort to conduct information centres at

appropriate intervafs and times; however, it is recommended

that the public be nade a\.vare that speciaf arrangements to

review the plan can be made for those l¡ho cannot attend open

houses.

5,5.2.4,3 Response to and Acknowl-edgement of Concerns

According to the evaluation results, the planners responded

to input from the publ-ic in a written and/or verba.I format.

The responses are contained wíthin the public consultation

binders in an order.ly manner.

Reference to both questionnaíres índicates that 858 of the

respondents lvere satj-sfied that theír concerns had been

acknowledged by the planners and 154 were not. ThÍs

indicates that OMNR made a reasonable effort to ensure that
participant's concerns were acknowledged. Ho\./ever, OMNR

should continue to strive tov/ard ensuring that participants

are assured of the ínportance of their input and its

consideration in the plan.
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5.5.2,5 Extra Evaluation ouestíons

5.5.2.5.1 Planner/Part ic ipant rnteraction

The results of the evaluation indicate that the interaction

bet\,/een p.lanners and the participants was good. When

necessary/ the planners arranged meetings outside office

hours. In some instances, public advisory conmittees were

also set up to deal v/ith concerns. Many of the respondents

stated that they appreciated the friendliness and

willingness of OMNR staff to discuss concerns.

5,5.2.5.2 Decis ion -Makins

Most of the participants were satisfied with the way

decisions were made \nrith regard to the TMP. However, the

questionnaire results indicate that 338 were dissatisfied.

The nost oft-quoted remark in this regard was that the

decisions had already been made by oMNR and that Iittl-e

could be done to change them. Given this eva.luation result,

further research with regard to decision-making (in the

public participation process) was conducted to determine how

decisions are to be made in timber management planning and

the extent to which public input can affect decisíons.

The Class EA document continual.ly refers to the nformal

opportunities fo¡ interested and affected parties to 'become

involved' in the preparation of the TMPrr. The public

particípation process is referred to as the "public
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consultation programrr. All comments and submissions from

interested participants are 'considered' in the preparatíon

of the TMP. Following is a discussion of this research.

The four fornal- opportunities in the participation process

outl-ined in the Draft Class EA document offer the public a

chance to /participate', 'review' and 'inspect' the TMP.

The first opportunity to participate consists of an

invitation for interested participants to offer comments on

any aspect of the upconing plan. The second opportunity

invites the public to an information centre to review and

comment on alternative and prelírninary proposafs whích have

been developed (before decisions are made). Third, the

public are invited to review the draft plan, supplementary

documentation and OMNR/s preliminary list of outstanding

alteratj-ons. The supplementary documentation is to include

a description of submissions which were received during

public consultation and how they have been considered in the

preparation of the draft plan. The final opportunity for
publì-c involvenent consists of a public notice ¡vhich advises

participants that the OMNR-approved plan is available for

inspection.

The Class EA document does not state the purpose of getting

the public involved in timber management planning,

therefore it is diffícult to discern the levef of public
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involvement whích is being sought. Based on the information

given in the above paragraph, the level of public

participation that is being sought is ' cons ul-tation' ,

defined by Arnstein as the opportunity for "citizens to hear

and be heard" (Arnstein, 1969. p. 2]-7). Arnstein adds that:

. . . under these conditions they lack the po\,¡er to
ensure that their views will be heeded by the
powerful . When participation is restricted to
this Ievel, there is no followthrough, no
"muscle", hence no assurance of changing the
status quo (Arnstein, 1969, p.2L7).

Parenteau (1988) differentiates bet\.{een the terms 'public
participation' and 'public consultation', stating that the

fatter is a stage of the former. Thus/ he defines 'public
participation' as "the direct or indirect involvement of the

people who stand to be directly or indirectly affected by a

decision or action in making the decision or carrying out

the action", and 'publ-ic consul-tation' as a stage of

participation at which information is distributed and

opinions are gathered in public ( Parenteau/ 1988, p. 57).

If 'consu.ltation' is the fevef of participation that OMNR is

seeking, then, based on the process it has conducted and the

responses from the public, it has, for Lhe most part,

successfully achieved it. However, it is apparent fron many

of the responses from the public questionnaires that several

participants expected more than consultation. They expected

to have more of an influence upon the decisions being nade.
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The notices sent to the public do not clearly define the

l-evel of public participation which is being sought. Thus

it is recommended that OMNR notify the publì-c of the

decision-naking process so that they: understand who makes

decisions when and on what, and, understand the type of

participatj-on that is beín9 sought from them.

The above reconunendation is echoed in the "Ministry of

Natural Resources Reply Statement of Evidence No. 1: The

Timber Management Planning Process and Rel-ated Matters",

\¿hich states:

A proper balance must be struck between pubfic
invoLvement in the decision-naking process. . . The
process must provide a level of certainty, and
nust clearly índicate v¡hen decisions are being
made, what decisions are likely to Ì:e made, who
will make those decision, and ho\,r those decisions
will be made and communicated (oMNR, 1992' p. 11)

5.5.2.3.3

A successful part ic ipat ion/commun ication process requires

good information ffow between interested parties. Responses

from the questionnaires indícate that 898 of the respondents

felt they had learned something from participating in the

tímber nanagement pfanning process. The planners also feft

that they had benefitted through the coll-ection. of new

information on areas of concern.



5,5.2.5,4 satisfaction with Process

The general satisfactíon of the process/ fron the

perspective of the pubfic/ was deternined by anafgamating

the answers to questions in several subject areas from the

questionnaires, including: clarity of notices; tíme

allocated for revie¡¿; understanding of notices and

information presented; consideration of input; mutual

education; interaction bet\,reen planners and participants;

and, addÍtional- cornments.

The combined results of these questions indicate that 81ã of

the respondents v¿ere satisfied with the process/ 5? were

marginally satisfied and 143 were dissatisfied. This is a

good result; however, there are some signifícant variations

among the answers to the questions used to reach this
general- conclusion which should hre deaft.with according to

the recommendatj-ons found within this report.

severa.l strengths of the process were revealed through

analysis of the participant questionnaires. Overal1, the

pubfic appreciated the opportunity to reviev¡ and comment on

the TMP. Most respondents afso fe-lt that OMNR staff was

friendly and responsive to concerns. Respondents afso

appreciated being kept up to date on the status of the pfan

through correspondence.



Severaf areas for ínprovement in the process were also

revealed in the participants' responses to the

questionnaire, such as: "Decisions are already made before

the public has an opportunity to get involved, therefore I
: wou]-d like to see more invofvenent at an earlier stage";
:

: "The maps need to be more cJ-ear regarding road access/

' including tertiary roads"; "We need more

in format ion/education about issues surroundíng tínber
nanagenent planning"; rrThe process should be managed by

: soneone totally neutral, someone v/ho doesn't have a stake or
:i direct interest in the area"; "The cutting operations
:, should be nonitored once the plan is underway"; and,
.

: "oecisions on areas to be cut should be considered from a
ii broader wildl i fe,/f isher ies,/natural resource management
!

perspective".

In summary, tv¡o particular areas of improvement were

identified by the public: the need for more, clear

informatlon and education on timber management pfanning

issues; and, rnany participants (especially those with

personal , Iocal interests) wou.ld like to be more involved in

the planning process. Several means by which these requests

by the public can be met have been suggested throughout this

synthesis of results.



5.5.2.5,5 Process Responsi-veness to Chanqe

Satisfactory provisions for plan amendments were found in
the Cl-ass EA document. Three categoríes of amendments are

províded, including: admínistrative, minor and major.

Pubfic consultatíon requirements differ depending on the

category of the anendment. Sect. 2.2.6 of the Cfass EA

docunent includes provisions for amendments to the annual

work schedule, which are also made avaífabl-e for public

revier+ .

5.5.2,6 Summary of Evaluation Results for the t99l-20l1
Kenora Crown TMP

The public participation process and practises used in the
pïeparation of the Kenora Crown Timber Management pfan for
the years 1991 to 2011 were conducted quite wetf. This was

the first attempt by the Kenora District OMNR to undertake a

comprehensive public participation process, as outlined in
the 1987 Class EA document. A previous TMp, the

Minaki/Aulneau TMp for 1986-1991- had been conducted

according to the guidelines found in the December, L985

Class EA; however, several revisions were undertaken to
produce the 1987 document.

Several strengths in the process were revealed in the

evaluation resufts incJ-udíng: colfection and recording of
public input; consideratíon of pubtíc input; opportunities
for plan review; acknowledgement of concerns;
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planner/participant interaction; mutual education; and,

process responsiveness to change.

The main areas identified for inprovement as a resu.lt of

this eval-uation are: the need for establishment of a

purpose for invo.lving the public in timber management

planning; íncreased traíníng of staff nembers involved in

conducting the pubfic participation process; increased

publíc education in timber management planning and related

issues; the need for p.lan ínformation to be clearly
presented and easily understood by the public; and,

increased involvement by the public (especiaJ-fy Iocat

people¡ in the timber management planning process.

5.6 chanqes to Evaluation Model-

Use of the eva.Iuation model and the two questionnaj-res in

the first case study revealed a few inefficiencies. It was

also decided that the use of two questionnaires was

unnecessary/ so a new, single publíc questionnaire was

designed. rn addition to the ner,,r public questionnaire, a

short questionnaire was designed for adninistration to OMNR

and other government agencj-es and the forest company.

Foltowing is a discussion of the afterations to the model

and questionnaires that were made in preparation for

application of the evaluation modef to the second case

study.
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Use of the model in the first case study revealed areas

where the wording required clarification. Some

reorganization of existing questions served to enhance the

flow of the model . Changes to the model were also required

due to the acquisition of new material on the public

participation process in OMNR's Public Involvenent

cuidetines (1991). The revised mode1, used for the second

case study is found in Appendix E.

The most obvious change to the modef is the use of the

Ietters 'PQ' and 'SQ', found next to some of the questions.

Those parts of the model to which questions fron the

questionnaire relate are identified by a 'PQ' v¡hich has been

placed next to the corresponding question within the model .

some questions are to be asked of the public and oMNR,

company and other government agency staff, and these are

símilarly identified with an 'S0' adjacent to the

corresponding question wíthin the nodel . Answers to the

remaining questions within the modef should be determined by

interviervs with staff ( in particular the plan author and/oÎ

the conmunications planner), or through exarnination of the

public participation documentation associated \,¡ith the TMP

undergoing evaluation.

Severaf new questions were added to the ¡nodel due to the

acquisition of OMNR's "Public fnvo.Ivement Guidelines"
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(1991). This docunent outfines OMNR/s policies and

principfes for public participation in fand use and resource

management planning. An attenpt was made to ensure that the

eval-uation model for the second case study incfuded

questions r+hich would enable the author to determine vhether

these policies and principles were beíng met.

5,7 Additions to Moclel Due to OMNR'S "public Involvement
Guiclelinesrl

OMNR/s "Publ-ic f nvo.Ivenent Guidelinesrr (1991) (hereinafter

referred to as the cuidelines) contain a policy statement

which Iists several individual purposes of public

involvement as well- as fourteen specific principles

regarding public invofvement. The purposes and princip.Les

rvere examined and compared to the evaluation model from the

first case study. Many of the questions within the modef

were ïepïesentative of these, but a few addítions to the

model were necessary.

The Guidelines indicate that OMNR is bringing its decision-

making process closer to the people. Similar concepts

regarding decision-making are found within the statements of
principles: "the public is to be províded with

opportunities to contribute to decisions"; and., the pubtic

is to be informed of how decisions will be made (OMNR/ 1991,

p.2). As a result/ more questions were added to the modef

regarding decis ion -making . These include questions 37(a)
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(Were participants famifiar with the decision-making process

used ín timber management planning? ) and 37(f) (Did the

public receive feedback on its conunents and rationales for

the decisions made regarding the concerns?).

The OMNR Guidelines also state that publíc invo.lvement

shoufd be undertaken to build public trust/ confidence and

co-operation in the ministry planning and decision-making

process (oMNR, l-991-, p. 2). As a result, question #39 (Has

the process contributed to increased trust of the OMNR by

the public? ¡ was added to the evaluation model .

To determine rvhether adequate information was being

transmitted and/or made available to the public regarding

activities surrounding timber nanagement planning, question

#38 vras added to Lhe model (Do menbers of the public feel

that they know enough about timber management p.Ianning such

that they are able to participate effectively?).

To determine whether the objectives for public participation

were c.learly stated by the planning team and effectivefy

transmitted to the public, a new question was added to the

begínning of each phase of the process in the mode]: "was

an objective established for this stage in the public

participation process?" and "Was the public informed of the

objective of this stage in the planning process?'l
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Access to further literature regarding evaluation of public

participation prompted the additíon of questions #43 (Was

the publíc participation process evaluated for effectiveness

\,ihile the process was being conducted? ), #44 (Were there any

constraints which inhibited the effectiveness of the public

participation process?¡, and #45(a) and (b) regarding post-

approval public invol-venent.

The !¡ord "collated", as used in questions 10, 19, and 26 of

the original rnodel r¿as removed on the advice of P. Schaffer

(CornÌnunications Planner, Pakwash & Patricia TMPS), who

suggested that the use of simple .Ianguage in the model would

nake it more user - friendly .

A few other minor wording and structural changes were made

to the model in preparation for the second case study.

5.8 Changes to ouestionnaire

In genera.l-, the questionnaires r¿ere useful- in obtaining the

desired lnformation on the participants' perceptions of the

public participation process. Ho\^/ever, Questionnaire iÉ1

contained many repetitive questions. The results of

Questionnaire #1/ (in which the same questions were asked

for each phase of the process), indicated that for each

respondent, the comprehension of information and

satisfaction with the process tended to be the same



regardl-ess of the phase of the public participation process

in which Ít v¿as presented. For example, if the respondent

found the not.ice requesting background information to be

cl-ear, he/she found subsequent notices c]-ear as well .

The administration of questionnaire #2 went quite \,¿ef f ,

however a greater range of responses such as "don't know¡'

and "somewhat" had to be added to the choíce of ans\ùers

rather than just 'tyes" or "no".

A ne\¿, single public questionnaire (Appendix F) was designed

to replace ouestionnaires #1 and 2. Thís was done to

sinplify the overall evafuation process and to streamline

questioning of participants. To eliminate redundancy in
questioning, each type of question was asked only once. The

assumption is that the answer given will be representative

of the overall perspective of the respondent regardless of

the number of phases to which the question might apply.

This revision makes the questionnaire easier/quicker to
administer and less reiterative for the respondent.

As a result of the additions to the modef, severaf new types

of questions were added to the questionnaire. Àn attempt

was made to group the questions in the questionnaire so that
they: corresponded to the order of questions within the

evaluation model; and, promoted questionnaire respondents
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to focus their attention on one aspect of the process at a

time in an orderly fashion.

To design a ne!¡/ Iess cumbersome questíonnaire, some of the

detailed questions from both of the old questionnaires

regardíng communication fornats \,¡ere elininated. ff at any

time OMNR is interested in knowing which formats are nost

effective for giving and receíving information, these

questions can be added to the questionnaire. Questions

regarding the topic of interest which concerned the

respondents were also eliminated as this inforrnation can be

found in the public documentation records.

A few other minor wording and structuraf changes were made

to the questíonnaire in preparation for the second case

study .

5,9 covernment/Company Staff Ouestionna.ire

In the time that elapsed between evaluation of the first and

second case studies/ access to docunents assocíated with an

evaluation of public participation in resource management

decisions in Alberta was obtained. The Alberta evaluation

was conducted by Praxis, a Cal-gary-based consulting f irm.

Praxis (l-989) recognized that valuabfe insight and

suggestions wouÌd Iikel-y be provided by government and
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company staff who had worked in the area of public

participation in resource management planníng over a number

of years. A review of the evaluation conducted by Praxis

prompted the creation of an additionaf questionnaíre

(Appendix G) for government and company staff members for

use in evaluating the second case study.

The nev¡ questionnaire was designed to be adninistered by

telephone or in person. Five questions were composed for

OMNR and other frequently participating government

agencies,/staff and six questions were designed for company

staff involved in timber nanagement planning.

The first two questions on both questionnaires are general

and allow the respondents to focus on the strengths and

weaknesses of the process that are most obvious to them.

The questions regarding training in public participation and

public education are specific and were prompted by the

resul-ts of the first case study where it r^¡as found that

there appeared to be little staff traíning and that the

public participation process coufd be enhanced through

public education on resource/timber management issues.

5.10 Sunmary

overall, the evaluation modef and questionnaires used in the

first case study were useful in obtaining the information
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necessary to evaluate the effectiveness of the public

participation process used in the Kenora Crown TMP. The

methods used to obtain the information were also

satisfactory. As the evaluation and questionnaires were

being administered, it becane evident that a few structural-

and wording changes were necessary.

The model and questionnaires were revised in preparation for

testing on the second case study and are ]-ocated in

Appendices E, F and c respectivefy. Figure 4 outlines the

s r..unmary of the model that was used in the second case study.

rt identifies the phases of the evaluation model and the

functions which exist within each phase. The resu.Its of the

second case study evaluation and further modifications to

the model- and questionnaire are discussed in the following

chapter .



EVAIUATION MODEI

Phase I - Project /Participation Planning
Determining Purpose

Establ-ishing Boundaries
Management/Staf f Preparation

Phase rr - Information Dissenination/Data Gathering
Establishment of Obj ective
Inf ormation Dissenination

Public Response

Phase IIf - P¡eliminary Plan Preparation and Review
Establishment of Obj ective

PIan Des ign
Notification and Revie!¡

PubIic Response

Phase IV - Draft Plan Preparation an¿l Revíew
Estabfishnent of Obj ective

Plan Des ign
Notification and Revier,¿

Pubfic Response

?hase V - Final Plan Approval/Verification
Estabfishment of Obj ective

Plan Des ign
Not i f ication and Revie\^/

PubIic Response

Additional Evaluation Questions
Demands on Participants

Planner/.Participant Interaction
Dec is ion -Making

Publ- ic Knowledge
Satisfaction with Process

Process Responsiveness to change
Process Eval-uation

Post-Approval Pubfic Involvement

Figure 4: Summary of the eval-uation moilel- used to evaluate
the effectiveness of the public participation
processes and practices usecl in the
P atri c i a/P a kv¡a sh TMPs, L994-20L4
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CHAPTER VI - MODEI TESTING AND RESTI¡TS FOR CASE
STUDY #2 - PATRTCTA/PAKWASH
TTMBER MA,NAGEMENT PLANS,
L994-20L4

6.1 fntxoduction

The Pak\,rash and Patricía Forest TMPS for the years L994-2074

jointly corunenced preparation in Novenber l-993. An

evaluation model (Appendix E) and accompanying

questionnaires (Àppendices F & c). were designed and tested

on the Patric ialPakv¡ash TMPS. (See Figures 5 and 6 for the

locatíon of these Forest Management Agreement Areas. )

Public involvement in these TMPs v¿as initiated in December,

1993 and the harvesting operations are expected to begin in

April, 1995. The evaluation of these TMPS began in May 1994

and was comp.Ieted in July, 1994.

The Patric ia,/Pak\,/ash timber management planning exercise v¡as

incomplete at the tine the eval-uation was administered;

however, information for the e./af uation was available for

the Proj ect,/Part ic ipat ion Planning, Data Gathering and

ereliminary Plan Review stages of the process. Onl-y those

activities associated with the particÍpation process which

were complete were evaluated.

The Patric ialPak!¡ash TMP for the years L994-2014 was chosen

for this evaluation because the previous public
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participation processes for the Patricia/Pakwash Plans were

, 
"onducted 

5 years ago. Thus it would be difficult for
.

: respondents to recall the details of that plan Also,

, an.luation of the current pl-an \,¡as chosen since the results

: woul-d be more rel-evant and useful for recommendations

j ..Sarding the public particípation process.

This chapter consists of an account of the results of: the

administration of the model and questionnaires; the

ì evaluation of the Patríc ia,/Pakwash timber nanagement

i plunning process; and, the changes required for the model
!

, and the questionnaires in preparation for future use.
:

i
:

,, U., Aalministlation of the Evaluation Model

The evaluation of the Patr ic ia/Pakwash TMP began nith an

interview with the Cornmunications Planner (for the

: patric ia,/Pakvash TMP) / Peter Schaffer in June, 1994. All of

I tne questions v¡ithin the model were asked of P. Schaffer,
l

I with the exception of those which were to be answered by the

public and those which referred to stages in the public

, participalion process which had not yet been conducted at

the time of the evaluation. P. Schaffer referred the

evaluator to documentation associated with the TMP to assist

with the completion of the evaluation.
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6.3 aclministration of Participant Questionnaire

A single public questionnaire r,ras designed to accompany the

evaluatíon model (Appendix F). The questionnaire was

administered ín June, 1994. The purpose of the

questionnaire \,¿as to deternine satisfaction with the process

and the strengths and rveaknesses of the process from the

perspective of the participants.

use of the revised, single questionnaire proved to be much

¡nore efficient than either of the two questíonnaíres used in

the first case study. Sone of the questions v/ithin the

questionnaire were not asked of the public since the

participation process \ras not yet complete at the tine of

the evaluation. (The unasked questions are identified r+ith

an * in Appendix F. ) The questionnaires were administered

by telephone and most took only 5 to 10 minutes to compfete,

compared to l-0 to 15 minutes for the questionnaires used in

the first case study.

The use of the telephone to adninister the questionnaires

was highly successful . As in the first case study, nost of

the respondents were wilfing to answer the questionnaire on

the first call; however, there were a few that preferred to
be calfed back at a more convenient time. This can likely

be attributed to the time of year at which the

questionnaires were adninistered. fn the first case study,
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lhe questionnaires were administered in December and in the

second case study/ they were adninistered in June - a busier

tine of year when tourist operators and cottagers tend to be

busy opening camps and working outdoors. Only two

respondents refused to participate.

6.4 ÐeternÍning Sampl-è Population

At the time the evaluation '¡¡as conducted, many public

responses from the preliminary plan review stage of the

process had been received by OMNR and the company laccording
to OMNR's process/ responses v¡ere due May 31, 1-994). Thus

the sample population was chosen fron the responses that had

been received from this stage in the process until June 13,

L994. At that time, there were approximatel-y 96

respondents, therefore 29 (-3OZ of 96) questionnaires t/ere

administered to participants.

There Í¡as a slight problem in the random sel_ection of
respondents in the second case study. Al-most 30? of the

participants belonged to the same interest group which had

provided each of its members r¿ith a copy of the comment

sheet upon which the groups' positíon on an issue of

interest was already written. Thus, many of the members of

this interest group simply signed the coÍùnent sheet and

mailed it to OMNR. Many of these respondents had neither
seen nor receíved the notice of the opportunity to
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participate/ nor had they attended the open house or

discussed the pfan with any members of the planning tean.

: The initial random sel-ection of respondents consísted of
l
¡ many members of this interest qroup who were consequently

: contacted to respond to the questionnaire. Those who had
:

, neither seen nor received a notice, nor visited the open

house, nor discussed the pfan with any members of the
' planning team were replaced v¡ith newly selected names. The
]

: replacement names v¡ere selected randomly fron those

, respondents who were not members of the farge interest
i group .

:

a

: O,S Aclministratíon of covetnment and Conpany Staff
: Questionnaires

The comments and suggestions resulting fron the

; administration of the government and company staff

¡ qu""tionnaires were exce.Ilent. rt was found that many of
l

i the government and company staff members had, over time,
l

given thought to the public participation process and

, practices used in timber managenent planning, so theír
: responses were well thought out and very useful for

evaluation purposes.

The tine required to interview government and company staff
ranged from approxì-nately 15 minutes to 45 minutes. On

average these interviews required about hal-f an hour to
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conduct.

6.6 Results of the Eval-uation of Publ-ic Partj-cipaËion
Process aDd Practises used. in the Patricia and
Pakwash tr'orest Timber Managenent Plans, L994-20L4

6.6.L htroduction

The evaluation of the public participation process of the

Patricia/Pakwash TMPS is incomplete because it was conducted

prior to the completion of the pubÌíc participation process.

The model which was desígned can be used eíther as a 'buift-
in' or post-approval- evaluation. Thus, this case study

provided an opportunity to adminíster the model- v¡hile the

process was on-going and provides sone insíght into the

effectiveness of those processes and practices that have

been conducted thus far.

The answers to questions from the evaluation modef and

questionnaires have been synthesized to produce readable

results. The actual responses to the pubfic questionnaire,

represented by percentages are contained in Appendix F. The

resu]ts are presented in the same order as the evafuation

nodel, e.g. according to the evaluation phases.

Many of the comments and recommendatíons for the second case

study are simifar to those given in the first case study.

Rather than repeating the comments and recommendations

verbatin, reference has been nade to the sections of the
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first case study to whích the reader should refer for
complete evaluation resufts.

6.6.2 Synthesis of Results

6.6.2.1 Phase I - Ploj ectlParticipation Planning

The purpose at this phase in the evaluation is to ensure

that nanagement and staff are prepared and organized to

conduct a public participation process. The eval-uatíon

results indicate that most of the criteria were

satisfactorify net in this phase, íncluding: establishment

of terms of reference for timber management planning;

establishment of a public involvement plan; establíshment

of a timber nanagement planning team; appointment of a

staff member to conduct the participation process, and;

establishment of a budget to conduct the proeess.

There were two areas in thís phase whích lvere identified as

opportunities for improvement: establishment of a purpose

for invol-ving the publíc in timber management pÌanning, and;

staff trainíng. The comments and recommendations regarding

the latter are Lhe same as those in the first case study and

can be found in section 5.5.2.1 of this paper.

No overalf statement of purpose for invol-ving the public in

ti¡nber management planning for the Patricia/Pakwash forests

could be found. Ho\,rever / an examination of OMNRS public
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rnvolvement Guidelines (1991-) lwhich were established to

guide public consuftation processes in oMNRs resource

managenent ptanning decisions), reveafed some ínformation

with regard to the purpose of public ínvolvement in resource

managenent decis ion -¡naking which warrants discussion.

The Public Involvement Guidelines outfine three pofícy

statements which indicate why public involvement is

undertaken by oMNR in resource nanagement decís ion -naking :

1) To produce better resource management
decisions for the benefit of the people of ontario
2) To cornmunícate and to solicit information
related to víewpoints, ideas, facts and vafues
from the public
3) To build public trust, confidence and co-
operatíon in the ministry planning and decis.ion-
making processes
(OMNR, 1991 ' p. 2)

These policy statements provide a general understanding of

why the OMNR includes public consultatj-on in many of its

resource management planning processes: however, it does

not provide the managers of timber manaqement pÌanning

processes with a clear understanding of why public input is

important in timber management planning. The policy

statements provided above also fail to fulfiI the

requirement for a statement of purpose for invo.Iving the

public in tímber management planning as required by the

evaluation nodel for two additional reasons: (1) the pol-icy

statements luould not be applicable to a forest company that

was conducting the participation process; and, (2) the
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pol-icy statements do not provide the public with a cl-ear

, understanding of the purpose or which they are being invited

. to become involved in timber management planninq. Thus, it
:

, i" recommended that a purpose for pubJ-ic involvement,

; specific to the purpose and objectives of timber management
i: ptanning, be establ ished .

6,6.2.2 Phase II - lnformation Dissemination/Data Gathering
?hase III - Pre].iminary pl-an prepatation anal Review
Phase IV - Draft Plan ?reparation and Review
Phase V - Final P].an Approval/Verification

The results of the evaluation questíons in Phases fI to V in
the planning process were often similar, therefore they have

been combined and are presented according to the following
main categories: notification/information dissemination;

information colfection; plan review; and, additionaf
evaluation questions.

: 6 ,6,2.2.1 Notj- f i cation/In format ion Dissemination

j fn each of Phases II to V/ notices advising the public of
l

the opportunity to participate \¿ere sent out. To ensure

that sufficient information was sent to relevant members of

. the public, the planners were required to: anticipate
i

i concerns; determine who to send the information to;

I ¿ut"rmine the means by rvhich the public shoul-d be notified;
¡

1: and, determine the content of the notíces.
i

The eval-uation results indicate that nost of the tasks
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associated v/ith notification and information dissemination

\{ere conpleted satisfactorily. However, some opportunities

for improvement v¡ere revealed wíth regard to: to \,Jhom the

information !¡as sent; the means by which the public was

notified; and, the content of the notices.

6.6,2.2.L.L @
At the background/in formation gathering stage, it was found

that notices were sent to several government agencies,

interest groups and nenbers of the public that were involved

in the last five-year plan. OMNR receives up-to-date copies

of t'he tax records on a regular basis and uses these to

identify property or{ners who may have an interest in the

timber management pfan (p.c. P. Schaffer; p.c. s.

Stevenson) . However, due to technical difficulties 1n

deciphering the information provided on the tax records aL

the time the background/informat ion gathering notices \,¡ere

prepared, notices were not sent to individuals who may have

had an interest in the area (e.9. new property o!/ners in the

Iast 5 years ) and did not fall into any of the

aforementioned categories.

The conunents and recommendations regarding this weakness in

the participation process are the same as those in the first

case study and can be found in section 5.5.2.2.1of this

paper .
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6.6.2.2.L.2 Means by Which the Public is Notified

According to the evaluation findings, notices advising of

the opportunity to participate were pfaced in the focal and

area newspapers. Letters \,¡ere sent to individuals. News

releases and interviews with the l-oca.I television, radio and

newspaper reporters also promoted notification of the

opportunity for public invo.lvenent. However, no radio or

television advertisíng carnpaigns were used. The comments

and reconìnendat ions regarding this element of the

participation process are the same as those in the first
case study and can be found in section 5.5.2.2.2 of this
paper .

Several of the questionnaire respondents living within the

vícinity of the timber management planning area stated that
they had not received notice of lhe opportunity to
participate. Most of these peopl-e became arvare of the

opportunity to participate through a property association

newsletter. The infornation in the newsletter was

inconplete, thus some of these people nissed the opportunity

to attend the open house. Therefore, j-t is recommended that
oMNR use every means possible to ensure that property ovners

in an affected area are contacted directj-y/ on an individual
basis, to ensure that ful-l- information regarding the

opportunity to participate is received.
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(See also the coNnents and recorunendations in section

6.6 .2.2.L.4. )

6.6,2.2.L3 content of Notices

The notices sent to individuals and placed in the nev¡spaper

v¡ere identícal and the content was quite good. Additional

improvement was noted in the Draft PIan Review notice, which

provided some examples of the types of issues associated

with timber management planning. It is recomrnended that al1

notices provide these types of examples so that the public

can gain a better understanding of what types of issues are

associated wíth tinber nanagenent planning. Additional

recomnendations regarding the content of al-l notices are

sírnilar to those nade in the first case study, section

5.5.2.2.3.

: 6.6.2.2.L.4 Comprehension of Notices bv the public

i Reference to the questionnaire reveals that 64? of the
i

: pttticipants felt that the notices explained clearly how

' they could participate in the timber management planning

: process; 2OZ of the respondents said the notices were not

: clear; and, 16ã stated that they heard about the pl-an

' through their interest group newsfetter which did not
¡

: contain sufficient information.
:

The comments and recommendations regarding this Rreakness in
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the participation process are the same as those in the first
case study and can be found in section 5.5.2.2.4 of this
paper .

It is also recomrnended that where it is expected that sone

interest groups or agencies are likely to publish the notice

of the opportunity to participate in their newsletters/ OMNR

should impress upon then the importance of including all of

the j-nformation contained within their notice in the private
publ icat ion .

6.6.2,2.L,5 Inforrnation Collection

At each stage in the participation process/ the infornation
from the public is to be collected, recorded and considered

in preparation of the TMP. The eva.luation results indicate
that the information collected fron the public was wef l-

recorded. OMNR's responses to public input have been f iJ-ed

with the corresponding fetter from pubfic members and are

contained within the TMP public consultatíon binders.

6,6.2,2.L.6 Consideration of Public I n formation/Concerns in
Pl-an

The Class EA document states that public input is to be

considered by the pl-anners. The Corununications pìanner

stated that information from the public was considered by

comparing their areas of concern to areas which rvere

eligible for harvest. Where conflicts appeared/ CMNR
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applied guídel-ines to alfeviate concerns. Other concerns

were dealt with through negotiation betv¿een the persons

involved and OMNR/Boise staff (p.c. P. Schaffer, 7994).

The responses from the public questionnaire regarding

consideration of input are inconclusive. This is due to the

fact that many of those r¿ho provided input did not attend

the open house to review the preliminary plan. Another

conmon situation was that one particular interest group had

submitted conments on behalf of the group/ however not aII
group nembers were aware of the exact content of the input,

therefore they could not judge whether or not the input had

been fully considered in the prelininary plan. It should

also be noted that not all of the public input received had

been dealt with by OMNR or the Company at the time of the

eval-uation.

6 ,6.2.2.L.7 Response Rates

The participant questionnaire used in the second case study

did not ask the respondents the means by which they were

notified of the opportunity to participate in the planning

process. civen that the vast majority of respondents in the

first case study had heard about the opportunity to
participate through receipt of a l-etter and given that the

purpose of this question is to deterrnine a seneral response

rate, the response rates províded belor¡ were based on the
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number of responses received by oMNR compared to the number

of individual notices that were sent out. Following are the

res ults :

Background/Info Gathering: 18

Preliminary Plan Revj-ew: -5?

Response rates in the first two stages of the process \dere

faírly low compared to the number of notices that were sent

out. See the dj-scussion presented ín section 5.5.2.3.2 for

further discussion on the representativenes s of these

resufts.

Adherence to the recorunendations províded in this report

regarding content of notices ( section 5.5.2.2.3) and to whom

the information is sent (5.5.2.2.1) rnay serve to increase

the understanding and response by the public to tinber
management planning exercises.

6.6.2.2,L,8 PIan Revíew

According to the evaluatíon resufts, a preliminary TMP s¡as

available for revie¡v at the preliminary plan review stage.

The publíc was a.lso invíted to make an appointment to review

the plan at the Kenora or Red Lake District OMNR offices
during the 30 day review period.



Open houses at the preliminary pl-an review stage \,¡ere hefd

in Kenora, Red Lake and Ear Falls. The revie\,r' was held

during the afternoon and into the evening so that a variety
of interested nembers of the public could attend, even if

they were enployed in shift work.

6,6.2.2.L.9 Comprehension of fnformation Presented at Open
House

The resul-ts of the questionnaire indicate that 739 of those

who attended the open house found the information presented

easy to understand, 43 did not and 23? found it somewhat

understandable. Some of the comments regarding the open

house were: " I was faced with a bunch of rnaps and people

standing around when I came in"; "I wou.ld fike to have been

greeted \,rhen I cane in and asked if I needed any help or

explanation"; "I woufd like to see a formal presentation

put on at the open house with an opportunity for questions

and answers afterward"; 'rThe maps showing the proposed

cutting and road affocations shoufd have been displayed - it
took a l-ong tine to access these naps and find my area of

concern"; and, "f \^/as disappointed to see mapping errors".

Severa.l of the concerns expressed by the public regarding

the open house were echoed by an OMNR staff rnember. The

comments and recoNnendations regardlng thÍs element of the

participation process are the same as those in the first
case study and can be found in section 5.5.2.4.1of this
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6.6.2,2.1.10 Ti-me Avaifable to Revíew the Plan

Responses from the questionnaire revea.I that the time

avail-able to review the plan thus far in the planníng

process r¿as satisfactory. Eighty-one percent of the

respondents felt that they had been provided with sufficient

opportunity to discuss the plan with planning tean nenbers

and 19? did not.

A frequent comment by some *"*O.." of the public was that
they \úere not aware that they could nake an appointment to

reviev¡ the plan at the OMNR or Conpany office. Therefore,

it is recommended that OMNR and/or the Company make an

inc¡eased effort to notify the publ-ic of this additional
opportunity for review.

6.6,2.2,L.Lr

The timing of the opportunities to review the pfan were

convenient for 80? of the respondents and inconvenient for
the remaining 20"ø. Most of those who found the tíming

inconvenj-ent stated that the open house should be hefd over

two evenings.

One OMNR staff member pointed out that many cottage owners

cannot attend the open house/ since they often do not arrive
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until after the May long weekend. To alfeviate these

problems, it is recommended that the notices clearly state

that alterative opportunities or arrangements can be nade

for the public to discuss/view those parts of the plan that
interest them (e.9. through mailouts which incl-ude copies of

maps of the area of interest which concerns individuats ) .

6,6.2.2.L.12 Response to and Acknohrledgement of Concerns

The resufts of the evaluation indicate that t.he planners

responded to input from the pubfic in written and/or verba.I

format. The records of response are contained within the

public consultation binders.

At the tine of this evaluation, not aIÌ concerns had been

deal-t \,rith by OMNR or the Company. Therefore, the question

regarding acknowledgement of concerns was not asked of the

publ ic .

6,6,2,3 Supplementary Evaluation ouestions

6,6.2.3 ,L Planner/Part ic ipant Interaction
The j-nteraction tret¡,¡een the planners and participants has

been very good thus far in the process. AIf of the

questionnaire respondents stated that the planners were

friendly and approachable.



6.6,2.3.2 Decis ion -Makinq

Questionnaíre respondents \,¡ere asked whether they \ùere

familiar i+ith the decision-making process used in timber

management planning: 18? stated that they were famil-iar

wíth the process, 648 were not/ and 18? were somewhat

familiar with it. The question fro¡n the questionnaire

regarding participant satisfaction r¡ith the way decísions

were made \,¡as not asked in this evaluation sínce the public

participation process was inconplete and several of the

participants had not yet resolved their concerns v¡ith OMNR

or the company.

Several OMNR staff members nade comments with reqard to

decision-making, including: rrcovernment shoufd not conduct

public participation/ an independent consultant who

specializes in this kind of thing should run it";

"fndependent facilitators should be brought in to work with

stakeho.Iders"; IrIsslres should be resolved through consensus

- OMNR shoufd not have all the decisíon-making power"; and,

"we need to establísh more advisory committees and neither

OMNR nor Boise should be able to píck people to sit on

then". A Boise staff mernber a.lso suggested that the
l

government should not be in the business of public

consultation, but it should be run by an independent Board

of Directors.
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OMNR's Public Involvement Guidelines state that the ministry

is bringing its decísion naking-process c.Ioser to the people

(OMNR, 1991/ p. 1). It also states that the val-ues and

interests of the public are to be considered as part of the

process leading to decision-making and the OMNR will

denonstrate that ít listened to the public through feedback

and rationales for decisions made regarding their interests.

The Guidelines defines 'involvement/ as "notification,
I consultation and contribution opportunities" (OMNR, 1991, p
:

, 2). The public are consulted by oMNR before decisions are
:

, nade, but they do not actively participate in decision-

i ¡naking. Therefore, it is recommended that OMNR clearly
;

I define the public's role with regard to decision-rnaking.
:

: (S.. also section 5.5.2.5.2. of the first case study for
:

, further comments and recommendations regarding decisíon-
j making. )

6,6.2.3 .3 Public Kno\./ledqe

The public were asked whether they thought they knew enough

about tinber managenent planning (e.9. with regard to the

issues associated with timber management planning¡ in order

to participate effectively. The responses revea.l- that 64?

of the respondents feft that they did, 293 did not and 7B

felt that they knew somewhat enough to participate

effectívefy.
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Many of the respondents stated that they rvoufd l-ike to see

some reference to the types of interests,/activities that nay

be affected by tinber management planning in the notices.

AII of the OMNR and Boise staff members interviewed

supported the need for improved public education on issues

surrounding timber managenent planning. One suggestion for
expanding/improving the public knowlêdge base included

conducting fíeld oríentation canps for stakeholder

representatives where they would go on site tours and learn

things such as: the jargon used in timber management

pfanníng; how to see things from different stakeholder

perspectives; and, how cutting bfocks are al-located.

Other suggestions from OMNR and Boise staff for improving

public education \,¿ith regard to timber management planning

and surrounding issues included: making children arqare of
naturaf resource issues through a program offered as part of

the schoo.l curriculum; preparing a short, to the point,

information pamphlet for members of the public; setting up

displays at ]ocal shoppingr mafIs, schoofs and horne

improvement shov¡s; preparing television and video

docurnentaries; and, providing local tel-evision and radio

stations, nev¡spapers and other publications with articl-es

regarding timber management planning.



It is recorunended that afl of the aforenentioned suggestions

from the public, government and company employees be taken

ínto consideration by OMNR and the Conpany in an effort to

increase public knowledge of timber management planning

act ivit ies .

6,6.2.3 .4 Satisfaction v¡ith Process

Several corunents regarding the strengths of the public
participation process were obtained frorn the public through

the questionnaire, including: "I like the fact that it
exists and that there is an opportunity to provide input,,;

"I appreciated receiving a letter of acknowledgement,' ; uThe

company and the OMNR concern themselves with pubfic

interests"; "I appreciate the emphasis on overall fish and

wildlife ecology as they are affected by timber operations,';

and,'rThere is good advance notice/advertising/Ìetters,,.

Strengths of the process quoted by OMNR and Boise staff lrere

simifar to those given by the public. Additional strengths

that were conmonly noted included: "Keeps everyone informed

of what's going on before harvesting begins"; "Good mailing
Iists and records of input"; "Reduces f riction,'; and,

'rAvoids surprises " .

According to the responses from the questionnaire, some of
the e¿eaknesses of the pubJ-ic particípation process are as
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follows: "The tourist operators are favoured/ they get

personal invitations and consultation, whereas 'joe pubtíc/

has to hope to see the ad in the paper"; "There is not

enough public knolrledge about timber management planning

issues"; TTOMNR and the Company are a little f lexibl-e but

not very"; rrThe notices do not clearly indicate what issues

are related to timber nanagement planning and who is
potentially affected"; 'They're there to convince the

publíc that they're doing the rj-ght thing - not willíng to

admit that they may be wrong"; "Special interest groups are

favoured" s not cl-ear how native groups are involved";

'rStakeholders are not included in díscuss ions/dec is ion -

rnaking"; "There's no consultation process for the various

residents - individual concerns dealt with poorly"; "My

l-etters are not responded torr; "They want to keep us away";

"More value shou.Id be placed on the 'naturalness' of the

forest, not just trees"; and/ "The open house is just a

formality, nothing gets resol-ved there".

Many weaknesses of the public participation process \{ere

noted by OMNR and Boise staff. Some of the most common

comments byOMNR staff were: "We can/t seem to get the

pubfic interested - peopfe don't get invofved untì-I they see

that the operation will have a direct impact on then";

"It's a fibre pJ-an - should be a forest management pl-an";

"Values and guidelines are viei,¡ed as constraints " ; ,'Need a
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better

method of updating rnaif ing .lists"; "Not all information

provided by staff is íncorporated into the timber management

plan"; and, "There are no mechanisms to resolve native

is s ues " .

The most frequent v/eaknesses of the public partícipation

process identified by Boise staff were: "The process is too

fong", "People can choose to participate at any time in the

planning process - there should be sone onus on the public

to take responsibility for participating according to the

schedul-ed opportunities"; "Natives receive special

attention, yet they're often apathetic"; "The process is

too government oriented'r; and, "The public don't really

care unless they're directl-y affected".

According to responses from the public questionnaire,

suggestions for improvenents to the process are as follows:

"The notices should indicate the issues (activitíes) and/or

types of persons that may be affected by tinber nanagement

planning activities"; and/ 'rThe public (individuals) shoul-d

be listened to". The most frequent suggestion for

improvement (from the public) centred around the idea of

holdíng an open forum were different stakeholders would give

presentations and aII the groups would díscuss their vie¡vs.

rt was suggested that this discussion forum be held after
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the open house so that people have a chance to see and learn

about the TMP, take a few days to get theír thoughts

together and prepare for discussion.

staff members from OMNR had nunerous suggestions for
improvements. Many of the staff members suggested that
there is a need for an independent consultant, trained in

conducting public participation/ to manage the process.

Other suggestions for j-mprovements incl-uded: rrObjectives

should be clearly set out"; "There has to be a sincere

desire to understand other's viewpoints"; "The issues

associated vith ti¡nber nanagenent planning shoufd be

outfined in the notices"; and¡ rrThere shoufd be peopfe with

a variety of credentials on the planning team/ e.g. academic

credentials " .

Boise staff members suggested that the process should be

stream.lined. They would prefer that OMNR not get invofved

with the stakeholders, thereby alfor^/ing their company

employees to deal- one on one r,/ith participants to resofve

concerns. In an effort to improve pubfic participation in
timber managenent planning, Boise has also establíshed an

advisory committee (consisting of various representatives of

business and recreational interests) / to set priorities and

discuss issues surrounding timber management planning.
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The results of both the public and government/company staff
questionnaires reveal that the strengths and weaknesses of
the pubtic participation process are nunerous and varied.

Thus it ís recommended that all of the comments provided and

suggestíons for improvement be considered when planning for
future public involvement in timber management planning.

6.6.2.3.5 Process Responsiveness to Chanse

Satisfactory provisions for plan amendnents were found in
the Class EA document, see section 5.5.2.5.5 of the first
case study for further details.

6.6.2.3,6 Process Evaluation

The Communications planner for the patr icialpakwash TMp, p.

Schaffer, stated that as he conducted the public
participation process, he was constantly thinking about how

to improve upon it. However/ no formal evaluation was

conducted .

The resufts of this evaluation indicate that opportunities
for improvement exist within the participation process \^/hich

is used in timber management planning. Refer to section 3.2

of this paper for corunents and recommendation on the need

for, and the importance of, evafuating pubÌic participation
processes.
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6.6.2,3.6.I constraints on Process

The most notable constraint on this process thus far (June

9/94) ís time available for the public to reviev¿. There

does not seem to be any time lseason) \,/hich is convenient

for the majority of potentíaf participants (p.c. P.

Schaffer, 7994).

Intervie$is with OMNR staff also reveafed that in some cases/

staff members lack the authority to ensure that their input

is applied to the p1an. Many staff mernbers al-so stated that

the process is hj-ndered by a lack of interest by the public.

6 -6.2 -3.7 Post-ADDroval Pubfic Invol-vement

Information not available at tine of evaluation.

6.6.3 sununary of Evaluation Results for the 1994-
2 014 Patricia/Pakwash TMP

The public participation process and practises used in the

Patríc ialPakwash TMPs for the years 1994-2014 was conducted

quite well . Improvements were found to exist within the

process as it progressed. Thj-s formaf evaluation has

identified sone additionaf strengths and weaknesses of the

process as perceived by the public and OMNR and Company

staff members .

Several strengths of the process \,rere ídentifíed in the

evaluation including: managemenL/sLaff preparation;
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infornation collection and recording thereof; location of

open houses; and,. interaction between the planning tean and

participants.

The main areas which have been identified for improvement

are: the estabÌishment of purpose for ínvolving the public

in timber nanagement planning; increased training of staff
members involved in conducting the pubi-ic participation
process; increased public education in timber nanagement

planning and refated issues; the need for information about

the plan which is clearly presented and easily understood by

the public; and, the need for formaf evaluation of the

public participation process at specific, pre-determined

points throughout it's implementation. (See also section

5.5.2.4 of the first case sludy report for comments. )

Some of the weaknesses which !¡ere identified through the

evafuation could have been avoided if the OMNR had included

a built-in eva.Luation as part of its participation process.

The incfusion of a built-in model would have contributed to

the OMNR's knowledge of ho¡+ to conduct an efficient
participation process, thereby allowing it to anticipate
some of the potential v¡eaknesses prior to implementation.



6.7 Changes to Evaluatj-on Mode]- and ouestionnaire

6.7 .L Changes to the Eval-uation Mode]-

The model used to eval-uate the Patricia/Pakwash TMP e¡as

generally satisfactory. Ã few mínor changes were made with

regard to the words used within specific questions within
the model in order to ensure clarity. For exampl-e, question

#1 was changed from: "What ís the purpose of the public

participation process?n to "What is the purpose of

conducting the public participation process?".

In order to reduce the /on paper' Iength of the model, a

major structural change v¿as devised. Since Phases III-V
contained almost identical questíons, it was decided that
these questions should be printed only once within the modeÌ

(see Figure 7 and Appendix H), Thus the 'paper' length of

the model- is reduced, however Lhese ldentical questions are

to be asked for each of Phases III-V when conductinq the

evaf uat ion .

In addition to the identical questions used for Phases II-V,
there remained two questions. One was specific to Phase III
and the other was specific to Phase IV of the evaf uatj-on

model-. Thus these questions were printed and appropriately

ídentified in the model fol-lowing the Iist of identical
questions. Other than these changes, the finaf model

remains virtually the same as the modef used in the second
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case study.

6.7 .2 Changes to the guestionnaire

Utilization of the partícipant questionnaire (Appendix F) in
the second case study revealed that some room for
improvement with regard to the organization of questions was

requì-red. Most of these changes were minor, with the

exception of the addition of question 12(b) regarding

feedback and rationales for decisions made regarding public

concerns. The revised questionnaire is located in Appendix

I,

Use of the government,/company staff questionnaire (Appendix

G) was generally satisfactory, ho\,¡ever one change was

required for the company portion of the questionnaire.

Initiaffy the author thought that the questions for the

forest company woul-d be administered to staff menbers who

may not be directfv involved in administeríng the present

participation process/ but who may have had some

involvement, for example, through the occupation of a

supervisory position associated r+íth the timber management

planning exercise. Thus question #5 of the company

questionnaire \{as somewhat different than question #4 of the

government questíonnaire: the government questionnaire asks

whether the individual being intervíewed was trained in

public participation techniques and processes and whether
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EVALUATTON MODEL

Phase I - zroject/Participation Planning

Deterrnining Purpose
Establishing Boundaries

Management/Sta f f Preparation

Phase lI - Information Dis s emination,/Data cathering

Phase III - Preliminary P]-an Preparation and Revievr

Phase rv - Draft P]-an Preparation and Review

Phase v - Final- Plan Approvalr/Verification

Establishment of Obj ective
Plan Des ign

Notification and Review
Public Response

Additional Evaluation Questions

Demands on Participants
PIanner,/Participant Interaction

Decision-Making
PubIic Knowledge

Satisfaction with Process
Process Responsiveness to Change

Process Eval uation
Post-Approvaf Public Involvement

Figure 7: Summary of the Final Evaluation Moilel
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additional training would be beneficial , lqhile the company

questionnaire sirnply asks whether increased training ín

public participation techniques and processes would be

beneficial-.

Question #5 of the company questionnaire does not provide

the eva.l-uator with the information that is required based on

the nodel , that being: (model question #3) 'rwere the

persons who deaft with the public traíned in the folLoling

subject areas .. conf ]-ict resolution?". After testing the

questionnaires, it has been decided that the company staff

¡nembers should afso be asked directly whether they received

any training and whether they f eel- that additional- training
r¡ou.Id be beneficial . Thus a revised government and company

staff questionnaire sheet is l-ocated in Appendix J.

6.8 Difference Between AdministÏatíon of the Crown anti
Company TMPS

One timber management planning exercise conducted by the

Crown and two conducted by a Forest Company rqere chosen to

test the evaluation models in this research. One of the

reasons that t'hese two case studies were chosen \,Jas to

determine whether the pubfic participation process and

practises used in a Forest Company TMP were different from

those used by a Crown TMP.

According to the Class EA document, sect.2.L.3.L, all public
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consultation activities in the preparation of a TMP are to

be co-ordinated through the OMNR District office. section

2.1-.3,2 further states that forest companies share the

responsibility for conducting the public participation

process. OMNR assumes the lead role for ensuring that all

for¡nal opportunities for public consultation are provided.

The forest company ís responsibfe for ensuring that aIl
publíc input is considered in the preparation of the TMP.

The results of the Patric ia/Pakv¡ash evaluation reveal one

main difference between the way the Crown and the Company

involve the public in tinber management planning. The

Company prefers to have its employees deaf wíth some members

of the public, particul-arly tourist outfitters/ on a

personal, one to one basis. The Conpany rnakes a special

effort to seek these people out and discuss concerns. one

Company staff member stated that often certaín people wiff
wait until the Company comes to them to discuss concerns/

and not submit input prior to that. Once issues of concern

have been discussed and resofutions have been agreed upon,

an 'agreement' is written up and signed by both the Company

and the concerned individual .

The OMNR a.lso deals with many members of the public,

incfuding tourist operators on a one to one basis, however

notice of the opportunity to participate is sent to everyone
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and it is preferred that partj-cipants respond as per the

instructions in the notj-ce. The Communications planner for
the second case study TMP, P. Schaffer stated that aft
interested respondents in this case study made the effort to
contact OMNR. The OMNR did not have to seek people out to
solicit input.

There are both positive and negative effects -""o.raa.U *ran

the Conpany's method of public invofvement. The nethod used

by the Company may be perceived to add strength to the

public participation process since personal meetings with

individuals gives participants a feeling that their concerns

are important. It also provides an opportunity for the

company and the participants to discuss both sides of the

various issues in an interactive manner. The benefíts of
personal- interaction betv¿een the cornpany and concerned

individuals is more likely to resul-t in positive feelings on

both sides.

The disadvantage associated with the one-on-one meetings

between the Conpany and individuals is that other peopte,

who may a.lso have an interest ín the same issues, are nol

provided with the opportunity to influence the decisions

which are made regarding those issues.

The above discussion does not fead to any conclusion as to
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whether the Conpany's method of dealing with some members of
:

, ttre public is better or worse than MNR'S. It shoufd be
:

: noted hor¿ever, that 178 of the respondents ín the second

, case study (the Company ttte¡ conmented that they feft

i tou.ist operators were favoured in the participation

: process. None of the respondents ín the first case study

: (the Crown TMP) nade this type of comment.

. 6.9 summary

The evaluation rnodel and questionnaires used to evaluate the
:

ì p,]¡f ic participation process associated v¡ith the Patricia

; and Pakv¿ash Forest TMPS \,¡ere successful., in obtaining the

: information required lo determine the strengths and

, weaknesses of the process. As in the first case study, the
.

. methods used to obtain the information were also
:

: satisfactory.

A few erording and structural- changes r¿ere made to the model

and questionnaires to ensure consistency between them and to

ensure that the questions were \,/orded as cfearly as

possible. The revised model , participant questionnaire and

government/conpany staff questionnaire can be found in

Appendices H, I, and J respectively.





CHAPTER VÏI - A DISCUSSION AND COMPARTSON OF THE
FINDTNGS OF THE CASE STUDIES AND
THE EA BOARD'S DRAFT DECISION
DOCT'MENT

7.L rntroduction

On April 20, L994, the Environnenta.I Àssessment Board

released it/s "Reasons for Decision and Decision" on the

Class Environmental Assessment by the Ministry of Naturaf

Resources for tinber Management on Crown Lands in Ontarío

(EA Board, 1994). This document, hereafter referred to as

the 'Decision Document/, contains the written reasons for
the acceptance of the environmentaf assessment and approva].

of the undertaking of timber management, and includes the

terms and conditj-ons of approval .

Chapter 3 of the Decision Document discusses the proposed

timber management planning process. The details regarding

public involvenent are much nore comprehensive than those

found in OMNR's Class EA document. This is attributable to

the experience gained ì-n publíc participation planning by

OMNR, the public, and interest groups, since the Cfass EA

document was written.

This chapter consists of:

the maín recommendations

Board's decisions; and ¡

orders made by the Board

a discussion and conparison of

of both case studies with the EA

a discussion of two additional
that were not identified in the
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case study reconmendations .

The main areas identified as needing inprovement in both

case studies include: establishment of a purpose for

involving the public in tinber nanagement planníng; forma.I

staff training in public participation management;

increased public educatíon; and, clear, easy - to - understand

information regarding timber managenent planning for the

public. The second case study further reveafed the need for

a better understanding by the pubJ-ic of the decision-making

process used ín timber managenent planning and the need for

a formal evaluation of the pubfic participation process

either during or after the process is being (was) conducted.

The folfowlng is a discussion of how each one of these

outstanding topics of concern were dealt \úith in the

Decision Docunent.

7 .1.1 Establishment of Purpose

No specific statement cou.Id be found in the Decision

Document with regard to the overall purpose of involving the

public in timber management planníng. There are several

statements within the docu¡nent from which one might discern

a purpose; however, none clearfy articufate "why" public

involvement is part of the timber management planning

process.
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A common understanding of "\,/hy " the public is asked to

become involved in the planning process will- serve to

enhance the effectiveness of the public participation

process. The managers of the process must understand why

the process ís being conducted to effectively design

objectives for the process r,¿hich are consístent with the

purpose. Knowfedge of the purpose wifl make ít easier to

deternine areas of weakness or vulnerability within the

participation process. A comprehensive definition of the

purpose of public involvement will become especially

valuable as the public places greater denands on government

for inclusion in decision-naking regarding environnenta.I

7.L,2 Staff Training

The Decision Document states that the plan author is to be a

Registered Professional Forester. His/her duties include

the responsibílity of serving as the face and voice of the

planning team to the public in dealing with the Local

Citizens Committee (LCC) (see section 7.1-.8) and with the

public informally, at informatj-on centres, and in resolvíng

disputes.

The results of the case study evaluations used in this
research indicate that fittfe, if any, formal training had

been completed by planning team me¡nbers \eith regard to
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public participation techniques/ eval-uation of public

response or conffict resolutíon. The Decision Document

ord.ers training and developnent programs in Appendix 23;

however, the titles of the progra¡ns that are fisted are very

broad. Thus it is difficul-t to deterrnine whether they

include the types of training required to manage and conduct

a public participation process effectively.

PubIic participation is a relativel-y new component of timber

management planning. civen the results of the two case

studies and the areas for irnprovenent which r¿ere identifíed,

it is recorùnended that the personls) appointed to manage and

conduct such a process receive conprehensive formal training

in public participation processes and practises. Such

training iuill surely serve to íncrease the effectiveness of

the public participation process, which will in turn benefit
both the proponent and the participants. (Refer to section

5.5.2.1 of this paper for further comments on the subject of

staff training. )

7.L.3 PublÍc Education

The Decision Document supports the need for increased pubÌic

education in regard to timber managenent. The Document

requires that this education include an explanation of the

origins of Lhe borea.l forest and the need for disturbance to

create new forests, incfuding arguments for and against
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clearcuts. The required educational project (Condition

of the Decision Docunent) is afso expected to include

comments from the various interest groups, along with

scientific evidence, so that people can choose for

themselves among the various positions (EA Board, 1994,

408).

The above requirement of the EA Board coincides with the

recommendations of the t1¡o case studies. The case study

results also provide some excel-lent suggestions on how, or

r¿hat ¡nethods should be employed, to achieve public

educatíon. The EA Board's requirenent for j-ncreased public

education as outfined above, in combination with its
requirements for the provision of 'easy to understand'

information for the public regarding individual TMPs

(discussed belo$¡), shoul-d greatly enhance the public's

unde¡standing of timber management planning and its
associated issues.

7.L.4 P¡ovision of "Easy to Understand" Information

Significant changes have been required by the EA Bbard with

regard to the information that will- be avaífable to the

public. The EA Board has ordered that the public be

provided with: plan summaries; detaifed maps; and, a

timber management planning brochure. The plan summaries are

to be prepared for each of the Prelimínary, Draft and

92
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Approved Plan stages. The summaries are to be no longer

than 10 pages and are expected to provide the public with
insight into the most ímportant elements of the plan (EA

Board, L994, p. 94).

In additíon to the summaries, the public wil-1 receive mapped

summaries of the proposed areas for operatíons for the five-
year pfan, including alternative road corridors. (These

mapped summaríes will be available for each participant to
take home¡. The mapped summaries wil_f al-so show: past

harvests, thus af lo\,/ing the pub]-ic to compare past cutovers

with proposed harvest areas; and, a ranking of the areas

neeting the selection criteria for harvest (EA Board, 1994/

p. 94-97).

The Board has aJ-so ordered OMNR prepare a "c.itizens guide",

describing timber management planning in simple language.

ft wilf explain how the public can get involved, provide a

glossary of commonly used timber management terms and give

an expfanation of the bump-up process.

The t\^¿o case studies in this research reveal the need for
increased clarity of the maps presented to the public;
thus, the provision of the ,take home, maps should greatly
facilitate the effectiveness of the public participation
process.
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7.1.5 Decision-Making

The EA Board states that the terns and conditions of the

Class EA nake the public better able to influence OMNR/s

decisíons, but the public servants given the legislative
authority for timber managenent planning nust make the final
decisions (EA Board, 1994/ p. 8l-). The EA Board further
states that, 'rIf MNR ignores what the public wants done \^¿ith

our forest, v¿e are confident that our approval \,r'ifl reveaf

this unacceptable management" (EA Board/ L994, p. 81).

The results of the case study evafuations reveal- a need for
increased understanding of the decision-making process used

by OMNR and forest companies in timber management planning.

The Decision Document states that decisions regarding public
interests and timber management planning wílt be considered

by the proponent and possibty the LCC. A cleaï issue

resolution process is outfined in Condition 64 of the

Decision Document which clearJ-y exptains how outstanding

issues of concern wifl be deatt r¿ith. (See also section

7.L8 of this paper. ¡

7 .L.6 Process Evaluation

fn the Decision Document/ the Board states that it is
approving the undertaking (timber nanagement planning by

OMNR) for a term of nine years. During the eighth year of
approval , OMNR is to undertake a reviev¡ of the undertaking
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and submit it to the Minister of the Environment and Energy.

The Review is to incl-ude recommendations regarding an

extension and anendment of the approval on the basis of

supporting information including an overview of the

successes and failures of the publíc consultation process.

The overview is to be reported by the LCCs: major problems

wifl be reported by an independent audit program, and the

public will afso be invited to submit written comments (EA

Board, I994, p. 466).

The Decisj-on Document does not indicate that a detailed,

formal evaluation of the effectiveness of public

participation in timber managenent planning v¡iII be

conducted as part of its reviers. Given the amount of time,

money and effort that goes into designing and implementing

public participation processes, formal evafuations of the

type provided in this research should be undertaken on a

regular basis for TMPS throughout Ontario.

The model designed in this research consists of sufficiently
detailed questions to provide OMNR with a good overview of

the strengths and weaknesses of the participatíon process

from both the perspective of the participants and those

responsib.le for des igning/impfementing the process.



The results of continuous evaluations throughout Ontario

wifl provide steady input on the strengths and weaknesses of
the participation processes. These eval-uation results from

various OMNR districts should be compared and discussed.

Freguent evafuations will- alfow for tinely process

improvements which evolve with the changing needs of
society. It ís therefore recommended that evaluations of
the type designed in this research be implemented after each

timber management planning exercise in Ontario. As the
participation exercises evolve over the years/ changes

should be documented and reported in OMNR/ s nine-year

Revie\r.

7 .L.7 Establishment of ¿CCs

The EA Board ordered a rnajor change to the public
participation process which warrants discussion: the

estabfishment of LCCS. The LCCS are to serve the needs of
people v¡ho have a direct "Iocal" interest in the ptanning

area. Membership is to be determined based on nominations

from various interest groups in the l-ocal area. There is to
be at least one Lcc for each district and the purpose is to
offer public input to aft ti¡nber management issues as they

arise (EA Board, 1,994, p. 84).

The LCC is expected to do many things, including: getting
the interests of the focal community recognized and dealt
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with in TMPS; and/ acting as an rradvisor¡t to the OMNR

District Manager. one LcC menber will be designated by the

group as a member of the planníng team and ¡¿il-.I therefore

particípate as a member of the decision-making body (EA

Board, l-994, p. 84).

The purpose of forning the LCC is twofold. Tt \,¡ilf provide

a forum qrhere a.l.l the representatives of various interest
groups can gather to: receive fulf information on the

proposed TMP; and, familiarize each other with their

respective concerns in hopes of mini¡nizing the conflicts

among interest groups (EA Board, L994, p. 85). Thus the

creation of LCCS wifl be benef icia.I to both the public and

interest groups. The OMNR wifl, however, be required to

service the LCCs through the provision of staff time and

information. Thus/ LCCS will likely be more effective in

resolving issues of concern, but they wifl not necessarily

ensure that these issues are resolved nore efficiently than

in the past (p.c. Duinker¡.

The creation of LCCS also creates a few challenges for
members of the public and interest groups. One of the

greatest difficulties may be associated with sel-ecting one,

unbiased representative for membership on the planning team.

The EA Board recognizes this difficulty, however it does not

offer any solutíons or suggestions for overcoming Ít (EA
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Board/ 1994, p. 84)

Lcc nembers and their representative wilf also be required

to sacrifice time and money in order to resolve issues of

concern anongst one another. Given the nurnber of concerns

that will be heard at LCC meetíngs, LCC members may end up

spending more time listening to/ or beconíng involved ín the

resolution of, issues which did not initially concern them.

The advantages and disadvantages associated with the

creation of LCCS \¿í1f becone more apparent once they are

established and put into use. As experience in the use of
LCcs is gaíned, changes will likely be required and should

be recorded in OMNR's review of the t j-mber management

planning process in eight years time.

7.1.8 fssue Resolution Process

The Decision Document outlines an issue resolution process

which is contained in Condition 64 of the Decision Document.

No process of this type was included in the Draft Cfass EA

document. The issue resolution process provides a clear
explanation of how outstanding concerns by the public or

interest. groups r¿ill be dealt with by OMNR in the timber

managenent planning process. The process indicates that in
the event of outstanding issues of concern, the OMNR and

possibly the LCC \,¿ill- attenpt to resoLve the issue v¡ith the
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complainant; however/ OMNR retains the authority to nake

the final decision unless the compJ-ainant requests a bump-up

from the Minister of the Environment (EA Board, L994, p.

451-).

The results of the second case study revea.l that very few

participants were familiar with the process that was used to
resolve issues of concern in the timber management planning

process. Thus the provision of the issue resofution process

in the Decision Document is a great improvement and it is
recommended that OMNR ensure that participants are nade

aware of it.

7 .2 surnmary

Several of the recommendations from the evaluation of the

two case study timber managenent planning exercises were

found within the Decision Document. The Document makes many

orders for change which will irnprove the effectiveness of
the public participation process. However, some of the

recommendations nade as a resuft of this research are

scarcely/ or not addressed at alt in the Decision Document/

including: the need for estabfishment of a purpose fcr
involving the public in timber management planning; the

need for staff training, specifically with regard to the

design and managenent of an effectíve pubfic participation
process; and, the need for a formal-, on-going evafuation of
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the public participation process and practises used in
timber management pl-anning.





CHAPTER VIII - CONCf,USIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

8.1 Introduction

As the relationship between hunans and the environment

evofves and ever-increasing denands are placed on natural
resources/ more people are likely to take an active interest
in the nanagement of the environment. This trend has become

evident in Canada through the pubtic,s increased. demand for
participation in environnental decis ion -mak ing . Federal and

provincial governnents in Canada have responded to this by

providing for public involvement in natural resource

management through the establishnent of environnental

assessment processes.

The purpose of the Ontario EA Act is to provide for "the
betternent of the peopLe of Ontario" (Ontario EA Act, 1990,

s. 2). The OMOE encourages government agencies lo involve
the public in their planning exercises through the

establishment of policies associated v¡ith the EA Act. The

decision of the EA Board on the submÍssion of the Class

Environmental Assessment of Timber Management pfanning in
Ontario makes it clear that OMNR must provide for public
involvement in its planning exercises.

This research focused on designing a modef t.o eva.l-uate the

effectiveness of the public participation process and

practises used in timber management planning in Ontarj-o. To
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date/ no forrnal evaluation of this type has been conducted.

civen the amount of time, noney and effort that is put into
conducting public participation processes, the use of such a

¡nodel is beneficiaÌ to both administrators and participants

of the planning exercises.

The specific objectives of this research, as stated in
Chapter 1, were: to design a model to evaluate the

effectiveness of the public participation process and

practises used in ti¡nber management planning in Ontario; to

test the eval-uation mode.l- on two recent timber nanagement

planning exercises from Kenora's OMNR district; to modify

the nodel- as required/ as a result of testing; to provide

ínformation and recommendations regarding the strengths and

weaknesses of tlìe public participation process and practises

used in the two case studies; and, to comment on the

usefufness of the revised model .

These objectives were successfufly addressed 1n this
research, using several research techniques, incfuding:

Iiterature reviews; standardized, open-ended intervierqs in

the form of questionnaires; and, the revierq of

docunentation associated with the case study TMPS.

A,2 Usefulness of the Evaluation Mo¿lel

The formal process and practises for public involvement in
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timber management planning are in their infancy. Systematíc

checks and bal-ances must be established to ensure its

effectiveness. The model desígned in this research ís a

useful- tool for conducting evaluations of this
effectiveness.

The use of the eva.luation model ís beneficial to both the

OMNR and the pubfic. It provides OMNR \,r'ith a means by which

to ensure that its tíme/ money and effort are being used

effectively. Consistent use of the nodel by OMNR \,¡i11 aflow

for timely changes in the participation process in response

to the changing needs of society. The use of the model and

the associated public questionnaires provide the publ-ic with

the opportunity to submit input on the participation process

and practises. Provided that the public see changes in the

process resulting from its input, the exercise of public

evaluation on the participation process wifl serve to

increase pubfic trust in OMNR.

L 3 Recommend.ations

The resufts of the case study evaluations undertaken in this
research indicate that in general , both public participation
processes were conducted quite ¡¡el1; however, 5 key

recommendations for improvements to the process were

revealed through the case study results.



1) The most fundamental reco¡nmenilatÍon for change is the

need for an overall statement of purpose for involving the

pubJ-ic in tinber management planning exercises.

Without a purpose/ the participation process/ however r'¡ell-

intended, lacks direction since administrators of the

process are not provided with a consistent explanation of

v¡hat they are ultimately expected to achieve through public

invofvement .

2) Adminístrators of pulrlic participation processes should

complete conprehensive training with regarit to conducting

effective pubJ.ic participation ptocesses.

The administrat.ion of an effective public participation
process is not something 'just anybody can do,. It shoufd

be recognized by OMNR and forest conpanies that specialized

training of staff in public involve¡nent techniques wilJ_

serve to enhance the effectiveness of public participation
processes.

3) More 'easy to unalerstand, infornation is required for
participants of the timbe¡ management planning process,

The case study results indicate that some members of the

public had difficulty understanding the range of information

required to be effective participants of the planning

process. Inprovements in the content and formats of

notices, infornation presented at the open house, and
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general public education will 1íkely increase the pubtic,s

understanding of the issues surroundíng timber management

pJ-anning, which will in turn, enhance its abitity to provide

input during the pfanning process.

4 ) Participants of the tímber management planning process

shoulcl be Ínfor¡necl of the decision-making process useal in
timber rnanagement planning .

To ensure effective public invofvenent in timber management

planning, particípants should be aware of how decisíons are

made, v¿hen they are made, and v¡ho nakes then. This

knowledge will allow then to channel their input in the

right direction and at the appropriate planning stages, thus

facilitating the process overall .

5) Formal evafuations of public partícipation processes

should be cond.ucted during each ti¡nber management planning

exercise ín o¡der to determine their effectiveness.

The modefs designed in this research were successfuf in
evafuating the effectiveness of putrlic païtlcipation
processes in timber management planning. Use of the final
evafuation modef during process implementation will provide

OMNR v¡ith the means to determine whether the public

understands the informatíon being presented and v¡ill- aflow

it to address any weaknesses in the process in a timely
manner. If necessary, the model can a.l-so be administered
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after the particípation process is complete and the results

can be used to improve the effectiveness of future
participation processes.

8.4 Areas for Further Research

Areas for further research related to public involvement in
resource management were revealed through this study. For

exanple/ a model- designed to evaluate the efficiency with
vrhich public participation processes are conducted (such as

dollars, staff time and naterials used) would provide

further insight into the strengths and weaknesses of the

process. This type of inforrnation !¿ould be very usefuf to
nanagers of public participation processes.

Another subject which v¿arrants study concerns the LCCS. It
is recommended that research into the role and function of
s takeholder / cíiLízen advisory comnittees be undertaken to

determine the representativeness and effectiveness of these

groups.

8.5 Conclucling Remarks

Two key concluding remarks are offered:

1) No single participation process is l-ikely to satisfy
every participant.

It is impossible to expect thal afl participants in any

participation process will be satisfied r,¡ith the process or
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the outcomes of that process. However, a concerted effort
must be made by government bodies in a democratic country to

r+ork in the interests of the public. Thj-s effort should

j-ncorporate effective methòds of solÍciting public input on

decisions v¡hích affect the well--being of the nation.

2) The requirenents of an effective pu-blic participation
process will evolve over time.

The questions within the nodel and accompanying

questionnaires are fairly broad and will líke1y be

applicable to public participation processes for nany years

to come. However, it is recognized by the author that as

technol-ogy advances and the relationship between humans and

the environment evofves, the requirements of an effective
participation process will also change. Thus the final
evaluation model provided in this research is not static.
It is expected that over tine, the usefulness of the nodef

itself wil-l have to be evaluated and nodif j-ed as necessary

to ensure that it can effectively perform the task for which

it v¡as created.
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Appendix A
Eva]-uation Moale]- (lst Case Study)



EVALUATÏON MODEL
:

:f'unction Pïocess
:

,Phase I - Project / Participation Planni-ng

iDeternining Pulpose

if. wtt-t is the overall purpose a) Can a statement of purpose
:of the public participation for public participation in timber
iprocess? nanagement planning be found?

Establishing Bou¡daries

2. Did the planners define the a) Were terms of reference for timber
sphere of activities surrounding management planninÇ (in general)
managenent planning? established?
'Management/Sta f f Preparation

:3. Were staff prepared to a) Were staff traíned in the following
'conduct a public participation subject areas: public partj-cipationprocess? 

:::iåå3::"'"";ii1:Ë"i::"îÍ.1:lå'"
i ¡) Were alf potentially involved staff

, c) Was the authority to conduct the
j public participation process been

I 
given to a member of the stâff?

: ¿l) Were terms of reference for a limber
j management planning tean estab.Iished?
1

, e) Was a budget for conducting the
public participation process

, "stabl ished?

:

.Phase If - Information Dissemination/Data Gathering
j

[nf 
ormation Dissemination

a{. What information e¡as sent a) Did planners anticipate public
;o the pubtic? concern3 (and how) ?

: b) what formats were used to detiver
: information to the public and \rhat

infornatíon did they contain?
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lunction ?Toces s

i, To whon v¡as the information a) Ho\,¡ did planners deternine vrho to
;ent? send information to?

iloi?: iå':';åi: i":.3;:;:"f" 'n'
:

inf ormation col]-ection

i. What \,ras the nature of the a) Was the information which wasiesponses? SiTiri'i"i3i:li":åJ;.::::?n'"
, b) Were the responses similar to

those v¿hich were expected or were

ì new concerns raised?
:

, ") How were responses recorded?
:

:. Who submitted the responses? a) What percentage of notified

i 
oarticipants responded?

l. Were there any interested a) What concerns did they have?
iersons or groups that were not
.nformed of the opportunity to
irovide background in format ion
iut should have been?

.. Did the planners respond to a) How did the pfanners respond to
iublic input at this stage? pubtic input at this stage?

ifrase Iff - Preliminary Plan Preparation and RevÍew

'1an Design

0, Was the information from the a) How was the information from the
public collated by the planners?

b) Did the pubfic feel that their
input had been collated by the
planners? 

l

c) What format was used to indicate :

that public ínfornation and concerns
were consídered in the TMP?

L. Were alternatives/opt ions a) How v¡as the public preference for
for road or cutting al-Iocations) alternatives/options recorded?

ublic colfated by the
lanners ?
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FuÌIction Proces s

'identified on the TMP?

:

,Notif ication and Revíew

ifZ. Wttat opportunities were given a) Was an open house conducted?
Ito the public to: review
iand corunent on the preliminary b) Were the publ-ic given alternative
:plan; and, discuss their opportunities to revie\,/ the plan?
;concerns \,¿ith the planners?
:

.tg. Who was notified of the a) What formats v/ere used to inforn
opportunity to revie\d and the public of the opportunity to
discuss the plan? participate and what ínformation did

they contain?

' ¡) Did the public undeïstand the notice?
:

,l¿. W¡t-t information rqas a) What formats were used to present
'presented at the review? information to the public?
:; b) Were the information easily

i "nderstood by the public?

Public and Planner Response

15. who responded to the a) what percentage of notified
¡eview? participants responded?

I b) When ¡¿as the review hefd?
ìj c).How did the timing of the revier¿
i coincj-de with the ability of thei pubfic to participate?
:

. Í¿ ::i_ii.: :åT;.i3:,n'ven 
to lhe puh,ric

.

i e) How were responses recorded?

!6. What issues or concerns were a) Was the infornation provided
iaised? informative enough to elicit
: relevant responses ?
l

ì b) Were the responses similar to those

. :åå:3,i:':"iå3:;'"u or were ne\'/

i7, Were there any interested a) What concerns did they have?
)ersons or groups that were not
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Function Proces s

informed of the opportunity to
Þrovide background information
but should have been?

iL8. Did the p.l-anners respond to a) How did the planners respond to input
'input fron the public at this from the public at this stage?
5tage?
¡

Phase IV - Draft Plan Preparation and Review

P]-an Design

L9, Was the information from the a) How was the infornation fron the
cublic collated by the planners? public collated by the planners?

. b) Did the public feel that their: input had been colfated by the
, pfanners?
a

; ") Was a consensus between the planners
, und the public reached \^/ith regard
, to cutting and road allocations?

{otification and Review

20. What opportunities were given a) Was an open house conducted?
:o the public to: review
lnd comment on the draft pfan; b) Were the public given alternati..'e
ìnd, díscuss their concerns opportunities to review the plan?
vith the pfanners ?

21. Who r,¿as notif ied of the a ) What f ornats !,rere used to inf orm
bpportunity to revie\¿ and the public of the opportunity to
liscuss the plan? participate and r,¡hat infornation did

Lhey contain?

, b) Did the public understand the notice?

ì2. What infoïmation çr'as a) What fornats \,/ere used to present
presented at the review? information to the public?

I :roäT:i"rå"o;'1f;åT:;iT.îu=",
iublic and Planner Response

13. Who responded to the a) What percentage of notified
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Function

rev i ew?

24. What Íssues or conce¡ns were
:raised?
:

:

¡25. Did the pJ-anners respond to
ìinput from the public at this
:stage?
,

:Phase V - Final PIan Approval
.P1an Design

26. Was the information from the
public coflated by the planners?

i

l

:

.

l¡otification and Review
ìp7. I^lhat opportunities were given
lo the publíc to: review
änd conment on the preliminary
þfan; and, discuss their
poncerns with the planners ?

28. Who was notified of the
cpportunity to review and discuss

Ptoces s

participants responded?

b) When !¡as the review hel-d?

c) How did the timing of the review
coincide e¡ith the ability of the
public to participate?

il) How much time was gj-ven to the public
to submit a response?

e) How rdere responses recorded?

a) Was the information provided
informative enough to elicit
refevant responses ?

a) How did the planners respond to input
fron the public at this stage?

a) How was the information from the
public collated by the planners?

b) Did the pubfic feel that their
input had been collated by the
pfanners?

c) What format was used to indicate
that public information and concerns
were considered in the TMP?

a) Was an open house conducted?

b) Were the pub-Iic Aiven aJ-ternative
opportunitíes to review the plan?

a) What formats were used to inform
the public of the opportunity to
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Function Proces s

the plan? 
if,å;':åiÊ:inand 

what information did

' b) Did the publíc understand the
, notice?
ì

:29. What infornation will be a) What formats were used. to present
:presented at the revie\,¡? inforrnation to the public?

, b) Was the infornation easily
understood by the publ-ic?

Public anal ?]-an¡ler Response

:30. Who responded to the a) What percentage of notified
¡revier+? participants responded?

i b ) I^¡hen was the review held?
:

: :), Hoq¡ did the timing of the review
: coincide with the ability of the

public to participate?
ì

; it) Ho\,/ much time t/as given to the public
: to submit a response?

e ) Ho\r \,r'ere responses recorded?

31. were any further issues or a) What were they?
þoncerns raised at this stage?

,32. Did the planners respond to a) How did the pfanners respond to input
i-nput from the public at this from the public at this stage?
þtagez

Public Satis faction
:

33. Were the public satisfied
that their concerns had been
þcknowledged by the planners ?

ip4. Did the public feel that
lheir concerns had been dealt
,¡ith satisfactorily by the
planners ?



Function Proces s

:ADDITIONAI EVATUATION QUESTIONS

lP]-anner / Participant Interaction
,35. Was there good interactíon a) Were the planners availabfe for
:between the planners and questions outside scheduled rneeting
,the particÍpants? times?

: b) Did the planners work with
, participants to develop solutions?

c) Were the planners co-operative and
friendly?

¡oemanals on Participants
l

36. What action was required by a) Were there great dernands on
:members of the public, in order participants' time?
:for then to be able to
,participate effectivefy? b) Did it cost money for people to
: Participate? If so, H¡ere their
.; costs reimbursed?
l
':Decision-Making

i37. How were decisions made? a) were participants involved in
decis ion - making ? If so, how?
(directLy or indirectly? )

j; :l ;:: ::::.^:i::":::;:::ï...
I disagreement over decis ion -making?

d) Í^las the decision-making process
open or cfosed? (to whom)

:

, .) Was everyone informed of decisions?
How?

i f) Who was accountabfe for decisions?
ì

N,tutua]- Ealucation

.38. Did the planners collect nee¡, a) Did the public and the planners
irnknown information about the learn about TMP concerns and issues?
TMP area?



Function Proces s

:Satisf action v¡ith Process

39. Were the participants a) What díd the pubJ-ic like about the
satisfied with the public process?
participatíon proces s ?
why? Why not? b) What didn't the public like about

: the process?

: ;¿."ï$o::;.åå1i"".å"If;"';1"::33;=""'"
.

Process Responsiveness to Change

40. Is the pubtic participation a) Were there instances where the
grocess responsive to change? phases and / or activities of the
: process changed due to unexpected
: developments? Tf so, hov/ did the
: process accornmodate them?
:

lpportunity for Bump-up

,41. Were the public satisfied a) Were the public aware of what
þhat the plan should be carried a bump-up or individual designation
:rut and that there is no need was?
for a bump-up request?
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Àppendix B

Participant ouestionnaires, #1 & #2
( lst Case Study )



Participant ouestionnaire #l (including responses)

General

1. Did you participate beyond the prel j-minary plan lopen
house) review stage in the tinber management pl-anning
proces s ?
L7 /45 Yes _ No

If yes/ continue r¡ith this questionnaire.

If no/ use questionnaire f2.

2. What is your interest in the TMP area? (may choose more

than one )
47? Private Cottage Owner
63 Commercial Tourist Operator

12å First Nations
Recreational fishing
Recreational hunting
Recreational camping

6Z General interest in the outdoors/nature
Min ing

239ó Loggíng
6å Other

Phase If - fnformation Dis s emination/Data Gathering

3. a) Did izou receive notice of the opportunity to
participate in the timber management planning process?
88? Yes _ No I2Z Can' t remember

b) If not, how did you eventuaLly become involved?

c) If so, through vhat format?
632 letter
10.5? newspaper ad

radio ad
1-69ó heard about it from another person
10.5? other - OMNR staff member, buÌletin board
anno uncenent

al) Did the notice clearly explain \^¡hat is invofved in
timber nanagement planning and how you could
participate?
86% Yes 78 No 7? Somewhat



4. a) Did you submit corunents at the information gathering
s tage ?
474 Yes 533 No

b) If so, in what fornat?
222 l-et-ler
113 phone calJ-
563 in person discussion with planning team mernber
119 other - meetíng

c) Did you receive acknowledgement of your input?
864 Yes 14å No

5. a) Did you feel that there r,¡as sufficient opportunity
to províde ínformation at the informatíon gathering
stage?
648 Yes 36C No

b) If not, would there have been a better: (be
specific ¡
333 time - evenings would be better

day of the week
month

67? more tine required for review

Phase IIf - Preliminary PIan Preparation and. Review

6. a) Did you receive a notice of the opportunity to
participate in the review of the Prelininary Pfan?
94"ó Yes 6g No

b) If not, horv did you eventual-fy become involved?

c) If so/ through what forrnat?
87.5? Letter

Newspaper ad
Radio ad

12.58 Heard about it fron another person
other

at) Did the notice clearly expl-ain what is involved in
tímber management planning and how you could
participate?
863 Yes l-4? No

7. a) Did you review the prelininary plan?
87.5? Yes 12. 5å No

b) If so, how / where did you arrange to do this?
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71-.52 by attending an open house
7"6 by telephone v¡ith proponent

21-.52 by visiting the office
other

8. a) Did you und.erstand the information presented in the
prelininary plan?
71.54 Yes 73 No 21.58 Some of it
b) If not, what (specifically) was unclear?
_ map presentation
_ associated documentation identifying areas of

concern
_ other - didn't show the big picture; didn't
understand the nature of the planning process; too
much info all at once; didn't have enough background
to understand everything.

9, If you provided input at the informatj-on gathering
stage, \{ere you able to judge whether your input had
been considered by the planners in the preliminary
plan?
80? Yes 209 No

10. During reviev¡ of the preliminary plan, were you given
al ternatj-ves/opt ions to choose fro¡n v¡ith regard to
cutting aLlocatj.ons or road al.Iocations?
50"6 Yes 37.59 No 12.5å Don't remember

Comnents: Tertiary roads not shown; Iist of options
predeternined, you choose the best among thern.

11, a) Did you submit any comments or concerns at the
preliminary planning stage?
54? Yes 46? No

b) If so, what format did you use to submit them?
242 letter
9.5å phone call

579ó verbal discussion with a planning team member
9.52 other - filled out a form; díscussed at a
meet ing

c) What was the nature of your concern(s)?
17å access
133 aesthetics
2? archaeofogical

berry picking/pJ-ant gathering
garbage

4% hunting,/trapp ing
no ise
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6? opposed to harvest in a particular area
23 personal safety

regeneration of trees
48 seasonal haul ing/harvest ing constraints
6B spiritual

time of day hauling constraints
68 pesticíde spraying
9? Brater quality

118 wifderness ( general )
9? wildlife ( general- )-- other - 93 opposed to clearcutting

!2. Did you receive acknowledgernent of your input?
568 Yes 193 No 6å Sone\4¡hat 19? Can't remember

13. a) Díd you feel that there was sufficient opportunity
to meet r^¡ith and discuss the preliminary plan with
planning team members at your convenience?
738 Yes 272 No

b) If not/ would there have been a better: (be
specific )
_ time
_ day of the rveek
_ month - summer months, Jufy or August
_ more time required for review

Phase IV - Draft PIan Preparation and Review

. L4, a) Did you receive notice of the opportunity to reviev¿
: the Draft P.Ian?
. 7 6? Yes 12? No I2Z Can' t remember

: b) If So/ through what format?
I 934 Letter
] 

- 
Newspaper ad

l 
- 

Radio ad

. 7? Other - discussed it at a meeting with OMNR

: c) Did the notice clearly explain your opportunity for
i involvement in review of the draft plan?
: L008 Yes 

- 
No

¡

] 15. a) Did you review the draft plan?
, 654 Yes 353 No
:: b) If so, how /where did you arrange to do this?
: 

- 
by attending an open house

: 8? by telephone \,¡ith the proponent
I 38? visj-t to the OMNR (or Boise Cascade Canada
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Ltd. ) office
54? other - "I asked for a copy in the mail,'; ,, I saw it

. at a meeting with OMNR,'.

16. a) Did you understand the ínformation presented in theDraft Plan?
913 Yes 9& No

.' b) If not, what (specifically¡ was unclear?
: 

- 
map Presentation

: _ associated documentation ídentifying areas of
con cern

: _ other

L7. lf you provided input at the prel-irninary planning
. stage/ were you abfe to judge whether your input had

been cons idered?
: 553 Yes _ No 18å Can,t remember 1gå oifficult to
: j uOg. 9å Marginally
:

, 18. a) Did you submit comments at the Draft pfan Review: stage?
, 50? Yes 504 No
:¡ b) If so/ in v/hat fornat?
: 33å letter
: 33? phone cal-f
: 338 personal discussion with planning team member' 

- 
other

c) Did you receive acknowledgement of your input?
: 100å Yes _No

;, L9. a) Did you feef that there was sufficient opportunity
; io meet vith and discuss the draft plan with planning
j team members at your convenience?' 62? yes 31å No 78 Maybe
:' b) If not, woul-d there have been a better: (be

specific ¡
, 

- 
tine

: _ day of the week - weekends would be better
ì 

- 
month - summer better

i _ more time required for review - yes
I

I ph.=e V - Fínal plan Approval

I ZO. a) Did you receive a notice of the opportunity to
I participate in the review of the appròved timËer
, management plan ?, 7 68 yes 12? No I2Z Can, t remember
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b ) f f so, through \^¿hat format?
100? letter

Newspaper ad
Radio ad
Heard about it from another person
Other

c) Did the notice clearly explain your opportunity to
participate at this stage?
1003 Yes _ No

2L. a) Did you subnit conìments on the approved timber
management plan?
88 Yes 838 No 8A Can't remember

b) ff so, in v¿hat format?
1003 letter

phone calJ-
personal discussion with pfanning team member
other

c) Did you receive ackno\,rledgement of your input?
1004 Yes _ No

22. a) Did you feel that there r¿as sufficient opportunity
to meet \rith and discuss the approved plan with
planninq team members at your convenience?
56? Yes 33C No 11? Marginal-ly

b) If not/ would there have been a better: (be
specific )
_ time
_ day o f the rveek
_ month
_ more time required for review - yes

23. Were you satisfied that your concerns were acknowledged
by the planners in the approved plan?
50? Yes 178 No 33% Couldn, t tell
Comments: 'r f was seriously dissatisfied" ; "OMNR/ s
response was slow"; "OMNR was evasive,'; "Cutting
began before publíc inspection of the fína1 plan was
complete".

24. a) Do you know what it means to ask for a bump-up or an
individual designation for a TMp?
249 Yes 76? No

cenera]- EvaluaËion 9uestions

25. Do you feel- that it required too nuch of your
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personal- tine to participate effectively?
418 Yes 598 No

26, a) Were there any personal expenses associated with
your participation?
594 Yes 4l-3 No

, b) ff so, approximately how much money did you spend?
, $60 (2), $20, $3s, 540, $100, $100-150, $90, 5100's,

s500-1000.

27. Did you learn something about tinber managernent
planning by participating in the exerciseã
888 Yes 128 No

28, a) Vlhat did you like about the publ-ic partícipation
ñr^-êê S "

I tft" information r,¿e wanted. was there to see.
.: Presented an opportunity for discussion.

: Resource staff good.
:
ì presented a chance for the public to identify values that
. aren't protected under regulations or guidelines.
:.

, Presented an avenue for input for site specific cases.

Everything was open/ presented upfront - wel.l - advert ised .

The process gave me the opportunity to meet others with
: similar interests in the area.
:

:: Liked being abfe to talk with people from OMNR and look at
i ^ups 

and have people explain then.

' r,iked having concerns fistened to.

, eppreciated being asked for my opinj-on.
:

: FeIt staff was willing to talk.
It \,/as good to know that we had a say and that we would be
heard.

OMNR worked with us.

Timeline was good - there was enough time to respond.

Appreciate the .Ietters being received on the status of the
plan .
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Great program.

, Liked being taken out ín the helicopter.

Liked the fact that OMNR got out and said (tol-d) people what
they were doing.

The people (staff) were friendly.
Excelfent job - good revie¡¿ of what was happening.

: Exceflent naps.

, Well - presented .

They (staff) were willing to discuss concerns.

: They, (staff) kept the group informed and the group is stiff
: receiving informatíon.
:j Liked the opportuníty to participate at. each stage.

ì l,iXed seeing secondary concerns addressed.

Professionalfy done.
:

: well - presented.

, Felt planners dealt with their (publÍcs,) concerns.

Il- (t'he process ) gives people irho five in the area a chance
, to know ahead of time what's going on - no surprises.

; Liked acceptance by planners.

I appreciated the opportunity as a concerned citizen to go and
I a*press concerns.

, It's supposed to be an opportunity to provide inpllt - you
got a chance.

i OMNR fairfy responsive to concerns expressed - they formed a
; committee (to deal with our issues).
1

j OMNR made conmitment that if issue ever came up again, then
i commíttee would be re-activated.
i

: No. (answer to question - there wasn,t anything about the
; O.o"ess that this person liked)
, r,iked acceptance by planners.
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28. b) What didn,t you like anal what suggestíons do you
have for improvements? (ie. with regarcl to process,
structure, clecision-making, etc. ¡

It seened as if foresters had already determined what to do
(and) to change that would take an enormous effort.
Would like to see invofvement at an earlier stage -
prelirninary planning or background information gathering
stage.

Since the plan is developed 20 years in advance, they
(staff) feel it's done - not so in the public,s mind.

Alot more information to other user groups has to be given
out .

With re-organization and budget constraints it,s hard to get
(ahold) of anyone in the office - lots of trips to the
office - given up getting ahold of guy in charge.

No comments.

No problems.

Ongoing problen to get natives onside and participating
more. Those that came dj-dn't say much.

Probfem with long range plans - not flexible. Contractor
can't move to another spot due to a burned out area or
something - OMNR says we have to have an open house for
that. Need more blocks to fafl back on. want more
contractor participation in their particular area. Staff
haven't afv¿ays been in the bush afot - don,t al-ways know the
facts. People could have more input íf they,d just go and
attend and provide input.

No probfems.

No comments.

Woufd like to see a glossary of terms specific to the
industry (at open house and in docunents) . The informatíon
presented to the public should be more condensed.

They're (OMNR) involving peopte to overcome criticism.
Difficul-t to attend neetings when k'e,re from Winnipeg.

Wasn't convinced of assurance of outcome of cleanliness of
area (concern) .

Didn't feave meetings feeling that I knew enough - lack of
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education and no experience (in timber management planning).
Questions whether it !¡as 'real' participation or if it just
looked that way - "Did I really know what peopfe \,iere
tal-king about? "

Didn't like process because it v¡as managed by OMNR - shoufd
be managed by someone totally neutral . Need an umpire or
referee. OMNR is totally biased toward cutting trees.
Críteria for use of the resources on the .l-and are biased to
cut a half dozen species of trees and ignore other resource
val-ues ¡r'hich are detrimentally af f ected.

Ear.I ier involvement woul-d be better .

Background infornation - small ad - fait accompli. Access
to the blocks not clear - no tertíary roads shown on maps.
Attitude - once at open house stage - don't want to change
it (plan). Areas (to be cut) aren¡t looked at in the big
picture. Area isn't aerially or ground checked fron a fish
and wildlife point of view.

No connents.
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Participant ouestionnai¡e #2 (including responses)

General

1. Did you participate beyond the prelirninary plan lopen
house) review stage in the timber management pJ_anning
proces s ?
28/45 Yes _ No

If not, continue with this questionnaire.

ff so, use questionnaire #1.

2. I,lhat is you interest in the TMP area? qmay choose more
than one¡

292 Private Cottage Owner
368 Commercial Tourist Operator

First Nations
Recreational fishing
Recreational hunting
Recreatj-onal camping

7Z Generaf interest in the outdoors/nature
7z Logging
4"¿ Mining

18? Other

3. a) Did you receive notice of the opportunity to
participate in the timber management planning process?
968 Yes 4? No (9o to d)

b) lf so, through what format?
932 letter
3.5å newspaper ad

radio ad
3.54 heard about it from another person

other

c) Did the notice cl-earfv exp.Iain ¡vhat is involved in
timber management planning and hor¡ you could
part ic ipate?
61? Yes 28? No 119 Don't remember

d) If not, how did you eventuafly become involved?
"I dropped in at OMNR office for other business and
found out about the TMP. "

4. a) Did you submit conments at any stage in the timber
management pfanning process ?
934 Yes 7g No
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b) If so, in v¡hat format?
433 letter
148 phone call

. 178 visit to OMNR (or Boise Cascade Ltd. ) office
173 other - discussed at open house
9? other - discussed at meeting with OMNR

c) Did you receive acknowledgenent of your input?
, 77U Yes 12.58 No 11.59 Don't remember

' 5. a) Did you revieiq the plan at any stage in the process?
' 67U Yes 338 No

b) If so, how ,/ where did you arrange to do this?
188 by attending an open house

by telephone
458 visit to OMNR 1or Boise Cascade Canada Ltd. ) office

: 36? other - I'A cutter told me"; "I reviewed the plan in
: a private meeting \,¡ith OMNR"; "I was given a binder of

the proposals to Iook at".
a: 6. a) Did you feel there was sufficient opportunity to
: Aiscuss the plan wit.h members of the planning team
; at your conveníence?
i 722 Yes 288 No
:

: b) If not, would there have been a better: (be
; specific )
j 

- 
tine - "Business hours not good".

: _ month - "May to October not good"; "Early sunmer
, Çood'r; "Summer would be better"; "No tíme is
: convenient".
: 

- 
more time required for revier¿

:

i l. a) Did you understand the infornation presented in the
: pran ?
: 86? Yes No 14? Somewhat

i b) If not, what (specificalfy) \ras uncfear?
: _ map presentation
: 

- 
associated documentation j-dentifying areas of

: COnCern
; 

- 
other - "They were not specific enough with regard

ì to how close they were going to cut near the water".
l

ì 8, If you reviewed the plan prior to the draft proposal,
, were you shown alternatíves/options that you could
: comment on \,¿ith regard to cutting and/or road
, allocations?
, 64? Yes 272 No 4.58 Can/t remenber 4.5? Not
, initially
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9. If you provided input to the planners at any stage,
were you abl-e to judge whether your input had been
considered by the planners at a later stage of the
planning process ?
794 Yes 10.5? No l-0.5? Can't tell yet

10. What was the nature of your concern(s)?
259 access
14? aesthetics
1? archaeological

_ berry pickíng/plant gathering
13 garbage
4? hunt ingltrapping
43 noise
33 opposed to harvest in a particular area
73 personal safety

_ regeneration of trees
93 seasonal- haul ing/harvesting constraints
3? spirituaf
1g time of day hauling constraints
3A pesticide spraying
3? water quality
9% wifderness ( general )
4? wil-dlif e ( non - con s umpt ive )
78 other - mining; road maintenance; boat caches,

fishing/fish habitat; sustainable recreational
activities.

11, overalf, how do you feel your concerns were deaÌt with?

Did the p.Lanners seem co-operalive and friendly?
893 of respondents stated that yes, planners were co-
operative and friendly.

11å of respondents stated that the pJ-anners were
marginally co-operative and f riendJ-y.

Additional- Comments: r'Things already cut and dried,
sma11 concessions"; ''My concerns took a back seat";
"Staff very co-operative"; "Staff polite and
consideraterr; "The staff seemed fair but we have
nothing to compare to, no education in tirnber
management planning"; "There v/as no recognition
of tourism dollars vs. Iogging dollars"; ',They
have a vested interest ín sticking to their plan";
"No straíght answers"; rrI don't know what the
decision was - no letter".

L2, Do you knov¿ what it means to ask for a , bump-up, or an
'individuaf designation' for a timber managenent plan?
25? Yes 75? No
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13. Do you feel that it required too nuch of your tirne to
participate ef f ectively?
32? Yes 68? No

L4, a) Were there any personaf expenses associated with
your partícipation?
46? Yes 50? No 43 Information not avaifable

b) If so, approximately how much noney did you spend?
$150, $1500, $s0, $1s (2), $200-2s0, $30, several-
hundred doffars, lots, $1200/ $20, 950, 91000

15. Did you learn something about timber management
planning by participating in this exercise?
898 Yes 118 No

16. a) What did you like about the publíc participation
process?

Happy to be on maifing tíst.

They do take the time to fet you know what's going on.

Now giving people a chance to state opinions before togging
( conmences ) .

One way of accessing information.

We coul-d see what others were doing.

We could prepare for future dealings.

Open house prepared people in the area - have an
understandíng of local operators.

Good that they (OMNR) came out to the site.
cood to meet r,¡ith planners face to face - easier to deal
with them.

(Appreciate) Ietters infreguently sent as plan moves along.

Letters (received) after meeting the OMNR good.

Nj-ce open house - friendly, not hostile. (Good chance to)
Meet other people concerned.

Open wíth plans - forthright on state of finances.

They seemed conscious of nesting areas.

They are not going ahead and ignoring people who live in the
area .
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You know v¡hat's going on.

They were forthright with information - showed maps.

Pleased with responses to questions.

They 1et you participate.

Made you feel that your voice \,¡as bring heard and concerns
looked at.

cenerally liked opportunity to comment.

Wasn/t just government run - got a grass-roots perspective -
people have a say.

Nothing (anse¡er to question - what did you fíke. . . )

Interchange of ideas between peopfe even as frustrating as
it is.

Don't like it.

Nothing.

Liked availability of information.

Opened up al-ot of information - gave people a chance to give
input.
T could take to everyonê looking after the seminar.

They answered al-l my questions fairly and honestly. I'm
happy that they changed the plan (due to my concerns).

(OMNR) made an ef fort to let public kno\,r (\^rhat's going on¡.

Like to hear the other interest groups points of view.

Likes the opportunity to get together.

Liked being ab.Ie to express ny concerns and that they !¡ere
acknowledged.

(Likes ) that it exists.

Good diagrams - nothing hidden.

Like wandering presentation - no lecture - very comfortable.

Provides opportunity to get information about what's
proposed and provide concerns.
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OMNR can alter pfans before

Wefl done with naps showing
visual good.

Everything. Those guys know
great job !

approval .

cuts, roads, water crossings -

what they're doing - they do a

b) What didn't you like and do you have any suggestions
for inprovements (ie. with regard to process, decision-
making, etc . ) ?

Open house should be a session - started with a public
forum, Have a question,/answer perÍod so there woufdn't be
so many repetitive questions.

No comments.

No problems.

Prejudicial circumstances. Not truly avaifable to
everyone - eg) southern Ontario users. We need a set of
plans at a main office in Toronto - head office or
parlianent -s o that federations etc. lapplicable
associations ) based in Toronto can .Iook at it.
It would hel-p to be more specific - to indicate - where road
access is going to be - hazy overall .

My time was misdirected - point.Iess. Frustrating that one
narro\ù segment of interests - native issues - took over.
Exercise in frustration.

Seems like it's all pre-determined. The letters sent out
say \,rhat they're qoing to do and it seems like they,Il- do
that regardless of any obstacles.

No comments.

No comments.

rt/s mind boggling trying to find out what's going on in
your area.
Had to use other avenues (political) to get rny point across.

Didn't like the $¡ay it was organized - need better
organization for that amount of ínformation.

Irnpression was that the plan was already done - public
participation cou.Idn't necessarily change the plan.
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we need people to run the open houses that don't have a
vested interest in the area - rnaybe someone from OMNR but
who's not up to their efbows in the process.

I Notice (of opportunity to partícípate) unclear - OMNR faifs
to make understandabfe the impacts of timber managenent
planning activities on other resource activities.

, World fike to see EA Act rescinded.

' Don't like the Timber cl-ass EA.

' Shouldn't \,¡aste government tax doflars on getting public
involved in sonething that's already been decided upon.

New rules are putting peopfe out of business - so many rules
-gets too confusing.

, Should listen to the experienced cutters - feel that civil
, servants don't listen to then.
.

i Open houses not good - OI4NR enployees are a target - people
, øet lost.

i Need to have more one on one conversations.

: Cottage owners should come first - access concerns - shoufd
i look after roads.
:

I Co-management messed things up - ]-ost OMNR personnel to l-ook
; after Lhe resources - replaced with untrained people.

' OMNR unco-operative (due lo co-managenent) and couldn't do
i anythinq for me.

I Susgestions for inprovement - more small board involvement
I prior to final decisions being made without getting wrapped

: 
up in tine defays.

: Open house -l-ooks fike they've afready made up their minds.
; Shouìd get more involvement before the open house.
ì

: Reorganization interrupted the process - issues were ]eft
I unresolved.

¡ No opportuníty to review draft or final plan.
t

: *" comments.

Timj-ng of opportunity to respond - not good for campowners.

, No cornnents.
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Didn't .l- ike receiving notice (of opportunity to participate)
: in wínter.

No prob.l-ems.

Concerned with how carefully they (OMNR) police cutters
(monítoring). How quickly will they be able to catch

, cutters who don¡t stick to the pfan?

If they (OMNR) rnake big pfans, they should involve the' people - they shoufd. not have their minds made up al-ready.

They (OMNR) know everything -how it's done - we don,t know
if we could have pushed them back further frorn the

. shoreline.

Hard working with a Ministry in Kenora when you,re in
Winnipeg - we have to take tine off work.

:

. Notices didn't come far enough in advance of planning.
'

: Can't atways read/understand information sent - uncl-ear -
I need to make it simpler for people lrho don,t know anything
: about timber management planning

, Ooesn't like the fact thaL a select littfe group down eastr has the opportunity to oppose something goiág on up here.

: cenerally focaf OMNR and field personnef do a good job, it,s
, people further up that I question.

i No comments.

i Didn't like the fact that it appears that r¿ifdlife takes
j ftaaedence over concerns of taxpayers.

I A sense of powerlessness comes from participatíng.

, Oon't know how much opinion realfy counted..

Letter of invitation - tiny - can't read.
': ¡¡onitoring of operations is required.

¡ ffre plan is cut and dried before you get there.
;

: ¡,IV concerns were snuffled.
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Iilentifying the Purpose of ?ublic ParticipatÍon in
Timber ManagemeDt Planning

To design a model to eva.Iuate public participation, it is
useful to know the purpose of invol-ving the public in timber

nanagenent planning lHonenuck et al ., L978). A review of

the Cfass EA document and associated documentation lpolicies
and guidelines by which the Class EA document ís bound) was

conducted to deternine the purpose v¡hich pubÌic

particípation is expected to serve in timber management

planning.

Section 2.1-.3. of the Class EA document, entitl-ed ,public

consultation and The Plan Review and Approval,, does not

províde any specific 'purpose' for involving the public in
timber management planning. Thj-s section simply states that
opportunities will be provided for public ínput and that
these opportunilies are provided in the timber management

planning schedule (OMNR/ 1987, p. 153).

The purpose of tinber managenent/ as outlined in the Class

EA document is: "to provide a continuous and predictabfe

supply of r,¡ood for Ontario's forest products industry"
(OMNR, 1987, p. 1). Part Two of the Class EA docunent, ,The

Timber Management Planning process', states that direction
to carry out timber management planning is provided by

objectives and policies derived from higher levefs of
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government planníng and decision-makíng (OMNR/ 1987, p. 95).

Sone of these policies include: OMNR/s Forest Resources

Progran on Crown Lands; oMNR's rntegrated Resource

Management Pol-icy; and/ the Kenora District Land Use

Guidelines. To gain a better understand.ing of the purpose

of publíc participation in timber management planning, these

policies as we.I.l as MoE guidelines (1989) and the oMNRs

Timber Management Planning Manual- for Cror,¿n Lands in Ontario

(1985 ) v¡ere examined .

The objective of OMNR's Forest Resources Program on Crown

l-ands in Ontario is: "to provide for an optimun continuous

contribution to the economy by forest-based industries, and

to provide for other uses of the forest, through

environmenta.L Iy sound timber management practises" (OMNR/

1987, p. 95). The managenent objectives for an individual

management unit are formul-ated in a Tinber Management Pfan

from within the framework of this objective (OMNR, 1987, p.

9s ) .

Three polì-cies have been formul-ated to provide direction for

the achievement of OMNR/ s Provincial Forest Resource PÌogran

objective, and one of these is the /Integrated Resource

Managenent ( IRM) Policy' .

The IRM policy originated from the concept ofI'multiple use", whereby different resource users
with different objectives use the same resource
base, either at the sane tirne or sequentially, for
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optimum benefits. The IRM policy afso directs
OMNR staff to continually stríve to maintain open
and effective com¡nunication \üithin the ministry,
... and the public. This direction requires the
consj-deration of the objectíves and interests of
those other parties during the preparation of OMNR
plans and policies (oMNR, L987, p. 101).

Both the objectives of the OMNR Forest Resources Program and

the IRM Policy specífy that in planning timber management,

the OMNR is obligated to consider other uses/ e.g. publíc

uses, of the area.

the Kenora Dístrict Land Use Guidefines (1983) (DLUcs) \,¡ere

prepared within the framework of the Northwestern Ontario

Strategíc Land Use Plan (1982) (NWSLUP). The purpose of the

NWSLUP is to state the policies and objectives of indivlduaf
programs of the OMNR in the Northwestern P.lanning Region,

and integrate these inlo a comprehensive conceptual land use

plan which both identifies and hefps resofve conflícting
demands on the region's resources (NWSLUP in OMNR, 1983, p.

2) . One of the overalf policies guiding the activities of

the OMNR in the Kenora District as summarized from the

NWSLUP is:

The Crown (Ontarío) owned resources of the
Province belong to alf the people of Ontario and
!¡ilf be administered in the best interests of the
provincial population as a whole, including the
special interests of the residents of the areas
r+here the resources are focated (NWSLUP in OMNR,
1983, p. 9).

Section 3 .0 of the Timber Management Pfanning Manua.I for
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Crown Lands in Ontarío (1"986) states:

The planning process for timber management on
Crown }ands nust provide the opportunity for
the participation of individua.l-s, interest groups,
and rel-evant government ministries or agencies
(OMNR/ L986, p. 2I).

Further on/ section 3.0 continues to explain that the

proponent of the TMP is responsíble for ensuring alf
comnents and sub¡nissions from external partÍcipants are

considered in the preparation of the plan and that
documentatíon of public consultation is to be included in
the supplenentary docunentation as required.

The EA Act does not specify the need for public consultation

\^¡ith regard to any undertaking which falfs under the
j urisdiction of the Act. However/ the policy associated

with the EA Act, entitled "Environmentaf Assessment pfanning

and Approvals', advises proponents to involve the public

(OMOE, 1989, p. 03-04-01), but it does not state ,why, the

public should be invofved in the planning process.

No specific purpose for involving the public in timber

management planning is given in the Class EA document;

however, statements in section 2.7.3.1 of that document

confirm that the public wilf be given the opportunity to
participate in the planning process:



Formal opportunities for the participation of
other government ministries and agencies,
municipalities, interest groups, l-ocal native
communities and individual- menbers of the public
are provided at various stages in the timber
management planning process. These opportunities
for public consultation are integrated into a
comprehensive schedule for the production, review
and approval of a Timber Management Plan and
represent mininum requirements which must be met.
Additional opportunitíes may be provided if the
need arises during the planning process (OMNR,
1987, p. Ls3).

Given the purposes and objectives of the aforementioned

policies and guidelines, the following purpose for involving
the public in timber management planning has been

ascertained: to ensure that the Crown owned resources of
the Province are administered in the best interests of the

provincial population as a whofe, including the special-

interests of the residents of the areas where the resources

are located (OMNR/ 1983, p. 9).
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Calculation of Response Rates for Kenora Crown Timber

Management Plan, 19 91- 2 011

The results
participate

follows:

Table 4 (response rates to the opportuníty to

the Kenora Crown TMP) r¡ere calculated as

Questionnaire #l- asked the respondents at each stage of the

participation process the means by which they heard about

the opportunity to participate in the p.Ianning process.

Questionnaire iÍ2 asks respondents the same question/ however

the question \,/as not asked in relation to each stage of the

p.Lanning process. The combined responses to these quest.ions

indicate that 87.3e of respondents heard about the

opportunity to participate through a .Ietter \'¡hich was sent

to them; 6.4? heard about it from another personi 2.8? saw

the ad in the newspaper; and, 3.5å heard about it through

other means.

The above results indicate that the najority of the people

who participated in the planning process were notífied of

the opportunity to do so through receipt of a .Ietter. Thus,

to determine the general public response rate to the

opportunity to participate, the total number of responses

received (regardless of the format by which the respondents

beca¡ne arvare of the opportunity to participate) were counted

of

in
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and compared to the totaf number of letters that were nailed
to individuals. Thus the results of Table 4 were cafculated

as follows:

Phase II - Information Dissenination/Data Gathering

Examination of the docunentation associated with the Kenora

Cro\,¿n TMP, 799L-20LL reveafed that 266 notices were mailed

out to various nenbers of the pubfic and interested agencies

and 25 responses were received. The neans by which these 25

respondents were notified of the opportunity to participate
is not kno\,rn. Ho\,/ever, the results of the two

questionnaires indicates that, overall, 87.3? of the

respondents v¡ere notified of the opportunity to participate
through receipt of a letter, therefore, that would suggest

that approximately 87.32 of the 25 respondents were notified
through receipt of a letter. Thus, approxirnately 21.83 of
the 25 respondents (87.3? x 25), were likely notified
through receipt of a fetter. civen that 266 letters were

sent out by OMNR, this indicates that approxinately Be"

(27.83/266 ) of those notified of the opportunlty to
participate at the Information Dissemination/Data Gathering

stage of the participation process by letter, responded.

The response rates for the remaining stages of the
participation process were calculated as above and. are as
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folLorçs:

Phase III - Preliminaxy Plan Preparation anil Review

Number of notices nailed out by OMNR: 1460

Number of responses received: 240

(87.32x240):2LO

2L0/L460 = -LLv"

Phase IV - Draft P]-an Preparation and Review

Number of notices nailed out by OMNR: 7769

Number of responses received: 44

( 87.3? x 44) = 38

38/1769 : -2"-"

Phase V - Final PIan Apptoval/Verification
Number of notices nailed out by OMNR: 7332

Ñumber of responses received: 44

(87.3B x 44) = 38

', 3B/I332 = -3u"
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Evaluation Moalel (2nd Case Study)



EVALUATION MODEL

Function Proces s

: Phase I - Project / ParLicipation Planning
Determining Purpose

:11. What is the purpose of the a) Can a statenent of purpose
; public participation process? for public participation in timber

management planning be found?

Estab]-ishing Bouadaries
2. Did the planners define the a) Were terms of reference for timber
sphere of activities surrounding management planning (in general_)
pfanning? established?

b) Was a public involvement plan
established r¡ithin the terms of
r cr cIêfìCê ?

Management/Sta f f Preparation

3, Were staff prepared to a) Was a timber management planning
conduct a public participation tean established?
proces s ?

b) Was a member of the staff
appointed v¡ith lhe responsì-bility of
conducting the public participation
process ?

c) Were planning team staff trained
in the following subject areas:
public participation techniques;
evaluation of public response;
conf .I ict resolution?

d) Was a budget for conducting the
public participation process
establ- ished?

Phase II - fnformation Dissemination/Data Gathering
Establishment of Obj ective

4. Was an objective establíshed a) Were the public informed of the
for this stage in the public objectíve of this stage in the
participation process? planning process ?



Function Proces s

: fnformation Dissemination

, S. Wh.t information was sent a) Did planners anticipate public
to the public? concerns (and how) ?

i b) What formats were used to inform
i the public of the opportunity to

-----icipate and what information did
lf;å| 

"ontuinz
?0 c) Did the public understand the

notices ?

6, To whom v¡as the information a) Ho\.z did planners deternine who
sent? to send information to?

:

, b ) Ho\e much time rn'as given to the
publíc to submit a response?

j Public Response

:7, Was the information provided a) Were the responses sinilar to
ì infornative enough to elicit those which were expected or were
i relevant responses? ne\{ concerns raised?

'.--b) Hoe/ were public responses
recorded ?

8. Who submitted the responses? a) What percentage of notified
: members of the public responded?
'|

19, Were there any interested a) Why didn,t they receive a
lpersons or groups that liere not notice?
iinfor¡ned of the opportunity to
' provide background information and
identified themselves after the

, notices were sent out?

10. Did the planners respond to a) HotÌ did the planners respond to
,public input at this stage? pubtic input at this stage?

j

iphase III - Preliminary Plan Preparation and Review

:Establishment of Obj ective
;11. W.s an objective estabtished a) Were the pubtic informed of the
,for this stage in the public objective of thj-s stage in the
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Function

partícípation process?
Plan Design

12. Was the information from the
public analyzed by the planners?

P0

Notification an¿l Revi-e!.¡

13. What opportunities were given
to the public to: revier,¡
and comment on the preliminary
pfan; and, discuss their
concerns with the planners ?

PQ

14. Who was notified of the
opportunity to review and
discuss the plan?

15. What infornation was
presented at the review?

so &Po

Proces s

planning process ?

a) Ho$¿ was the infornation from the
pubfic analyzed by the planners?

b) Were the pubJ-ic satisfied that
their input (from the previous
stage) had been analyzed by the
planners?

c) What fonnat was used to indicate
that public infor¡nation and concerns
v¡ere considered in the TMP?

a) Was an open house conducted?
Where? When?

b) Were the public given alternatj-ve
opporLunities to review the plan?

c) Ho!¡ did the timinq of the review
coincide with the ability of the
publ- ic to participate?

a) What formats were used Lo inform
the public of the opportunity to
participate and what infornation did
they contain ?

b) Díd the public understand the
not ices ?

a) What formats were used to present
inforrnation to the pubf ic?

b) I{as the infornation easily
understood by the publ ic ?

c) Were alternat ives/opt ions
(for road or cutting allocations)
identified on the TMP? How were
the public's conments on
these recorded?
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Function Process

Public Response

16. who responded to the revíew? a) What percentage of notified
members of the public responded?

. iloTi: iå':";åi; i":.3;å:1"f" 'n"
: c) How were public responses
: recorded?
itZ. wh.t was the nature of the a) Was the information provided
responses? informative enough to elicit

relevant responses ?

'l-8. Were there any interested a) Why didn,t they receive a notice?
: persons or groups that were not
, informed of the opportunity to
: review the preliminary plan, and: identified themselves after the
: notices \,¡ere sent out?
:
l
! 19. Did the planners respond to a) How did the planners respond to
: input from the pubfic at this input from the public at this stage?
rstage?

Phase IV - Draft Plan Preparation and Review

Establishment of Obj ectíve
l

,ZO. Was an objective established a) Were the public informed of the
for this stage in the pubLic objective of this stage in the

r participation process? p.Ianning process?

, Plan Design

21. Was the information from the a) How was the information from the
, public anaJ-yzed by the planners? public anal-yzed by the planneïs?

P0 b) Were the public satisfied that
their input (fron the previous
stage) had been anal.yzed by
the pi-anners ?

c) what format $ras used to indicate
that public information and concerns
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Function Proces s

. were considered in the TMP?

, S0ep0 d) Was a consensus between the
planners and the public reached !ùith

, regard to cutting and road
: allocations?
j

Notification and Revieet

. 22. tlhaL opportunities were given a) Was an open house conducted?
to the public to: review Where? When?
and comment on the draft plan;
and/ discuss theÍr concerns b) Were the public Aiven alternative
v¡ith the planners? opportunities to review the plan?

j, "n !l'Tliu:'*':liïå^ï?'if"':? i;:"'
: public to participate?
:

:23. Who was notified of the a) What formats were used to inforrn
: opportunity to review and the public of the opportunity to
i discuss the pfan? partj-cipate and what information did
: they contain?
i

, p0 b) Did the pubfic understand the
notices ?

24. What information was a) What formats were used to present
presented at the revie\,r? information to the public?

Ir PO b) Was the information easily
I understood by the public?
¡ Pnbli. Response

25, I^lho responded to the review? a) What percentage of notified' members of the public responded?

. b) How much time was given to the, pubfic to subnit a response?
:
:i c ) Ho\l¡ were public responses

] 
tecorded?

:26. Did the pfanners respond to a) Ho\,¿ did the pl-anners respond to
, input fron the publ-ic at this input from the pubtj-c at this stage?
, staqe?



Function Proces s

'Phase V - Final Plan Approval/Verification
Establj-shment of obj ective

: 27. was an objective established a) were the public informed of the
for this stage in the public objectíve of this stage in the
participation process? planning proces s ?

: P]-an Design

'28. Was the information from the a) How v¡as the infornation from the
public analyzed by the pfanners? pubfic analyzed by the planners?

P0 b) were the public satisfied that
their input ( frorn the previous

: stage ) had been ana.l-yzed by

: 
ahe pl_anners ?

: c) What fornat was used to indicate
: that public information and concerns
, ¡¿ere considered in the TMP?

:

: Notification and Review

ì29. What opportunities were given a) Was an open house conducted?
, to the public to: revierv Where? When?
and comment on the draft plan;
and, discuss their concerns b) Were the public given alternative
with the pfanners? opportunities to revie!Ì the p.Ian?

, ?0 c).How did the tining of the revier¡
coincide v¡ith the ability of the

' public to participate?
a

30. Who was notified of the a) What formats were used to inform
: opportunit.y to review and the public of the opportunity to
discuss the plan? 

if,*r:å:i:inand 
what information did

urrsll

I
I

:

: 3I , w¡rat information \.¡as
: presented at the revie\,¿?

PQ b) Did the public understand the
notices ?

a) What formats were used to present
infornation to the publ ic?

PQ b) Was the information easily
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Function PToces s

understood by the publ ic?

Pubu-c Response

32. Who responded to the review? a) What percentage of notified
members of the public responded?

b) were there any new respondent.s?

c) How rnuch tine was given to thepublic to submj_t a response?

al) How were pubfic responses
recorded ?

33. Did the planners respond to a) How did the planners respond toinput from the public at this input from the public at this stage?

SUPPIEMENTARY EVALUATION OUESTTONS

Demands on Participants

34. What action was required p0 a) Were there great denands on the
by members of the public, in participants, timez
order for them to be able to
participate effectively? pO b) Did it cost money for peopl-e toparticipate? ff so, ryere their

cosÈs reimbursed?

Planner/Participant Interaction
35, What v¡as the nature of pO a) Did the planners r+ork withthe interaction between the participants to deve.Iop solutions/planners and the participants? reach consensus Õn issues of

concern ?

PO b ) t^¡ere the planners f riendly/
approa chabÌ e ?

P0 c) Has the process contributed
to increase trust of OMNR bv the
publ ic?

Decisj-on-Making

36, How were decisions Seepo a) Were participants fami.Iiar
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Function Process

made? with the decision-making process
used in tinber nanagement planning?

b) Were participants invofved in
dec is ion -making? rf so, how? (dírectly
or indirecti-y? )

c) Who rnade the decisions for the
TMP?

il) Who \,¡as accountable for decisions
and to whom?

SQ&PQ e) Were the pubtic/staff satisfied
with the decision-making proeess ?

P0 f) Did the public receive rationales
for the decisions made regardingf
their concerns ?

Public Knowle¿lge

37, Do the pubfic feeÌ that they
know enough about timber management
planning such that they are able
to participate effectivefy? Po

38. Has the process contributed
to increased trust of the OMNR by
the public? P0

Satisfaction with Process

39. Are the public/staff PQ a) Are the public satisfied that their
satisfied v¡ith the pubfic input has been acknowledged by the
participation process? pfanners ?

P0 b) Did the publ-ic think that there was
enough time to discuss their concerns
with the pfanners ?

S0&P0 c) What are the strengths of the
proces s ?

SQ&?O d ) What are the r,¡eaknesses of the
proces s ?

SQ&Po e) Do the public/staff have any
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Function Process

suggestions for improvements to
the proces s ?

40. Were there any requests for
a bump-up or individuaf designation?

i

, Process Responsiveness to Change

41. Is the public a) Were there instances where
: particÍpation process adaptive changes to the plan were required
, to operational changes? due to unforseen devel-opments?

, Proc""= Evaluation

.. 42. Was the public participation
: process evaluated for effectiveness
,while the process was being
!conducted?

: 43, Were there any constraints which
: inhibited the effèctiveness of the
; public participation process? (e . g. ,

: time, money/ staff, lack of interest
: ¡y t¡re public, Iack of authority to
: make decisions, public input
r conflicts with policy, other?)

Post-Approval Public hvolvement
:

,44. Has there been any S0eP0 a) Are the public kept up to date, interaction between OMNR on activities associated with
: and the participants since pfan irnp.Iementat ion ?

¡ the plan was approved? 
b) Has there been a need for any
further public involvement in:

::';åîi:3.ii;':i"fún*å:¿iiliiåå,
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Participant euestionnaire (including responses)

(Please note: those questions rnarked l¡ith an * were not
asked of the public because the timber managenent plan which

, this questionnaire v¡as tested on was inconpl-ete at the time
the questionnaire was administered. )

. t. Did the notices you received exptain clearlv how you
: couJ-d participate in the timber managãñãñEllanning
. process ?

16 Yes 5 No

Heard it through cfub newsfetter 4

Can,t remember 2

2. Did you review the plan at any stage j-n the timber
' management planníng process?
: 22 Yes 7 No (If yes/ go to question 3. If no, go to
, Suestion 5. )
:

i 3. During the prelíminary plan review stage/ rvere you
, shown alternat ives/opt ions that you could comment on
: with regard to cutting and./or road allocations?
i 

t7 Yes 5 No _ Can,t remember

'; 4, a) Was the infornation that was presented for your
: review easy t'o understand?, 16 yes f Ño 5 Sonewhat

b) If not/ what (specíficalIy) was unclear?
5 map presentat ion
2 associated documentation identifying areas of
concern

, _L other

I staf f vague on ansr,/ers.

OMNR didn't have time to review rnaps before they were: shown to public.
:

: They don,t want you to undersÈand info.
;

: 3 - f $'as faced with a bunch of maps and peopfej standing around at open house - would like to have been
I greeted when r came in
I : - Would tike a formal presentation at open house
!
:, Open house very imposing

They'ïe not interested in discussing any timber
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management activities except their immediate pl-an

They're not showing the big picture

Not enough staff avaiÌabl-e - had to find stuff myself,
took a fong tine - had to v¡ait in line to see maps

Disappointed that there were mapping errors

Difficult to know what was going on unless you \úere
afready familiar \,¡ith TMP planning and issues

Didn't like format of corunent sheet - too many
questions on it that they wanted ans¡+ered - don't want
to address thíngs on their terms

c) Do you have any suggestions for improvements to
informatíon presentation?

3 - info centre too rushed, not enough time in the
evening to get a thorough look at maps (took a long
time to find maps and related info)
4 - make road and cut J-ocations more clear
1 - ensure OMNR reviews maps before they are shown at
open house

2 - overwhelming for people without a central interest
in the plan

1 - should have a person standing at each display t'o
explain what it' s about

I - more time required to submj-t comments

I - suggest that cutting blocks be presented not on.Iy
geographically but numerically

2 - woufd like fornal presentations at open house, then
a question and answer period - take minutes of these
discussion periods, including responses so that
planners v¡ill be accountable for what they say

1- main issues and results of these types of
discussions should be available to the public - put
them in the paper

1 - would Ìike alfocation maps on display

a) Did you provide input at the background/in format ion
gatheríng stage of the pfanning process?

5.
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6 Yes 21 No (lf yes, continue/ if no, 90 to question
6)

b) If so, !{ere you able to judge whether your input had
been consídered in the p.l-an?
L Yes 2 No l- Not Sure

2 Tl's something that can be addressed later

6. a) Thus far, do you feel that you have been provided
with sufficient opportunity to discuss the plan with
planning team members?
22 Yes 5 No

b) Were the opportunities (thus far) to review the plan
convenient for you?
20 Yes 5 No

c) If not/ would there have been a better: (be
specific ¡

_ time
_ day of the week
1 month v¿inter
6 more tine required for review

5 - open house should be held over at feast 2
nights
l- - 2 extra weeks required at this tine of year

7,* How do you feel that your concerns were dealt with by
OMNR staff?
a) Do you feeÌ that your concerns were acknovrledged?

_ Yes _No
b) Did you work together to reach a consensus?

_ Yes _No
Comments :

c) Were you inforrned of decisions regarding your area
of concern?
_ Yes _No

8. Do you feel that your input can affect the pl-an?
10 Yes 6 No 15 Hopefully

CoÍunents:
2 - Yes, to some degree

1 - Who knows
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1 - They seem open to discussion

4 - In the past it never mattered if an individuaf
conpl-ained, groups seem to be more effective

l- - Yes because Boise called to discuss ny corunents

1 - They (co.) don/t care about the public. I hope
OMNR listens to the public and stands by their rnandate

2 - íL's a done deaf before open houses, oMNR and Co.
have agreed in principJ-e as to what they're doing

9. Are the pfanners friendly/approachable?
25 Yes _ No

10. Do you feel that it is requiring too much of your time
to participate?
3 Yes 20 No 5 Somewhat

11. a) Have there been any expenses associated with your
participation?
4 Yes 23 No

b) If so, approximately how much money have you spent?
S600, gs0O/yr

c) Do you feel that you should be reimbursed for these
expenditures ?
_ Yes 3No

L2. a) Are you familiar with the decision-making process
that is used in timber managernent planning?
5 Yes 17 No 4 Sonewhat

I f nÕt , \^/hy ?

Comments:

c) Were you informed of decisions made regarding your
particular issues of concern?
_ Yes _No

13. * Has participating ì-n this process contributed to
increased feeling of trust toward the OMNR?
_ Yes _No

14. a) Overalf, do you feel that you know enough about
timber nanagement planning to be able to participate
effectively?
18 Yes I No 2 Somewhat
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15.* a) Overall-, v¿ere you satisfied with the pubfic
participation Þroces s ?

_ Yes _No
b) what do you Iike about the public participation
proces s ?

3 - lots of people at the open house there to help and
explain

23 - l-ikes the fact that it exists/the opportunity to
provide and discuss lnput

1 - found out about ho¡,¡ nuch is invofved in timber
management planning

1 - that they take my j-nput into consideration

1 - good that v¿e have 30 days to respond

1 - there is good advance not ice/advert is ing/fetters
1 - referred to right people for discussion - easy to

rnake appoíntments with

1 - nice to have the opportunity to meet the planning
team

2 - appreciated rece.iving Letter of acknowledgement

1- appreciated receiving phone catl
1 - appreciates emphasis on overall fish and wildfife

ecology as they area affected by timber operations

1 - The co. cooperates with OMNR very vref f
1 - the co. concerns themselves with public interests
1 - it's good if you're an effective lobby group

1 - some maps were good

c) What don't you like about the pubJ-ic participation
proces s ?

3 - notices do not clearly indicated what issues are
related to tirnber management planning and who is
potentially affected

5 - tourist operators are favoured (they get personal-
invitations, whereas joe public has to hope they
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.!
I

see it in the paper)

1- special interest groups are favoured

2 - not cfear on how natives are involved

2 - stakeholders not included in discussions/decisíon-
mak i ng

1 - most. people don't take part because they're afraid
of large public forums

1 - no consultation process with various resídents

1 - letter of acknors.Iedgement not personaÌ (specific
issue person asked about \,/as not addressed in the
response fron OMNR)

1 - didn't bother to attend open house this time due to
discouragement from fast time

1- if OMNR and Co. don't respond to input, people will
becone cynical and not respond at aII

1- my letters not responded to

1- the process is .Long and drawn out (so long before
!¡ou hear back )

1 - no record of verba]- discussions made at open houses

l- - OMNR short on manpower

2 - individual concerns dealt with poorly

5 - not enough public knowledge about TMP issues

1 - terminology that is used (eg. MAD Calc, AOC)
difficult for some members of the public to
unders tand

2 - Tourist operator concerns receive more attention
from OMNR and Co.

3 - OMNR and Co. a little flexible but nol very

1 - they want to keep us away

4 - not having received notice from the OMNR a concern
of members of the Conservation Club, KHP and
property o\,¡ners in the Longbow Lake/Storm Bay Road
vicinity Alot of these people didn't see the
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notice in the paper

1 - application of AOC guidelines too mechanical - may
not suit the aesthetics of an area and shoul-d be
decided upon frorn the vantage point of the site

1 - guidelines shou.l-d be in place for renote areas
instead of stríking up one on one deals

2 - nore value should be placed on the , naturafness, of
the forest, not just on trees

l- - everything has to go through natives - too much
po\{er

l- - a feel-ing of uncertainty over decisions made - they
can be changed overnight by government

1 - Lack of monj-toring of operations (e.g. no hunting
signs not taken out when workers leave the area)

2 - the open house is just a formatity (nothing gets
resolved there )

1 - it's a done deal once it's in the paper

1 - notice in paper small-, didn't stand out

1 - I'n tired of the argument that we have to keep the
miÌI going

3 - they're there to convince the public that they/ re
doing the right thing, not willing to admit that
lhey may be v¡rong

1 - overheard staff tafking - re anxious to leave

1 - OMNR/Co. tend to forget about t'irst Nations
conmunities vhich use fands that rnay be adjacent
to their reseïves

I - should be open houses on all potential-Iy affected
native reserves - expensive to go to Kenora or Ear
Falls

1-

1-

l-

the public participation process is a smokescreen/
it's pol j-tically motivated

they ask what you \,¿ant and do what they want

if you \,¡anted to ask questions, they don,t cone to
you to explain stuf f
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l- - not seeing positive results - have to have these
early to keep people ínvolved

al) Do you have any suggestions for ímprovernents to the
public partícipation process ?

3 - notices shoufd indicate issues (activities) and
types of persons that may be affected by TMP
a ct ivit íes

1 - \¿oul-d like a chance to discuss issues with OMNR,
Co. and other interested persons in an open forrnat
l vorkshop ¡

1 - would fike to receive in condensed form, a sunmary
of what is planned for their area (in the vicinity
of their property )

1 - ads should run in the paper for rnore days

1 - general public should be kept in mind more
throughout the process rather than just the
primary stakehofders

1 - OMNR should get involved more and appfy guidelines

1 - discussions and decisions nade at open houses
should be recorded and put in writing

2 - public ( individuafs ) should be listened to

1 - prove you're listening to the littfe guy

1 - explain more thoroughly why you can't do what the
publ ic r,¡ants - no more vague statements

1 - there should be an open consultation process with
residents throughout planníng (will allow
recognition of multiple interests )

1 - We need something rnore productive than an open
house

1 - public shoul-d be invo.Ived in decision-making

1 - v¡oufd like a phone call about a week after open
house to discuss concerns

1 - cou.Id advertise more on the day of the open house -
horv about on the radio

I - would Iike scientific explanations
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1- have a public workshop after the open house - gives

people a chance to think and form presentations -
need 30 days after that to provide cornnents

L6.* Have you been kept up to date on activities assocíated
with pfan impl- enentat ion ?
_ Yes _No
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OMNR/Company Staff Member Questionnaj_re

ouestions for OMNR Staff

1. What do you think the strengths of the public
participation process are?

2. What do you think the weaknesses of the public
participation process are?

3. Do you have any suggestions for improvements to the
public participation process ?

4. Have you received training in the areas of: public
participation techniques; evaluatíon of public response/
or; conflict reso.Iution? Do you think that this type of
training would be beneficial to planning team nembers?

5. Do you think that inproved public education about issues
surrounding timber management planning would irnprove thepublic participation process overa]l? Do you have any
suggestions for how this public education coufd be
undertaken .

ouestions for Company

1. What do you think the strengths of the public
participation process are?

2. What do you think the weaknesses of the public
participation p.rocess are ?

3, Does the company deaf with the public in ways which are
different from oMNR's approach? How?

4. Do you have any suggestions for improvements to the
process other than those mentioned above?

5. Do you think that training in the area of public
participation (e.9. how to get the public invofved, conffict
resolution) would be beneficial to pfanning team members?

6. Do you think that inproved public education about issues
surrounding timber management planning would improve thepublic participation process overal-1? Do you have any
suggestions fo¡ how this pubfic education could be
undertaken -
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PUBLIC PARTTCTPATION
EVALUATTON MODEL

Phase I - Proiect ,/ Partícir¡ation planninq
Fu.nction

Determining Purpose

]. V{hat is the purpose of
involving the public in the
timber managenent planning
nr^^ôcê ?

Establishing Plan
2. Were terms of reference and a
process for public participation
established?

Management/Staf f Pteparation

3, Were staff prepared and
organì-zed to conduct a public
participation process?

Proces s

a) Can a cfear statenent of purpose
be found?

Were the public clearly informed
the purpose?

a ) I,lere terms of ref erence forpublic participation
established?

b) Was a process for conducting
public participation establ-ished?

a) Was a tinber management ptanning
tea¡n es tal¡l ished?

b) Who was appointed with the
responsibility of conducting thepublic participation process ?

c) Was a budget for conducting thepublic participation process
estabÌished?

d) f{ere the persons who dealt with
the public trained in the following
subject areas (appropriate to their
role): public participation
techniques; eval-uation of publ ic
response, and; conflict resolution?

b)
of



Phase fI - Information Disseminatíon,/Data Gatherinq
, Function Pnocess

: Establisbaent of obj ective

' 4. was an objective for this a) were the public informed of the
: stage in the publíc participation objective of this stage in the
: process established? planning process?

fìlf ormation Dissemi-nation

5. What information \^/as sent a) Did planners anticipate pubÌic
to the public? concerns (and ho\,/)?

b) Vlhat neans !¡ere used to inform
the public of the opportunity to
participate and \,/hat information did
they contain?

:

: pe c) Did the public understand the
i not ices ?

: 6. To whom was the information a) What criteria v¡ere used to
: sent? determine who shoutd be on the
: initiaf maiJ- ing fist?
:: b) How nuch tine \qas given to the
ì public to submit a response?

Publj-c Respons e

; 7. Did the information that was a) Were the responses simiJ-ar to
i provided el-icit relevant those which were anticipated or
ì responses? rrere ne\,/ concerns raised?

: 8. How many people responded and a) What percentage of notified
, how were the responses recorded? people responded?

! b) How were the responses recorded?

: ") Were any ne\{ persons/groups with
j an interest in the TMp identified?
lI d) Were the new persons or groups
! added to the mailing list?

i 9. Did the pubfic receive a a) How did the ptanners respond to: response to their input at public input at this stage?
i this stage?
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Phase IIf - Prelimínary Plan Preparation and. Revíew

Phase IV - Draft PIan Preparation and Revierr

Phase V - Final Plan Approval/Verification

Foll-owing is a generic list of evaluation questions which should be asked
for each of Phases fII, IV, and V.

A fe!¡ additiona]. questions, unique to each phase should a]-so be askecl.
These are found. on page 5, followecl by the supplementary questions.

Fu¡rction Process

Establishment of Obj ective

10. Was an objective for thís a) Were the public informed of the
stage in the public participation objective of this stage in the
process established? planning proces s ?

Plan Design

11. was the information from the a) How was the information from thepublic considered by the planners? pubfic considered and hor,¡ Ís this
recorded ?

P0 b) Were participants satisfied tha:
their input (from the previous
planning phase) had been considered
by the pfanners ?

Notification and Review

12, How was the pre.l iminary /dtaf L/ a) What opportunities were given
final plan presented to the to the public to review and
pubtic? comment on the pfan?

P0 b ) Hov¡ did the timing of the revie-,u
coincide v¡ith the ability of the
public to participate?

13. I^Iho was notified of the a) What means were used to infor¡n
opportunity to review and the public of the opportunity to
discuss the plan? 

if;å:':åiÊ:înand 
what information did

u¡¡ç1,

b) How much time was gj-ven to the
public to submit a response?



Fu¡ction Process

P0 c) Did the public understand the
notices ?

14. What information was a) What neans were used to present
presented at the public review? information to the public?

PQ b) Was the information easily
understood by the public?

Pub]-ic Response

15. How many people responded and a) What percentage of notified
how were the responses recorded? peopfe responded?

b) Were there any ne!¡ respondents?

c) How vrere responses recorded?

17. Did the public receive a a) How did the planners respond to
response from the pfanners at input frorn the public at this stage?
this slage?

Additj-onal questions, specific to each phase:

Phase III - Preliminary Plan Preparation and Review

18. were al ternat ives/opt ion s
(for road or cutting allocations¡
identified on the TMP? How were
the public's comments on
lhese recorded? So&?Q

Phase IV - Draft Plan Preparation and. RevieÍq

19. Was a consensus bet\,¡een the
planners and the public reached with
regard to cutting and road
allocations? S0&?0

SUPP],EMENTARY EVALUATION OUESTTONS

Demands on Participants

20. Was the process P0 a) Were there great demands on the
convenient for the public? participants' time?

))o



Function

P0

Pl-anner / Particípant Interactíon

21. What was the nature of P0
the interactíon between the
planners and the participants ?

Decis ion - Making

22. How were decisions S0&P0
made ?

SQ ePQ

P0

Public Knowledge

23. Do the public feel that they
know enough about timber management
planning such that they are able
to participate effectively? P0

Proces s

b) Did it cost money for peopte to
participate? If so/ l¡ere their
costs reimbursed?

a) Did the planners work r+ith
participants to develop solutions/
reach a consensus on issues of
concern?

b) Were the planners friendly/
approachabl e ?

c) Has the process contributed
to increased trust of the oMNR bv
the publ ic?

a) Were participants fanil- iar
with the decision-making process
used in t j-mber managenent planning?

b) Were parlicipants invofved in
decision-making? If so/ how?
(directly or indirectly? )

c) Who made the decisions for the
TMP?

d) Who was accountab.Ie for decisions
and to whom?

e) Are the public/staff satisfied
with the decision-making process ?

f) Did the public receive rationafes
for decisions made regarding
their concerns ?

P0

PQ



Function Process

Satísfaction with ?ïocess

24. Are the public/staff P0 a) Are the pubfic satisfied that

satisfied r,¡íth the public their input has been acknowledged
participation process? by the planners?

P0 b) Did the public think that there
was enough time to díscuss their
concerns ?

So&PQ c) What are the strengths of the
. process ?

S0&P0 il) What are the weaknesses of the
process ?

SO&PQ e) Do the staff/public have any
suggestions for improvements to the
proces s ?

25. Were there any requests for
a bump-up or individuaf designation?

Process Responsiveness to Change

26. Is the public a) Were there instances where
participation process adaptive changes to the plan rvere required
to operational changes? due to unforseen developnents?

Process Evaluation

27. vlas the public participation
process evaluated for effectiveness
duríng or after it was conducted?

2I . were there any constraints \,rhich
inhibited the effectiveness of the
public participation process? (e.9.,
time, money, staff, lack of interest
by the public, Ìack of authority to
¡nake decisions, public input
conflicts with poJ- icy / other?)

Post-Appnoval Pub1ic Involvement

29. Has there been any PO a) Are the public kept up to date
interaction betvreen OMNR and on activities associated r,¡ith
the participants s ince
the plan r+as approved?

plan impl- ementat íon ?

23]-



b) Has there been a need for any
further publíc invol-vernent in:
continued planníng; mitigation;
or nonitoring of TMP activities?



Appendix T

?articipant Questioûlaire (Fina1)



Participant ouestioD¡aire

1, a ) Ho\,,r did you f ind out
participate in timber
_ Letter from OMNR
_ Newspaper Notice
_ Radio

about the opportunity to
management pfanning?

2.

_ fnterest or other group ne\,¡sletter
_ Heard about it from anolher person

other

b) If you saw a notíce lor heard it on radio), did itexplain clear.l-y how you could participate in the tímber
management planning process ?
_ Yes _ No _ Can't remember

Did you review the plan at any stage ín the timber
management planning process ?
_ Yes _ No (rf yes, 90 to question 3. ff no, 90 toquestion 5. )

a) Was the infornation that \\ras presented for your
review easy to understand?
_ Yes _ No _ Sonev¡hat

b) If not, what (speclficatly) was unclear?

c) Do you have any suggestions for improvements toinformation presentation?

During the preliminary plan review stage, were you
shown a.Iternat ives/opt ions that you coufd commeñt onwith regard to cutling and road álfocationsz

3.

5.
- 

Yes 
- 

No _ Can't remember

a) Did you provide input at any stage in
process ?

_ Yes _ No (If yes, continue, if no,
6)

the planning

go to question

6,

b) If so, were you abfe to judge whether your input had
been considered in the plan?
_ Yes _No
a) Were the opportunities to revier.¡ the plan convenientfor you?
_ Yes _No



b) If not, woul-d there have been a better: time; day
of the week; rnonth; or/ more time required for
review?

c) Do you feef that it required too much of your tíme
to participate?
_ Yes _No

7. a) were there any expenses associated with your
participation?
_ Yes _No
b) If so, approximately how much money did you spend?

c) Do you feef that you should have been reímbursed for
these expenditures ?

_ Yes _No
8. Ho\,/ do you fee]- that your concerns were dealt wíth by

OMNR staff:

a ) Do you f eel that your concerns were ackno\,i.ledged
(did you receive feedback? )

_ Yes _No
b) Did you have enough time to discuss your concerns
rqith the planning team?
_ Yes _No
c) Did you work together to reach a consensus?

_ Yes _No
Comments :

il) Were the planners fr iendJ-y/approachabf e?
_ Yes _No

9. a) Are you familiar with the decision-making process
that is used in Limber rnanagement pl-anning?
_ Yes _No
b) Are you satisfied with the decision-making process?
_ Yes _No
Comments :

c) Did you receive .rationales for the decisions made
regarding your area of interest?
_ Yes _No
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10. Do you feel- that you know enough about tímber
management planning to participate effectively?
_ Yes _No

11. Has participating in this process contributed to
increased feeling of trust toward the oMNR?
_ Yes _No

L2. a) Overafl-, were you satisfíed with the public
participation proces s ?
_ Yes _No
b) What did you like about the public participation
proces s ?

c) What didn't you like about the public participation
proces s ?

al) Do you have any suggestions for improvenents to
the public participation proces s ?

13. Have you been kept up to date on activities associated
v/ith plan impl-ementat ion ?
_ Yes _No



Appenalix it

Fina1 Governnent/company ouestioruxaire



OMNR/Company Staff Member ouestionnaiTe

ouestions for OMNR Staff

1. what do you think the strengths of the public
participation process are?

2. What do you think the weaknesses of the pubfic
participation process are?

3. Do you have any suggestj-ons for inprovements to the
pubfic participation proces s ?

4, Have you received training in the areas of: public
participation techniques; eval-uation of public response/
or; conflict resolution? Do you think that this type of
training would be beneficial to planning team members?

5. Do you think that improved public education about issues
surrounding timber management planning would inprove the
public participation process overa.II? Do you have any
suggestions for how this public education coufd be
undertaken .

Questions for company

1. What do you think the strengths of the public
participatíon process are?

2, What do you think the \,¡eaknesses of the public
participation process are?

3. Does the company deaf with the public in v¡ays which are
different from OMNR's approach? How?

4. Do you have any suggestions for improvements to the
process other than those mentioned above?

5. Have you received training in the areas of: public
participation techniques; evafuation of public response,
or; conflict resolution? Do you think that this type of
training rvould be beneficial to planning team members?

6. Do you think that improved pubfic education about issues
surrounding timber management planning would improve the
pubìic participation process overall? Do you have any
suggestions for hor¿ this public education could be
undertaken.


